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ABSTRACT
Midtiphase flow of gas and low loads of liquids occurs frequently in aahuai gas gathering and

transmission ptpehes for both onshore and oflkhore operations. Literature and experimental
investig&om indicate that dispersed droplet and d e d flow patterns are obtained when gas

and snaU quantities of liquids flow conuJn-entlyin a pipe. Very few correlations exist for the
prediction of holdup and pressure drop for these systems and fewer still give satidkctory results.
Experimentai studies for air-oil and air-watersystems flowing through sllall chameter plastic

and steel horizontai pipes ranging in size fiom 1-inch to 3-inches were performed. The
exphents were carried out at the multiphase flow laboratories of Imperial College in London

and the Univershy of Calgary in Canada Data from actual operating gas pipehe systems
transporting damounts of hydrocarbon liquids were also eduated. Based on the

experimental resuhs and the operating data, two approaches for modeling these systemsare
proposed:
A homogeneous approach for very low liquid loads (holdups up to 0.005 ), typical in

1)

gas transnisson systems. A f?ictionk o r correlation based on the mixture

Reynolds number and the holdup has been developed for this flow regime.
A mechanistic e e d two-phase approach for higher liquid loads (holdups greater

2)

than 0.005) u d y found in gas gathering systems with consideration givento :
a)

The reduction in the available flow area and extent of wetting of the pipe perhieta

by the liquid film The gadliquid i n t d c e was observed to be either flat or w e d .

b) The int-

fiction fhctor between the liquid film and the gas. A new correlation

based on the liquid and gas Reynolds numbers as weU as the film thickness and hold
up has been developed. This correlation has been successllly tested against both
expairnerd and actual pipeline operating data.
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ERRATA
The interfacial fiiction factor correlation used in Chapter 6 was slightly different 60m that

developed in Chapter 5. The analyses contained in Chapter 6 were performed before an
error in the correlation was discovered. The error has been ratified but given time

constraints and the sigruficant amount of data analyses involved the old correlation has
been lefi unchanged in this section only. This error has no effect on the conclusions arrived
at in this study. The equations in question are given below for both the curved interface and

the flat interface.

Original Correlations
Curved Interface: f , = 2 5 w e ,0.42 E 021 ~e;""go-']

Flat Interface : f , = 0.04me:*
cO"'~e;"

+ 0.0084.

KO-"] + 0.045.

Revised Correlutions

Curved interface: f ,= 303[Re,037 E 0 3 4 ~e:"

Flat interface j, = 0.06l p e 0,.60 E 035 ~ e : "

go''] + 0.0077.

i0*6']
+ 0.032.
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CHAPTER 1

The joint flow of gas and Liquids in pipes is common in the chemical process industry,
particullarty for o l and -yspipeline flow. Numetous theories and corrdations have been
proposed in the last 50 years for the prediction of pressure drop and liquid holdup in pipelines.
None of them,however, gives consistently reliable r&

&phase

for 1the identified flow patterns in

gas-liquid flow.

Systems transporting gas and low loads of liquids are pahaps some ofthe least studied in

muhiphase history and consequently literature and data for these systems are M e d . In the
petroleum industry this phenomenon occurs fiquently in natural gas gathering and
tmnsmission pipelines for both onshore and ofkhore operations. The accompanying liquids

are usually heavy hydrocarbon hctions and water and may be introduced f?om several
sources. Liquids f?om compression fkilities (e.g. lube oil) and treatment plants (e.g. glycol)

as well as products fiom retrograde condensation may accompany the gas during
tramportation. Some

water fiom the reservoir formation may also contniute to the liquid

load.
The accompanying liquids affect the transportation &ciency of the system Most gathering
pipelines (which typically have liquid loads up to 100 barreIs per minion cubic feet of gas

(bblslMUSCF)) transport fluids as multiphase components. Design ofthese lines will require

an accurate and adequate prediction of the liquid holdup and the comespondingpressure drop
consistent with the physical and thermodynamic properties of the gas-Liquid mixture. For
traosmission pipelines, where the liquid entninment is usually less than 10 bbWMMSCF of
gas, most pipeline companiestypically employ "dry gas" models to predict the transport

capabilitiesof the system In reality the accompanying liguids may travel as a film or may be
cktri'buted as dispened droplets in the predominant gas phase (Gould et al, 1975; Hope et al,

1977). Both the film and the droplets impede the flow of gas through the pipe. Some pipehe

co-es,

dependiag on the level of liquid commtration, calibrate their system by adjusting

the t r e s s i o n or efEuency fictors to account for the additional drag due to the
accompanying liquids.
Current angle phase mode& approaches are not adequate to predict the transport

capabilities of the pipehes required to move these fluid mixtures. A wephase analysis or
mgle phase andysk with modified friction fixtors may be required to adequately predict the

transport capabilitiesof such system: Gas-liquid pipelines, particulariy those traversing hilly

temin, present very si@~anf design and operating problems. Unlike slngle phase flow,
where the potential energy lost going uphill is usually recovered in the downhill d o n , for
gas-liquid flow in such pipelines, the liquid usually collects at the base of the inclination and
gives a much lower liquid holdup or mixture density in the downhill flow.

While the design principles of single phase gas and single phase liquid pipehes are firmly

established, two-phase (or multiphase) design is stiIl evohing and requires a generous amount

of experimental verification. For this study, both homogeneous (pseudo single p b ) and
two-phase stdfied flow approaches are employed to d a a i i the behavior and transport

properties of a system of gas and low loads of liquid in pipelines. The homogeneous model is

adequate for the dispened phase case while a separated flow approach will be required for the
stratified flow case.

1.1 Homogeneous (Pseudo Single Phase)Analysis

Honogeneous models treat the gas-liquid mixture as a pseudo single phase with average
fluid properties. The appropriate definitions of the fluid properties (density and viscosity)
are critical to the accuracy of the model. The approach that has been used widely in the
past for the homogeneous case was to write the conservation equations for the two-phase
mixture as a single phase fluid with empirically defined mixture propenies for density and

Viscosity. Thus, the resulting mixture models consist of only three mixture conservation
equations. The set of conservation equations is relatively simple to solve and present a

number of similarities to those of the corresponding single phase flow. The mixture
models cannot, however, l l i y consider the dynamics of the exchanges of mass,

momentum, and energy between the phases. Departures fiom thermal equilibrium and
differences in average velocity between the phases may exist.
13Two-phase Stratified Flow m s i s

Most pipehe companies contirme to a d . the drag fhctor and &'ective roughuess to account

for n o ~ i d d e ins flow for the homogeneous pattem, but it is not clear at what limiting liquid
load this "m&edm single phase approach is appropriate. A rmrltiphase stratified flow
approach may be required when the phases exhiiit very different flow characteristics. Despite
the sigdhnt research and advances in multiphase flow over the last 50 years, literature and
data on systems involving gas and low loads of liquid remain U e d .

Most of the adsting two-phase models are too empirical and "data-specific" to describe the
flow behavior of gas and low liquid loads adequately. Another apparent shortcoming of the
existing two-phase models is the fact that they consistently express the fiction faaor as a

Man of the Reynolds number. This may not be so. From single phase gas operating
it is evident that the Reynolds number may have little or no &bct on the Ection fkctor or gas

traasmission factor at high flow rates (i-e.m
y rough flow).
Unlike the homogeneous approach, the W e d approach treats the phases separatelly,with
different phys~caland thermodynamic properties. Mass, momentum and energy d e r

between phases are significant and interfacial interactions are d e s r i i with appropriate
closure laws. Most stratified models also assume that the pressure is d o r m across the crosssection and equal in each phase. This assumption is sometimesjustified by the observation

that d i a l pressure differences are usually small and in most cases cannot be measured. It is
not,however, universally acceptable. The pressure may be quite diff'erent in the two-phases
due to gravity or surface tension effects. For systems of gas and low liquid loads, Grolman et
a1 (1997) have proven that this assumption is reasonable. Phenomenological conceptswhich

rely on flow patterns are sometimes Superimposed on the d e d approach to describe the
gas-liquid flow behavior adequately. This has proven to give better universal predictions since
they demi'be the 'phenomenon' (or mechanism) rather than merely correlating empirical data

The most significant parameter in d e h b g the two-phase strdied flow is the interfacial
friction &or, the d e m o n of which is numerous in the twephase literature.
13 Interfacial Friction Factor

The flow of gas over the gas-liquid interface kduces waves or ripples on the Liquid
surface, which offers some resistance to the flow. The geometry of the interface

essentially defines the flow regime and the associated transport mechanism. In essence
this two-phase phenomenon can be viewed as a single phase system bounded by a moving

boundary ( Ishii, 1984; Grolman et al, 1997) and the pipe wall. Thus, the two-phase
problem could be formulated in terms of the constitutive equations used for single phase
flow with the appropriate wall and interfhce boundary conditions.
Many authors remain divided on an adequate representation of the interfixid stress at the gas-

liquid boundary. Most of the erdsting co~~elations
express the intedkd f?iction factor as a

function of any or a cornbination of the following parameters: the gas Reynolds number, the
liquid Reynolds number, hold up, superficial gas and liquid velocities as well as the film

thickness or height . Most of the comelatiom are empirical and are based on liquid loads
higher than those considered in this study. Thus, an inthcial fiction factor based on low
liquid loads will be desirable and this is one of the objectives of this study .

1.4 Objectives of Study

The key objectives for this study are as follows:

a)

To determine the mode of transport of the liquid phase.

b) To quantify the effects of the accompanying liquid on pipeline fiiction hctor and pressure
drop during the joint transport ofgas and low loads of liquids.

C)

To evaluate the appropriate wall and LerElcial friction fkctors.

1.5 Benefits Of Research To Gas Industry

The ben& of this research to the gas industry (both onshore and offshore) can be

summarized as follows:
a) PlpeIine System Design
To quantay the eEects ofthe accompanying liquid on pipeline trammission &or, pressure
drop and ultimately on pipeline fhdities design

b) DetennMon of All'able Liquid Lmds in G ~SYa m

To establish the critical hydrocarbon liquid load that can be allowed in the gas stream; to
provide a guideline that will assist in regulatmg the hydrocarbon dew poirrt for gas producers
and strippers.

c) Cost-egectiye ~ampnkztiionof resources in remote areus
To develop cost-effktke design of laterals and transmkon lines in remote areas. This could

have a direct impact on the processing activities ofgas producers, particularlythe snail and
medium producers.

1.6 Structure of Thesis

The introductory remarks given in Chapter 1 address the objectives of the study, the
benefits of the research to the gas industry and provide an overview of both the
homogeneous and stratified flow modeling approaches for pipeline systems.
A literature s w e y of existing single phase fiction factor expressions, which are

commonly employed in the gas pipeline industry, is presented in Chapter 2.
Both homogeneous and stratified flow models are reviewed, together with existing
interfacial fiction factor correlations.
Chapter 3 descri'bes the experimental apparatus used at both Imperial College and the
University of Calgary. The experimental method and accuracy of the measuring
equipment are presented.
A summary and analysis of the experimental data are given in Chapter 4. A flow pattern

transition from homogeneous to stratified flow is also established in this section. The
experimental data are classified into the two identified flow patterns (homogeneous and

stratified).

The pressure drop and liquid hold up data collected are analyzed for both homogeneous

flow and stratifed flow in Chapter 5. Homogeneous fiction factor and intdcial friction
factor correlations are developed. The homogeneous model and stratified models (both

flat and curved intdces) are presented. Algorithms for the proposed models as well as

a flow chart of the solution procedure are also given.
Chapter 6 compares the predictions f?om the proposed models with those of existing
models. The homogeneous, stratified and interfacial friction factor models are tested.
Both experimental and field data are employed.

Finally the conclusions from the study, consistent with the objectives, as well as
recommendations for future work, are preeented in Chapter 7.

Multiphase technology is important in a wide variety of industrial applications. These
range fiom conventional and nuclear power plants, to process plants, environmental
problems, hydrocarbon recovery, refrigeration and air-conditioning, etc. Traditionally,
interest in multiphase systems has been greatest in the areas of chemical and mechanical

engineering, but today a wider range of scientific disciplines is taking an interest in this
phenomenon. There is need for steady state calculation for design and operation
purposes, for calculations of transient behavior for start-up and control, and for
calculations of behavior of plants under accident conditions for the purpose of safety
assessment. All of these issues exist today and it is important to determine how the
processes associated with them can be predicted. Despite the significant research and

advances in multiphase phenomena over the last 50 years, literature and data on systems
involving gas and low loads of liquid are still limited. Very few cornelations Bda for the
prediction of pressure drop and holdup for these systems and faver still give satidkctory

r&.
Most of the existing analyses of multiphase gas-liquid flows have been based mainly on

empirical studies, numerical solution of conservation equations and detailed mechanistic
approaches. An adequate design and modeling of these gas-liquid systems wiU require a

reliable prediction of the flow pattems as well as the liquid holdup and corresponding pressure
drop which are consistent with the th-c

and hydrodynamic properties of the

mixture. Predictions of flow patterns, liquid hold up and pressure gradients have

consequently been the main parameters of interest in multiphase studies.
2.1 Flow Pattern Maps

Flow pattems in horizontal two-phase flow have been widely researched and documented.

Figure 2.1 shows the primary flow pattems that are obtained for horizontal gas-liquid flow
(Mandhane et al, 1974).

For the bubble flow, the bubbles are confined to the region near the top of the pipe. With
increase in the gas flow rate, the bubbles become larger and coalesce to form the
elongated bubble. The stratified flow pattern has the liquid moving at the bottom of the
pipe with the gas moving on top of it. At low gas and liquid velocities, the gas-liquid
interface is generally smooth and the flow pattern is termed stratified smooth. As the gas
flow rate is increased, the interfacial shear stress becomes sutticient to generate waves on
the liquid surface resulting in the stratified wavy flow pattern. As the gas flow rate is

increased further, the waves continue to grow until their crest approach the top of the pipe

and the liquid is distriiuted over the wall of the pipe. This is the slug regime. At stiU
higher gas flow rates, a thin annular tilm of liquid is fonned together with entrained liquid
droplets in the gas core resulting in the annular mist flow pattern.

The flow pattern maps of Mandhane et a1 (1974) and Taitel and Dukler (1976) are among
the most common and widely used maps for gas-liquid flow in pipelines. These are shown

in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 respectively.

Figure 2.1 FLOW PATTERNS M HORIZONTAL FLOW

MANDHANE ET AL (1974)
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Figure 2.2 MANDHANE ET AL (1974) FLOW PATTERN MAP
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They are similar in form and are both cumelated by the superficial gas and liquid velocities.
Both maps were also developed based on higher liquid loads than those considered in this

study and are usually extrapolated for low liquid load applications.
Two flow patterns can be considered for the concurrent flow of gas and low loads of
liquids: homogeneous flow and stratified flow.

For a system of gas and low liquid loads the stratified flow field can be represented by Figure

Figure 2.4

Flow Field For Gas and Low Loads of Liquids in a P i ~ e

Gas wifhc9without Liquid Droplets

A

Single phase fiiction factors have been modified and employed by previous researchers to
model such a system as a homogeneous mixture for very low liquid loads. A two-phase
stratified approach has also been employed to model higher loads with consideration given
to a reduction in available flow area, the wetted &action and the inteficial friction factor.
A review of the single phase methods for predicting fiction factor and pressure drop as

well as existing two-phase correlations used to predict the capacities of such gas-liquid
pipeline systems is presented.
2.2 Existing Single phase Approach.

F'igure 2.5

Now R e g h s in Gas Pipelines

Single phase homogeneous flow requires the definition of the operating flow regime as

well as the fluid to wall shear stresses (or friction factors). For gas transmission pipelines,
two flow regimes (Fig 2.5) are generally considered: partially rough (turbulent) flow and
m y rough (turbulent) flow. The partially turbulent flow regime typically has moderate

flow rates and usually a viscous sub-layer covers the pipe wall (Schlichting, 1968). This
layer acts as a 'natural coat' screening the non-uniformities of the internal pipe surface.
Thus, the pipe sudkce roughness has neghgible effect on flow behavior. Pipelines
operating in the partially rough flow regime usually require no internal conditioning to

improve transmission efficiency. Drag-inducing elements such as girth welds, bends,
fittings, etc., as we1 as entrained particulate matter, affect the flow behavior. These

inefficiencies in transmission are represented by a drag factor or an efficiency factor. Fully

turbulent flow regime is affected by both the surface roughness and the drag forms
mentioned above. Gas flow rates in this regime are typically high enough that the inertial
forces are dominant and the importance of the viscous sub-layer is diminished. This
exposes the gas stream to additional drag due to the surface condition of the pipe wall.

Transmission inefficiencies in the hlly turbulent regime can be represented by an operating

(or effective) roughness which reflects the composite frictional resistance of the pipe wall

as well as the fictional resistance due to drag-inducing elements such as g r h welds,
bends, fittings and the accompanying liquids.
2.2.1 Friction Factom Pndiction for Single phase Flow

The definition of the fiction fkctor has been the subject of a great deal of controversy
among fluid dynamic researchers. Based on the dehed flow regimes, various researchers
have proposed different f?iction factor correlations to characterize single phase flow of
fluids.
For small diameter pipes (typically those used in laboratories) a Blasius type expression

such as the one proposed by Taitel and Dukler (1976) is usually a good approximation to
the fiction factor. Thus

f =a

~ e - ~

(2.2.I )

where f is the fiction factor, a and b are constants and Re is the Reynolds number.

For operating pipelines various forms of the single phase fiction factor are given in the
literature and some of the well-known ones are given in Table 2.1. The fiction factor is
often expressed in terms of the transmission factor which reflects the degree of
transmissibility of the gas through the pipeline and is an important operational indicator.
The transmission factor is expressed as the inverse square root of the Waion factor.

Table 2.1- Transmission Factors for Single phase Flow (Uhl, 1965)

I

Equation

I

Transmission Factor = f0-'

Smooth Pipe Equation
Rough Pipe Equation

4 log (3.7rn)

AGA Partially Turbulent

AGA Fully Turbulent

4 log (3.70 / k,)

The applications and limitations of the aforementioned single phase fiction factor

equations are given below.
Smooth-Pipe Equation

The Prandtl-von Karman Smooth-Pipe equation states that the Wction factor is dependent
on the Reynolds number alone. With smooth-pipe flow, a viscous sub-layer is formed,
next to the pipe wall,and it surrounds a turbulent core of gas. The smooth pipe equation

reflects ideal conditions only and drag factors are used with the smooth pipe equation to
predict fluid behavior for actual pipeline systems operating in the partially rough flow

regime (Schlichting, 1968). For homogeneous gas-liquid flow both the partially rough and
hlly rough transmission facton will require modification to account for the increased

pressure drop due to the presence of the liquids.

I

Rough-PipeEquatratron
Niikuradse's Rough-Pipe equation states that the fiction faaor is a function of the relative

roughness of the pipe (ratio of surface roughness to diameter) only. Thus, it is independent
of the fluid properties or flow rate. The rough pipe equation predicts ideal fluid behavior

in the W y rough flow regime. The absolute roughness, k, should be defined in terms of

an effective(or operating) roughness before the rough pipe equation can be applied to real
systems.

P-e

A Equation

This equation was developed from operating data obtained from the Texas Panhandle Gas
Pipeline in Chicago. The pipeline was operated at pressures up to 900 psia and at flow
rates in the partially turbulent regime. The Panhandle A equation is a Reynolds number
dependent expression. It is a reasonable approximation to the Prandtl-von Karman
Smooth-Pipe equation. Efficiency factors are usually used with the Panhandle A equation
to provide a good M of operating data in the partially rough regime.

Pmthandle B Epatmn
The Panhandle B (or Modified Panhandle) equation was developed 60in data obtained

from pipeline operating at high flow rates i.e., fUUy turbulent flow regime. It is less
dependent on Reynolds number than the Panhandle A equation and it includes an implicit
value of pipe roughness for each diameter to which it is applied. Like, the Panhandle A
equation, an efficiency factor is employed in this equation to shift calculated values onto
real, measured data points. The Panhandle equations are not good planning tools because

a good estimate of the efficiency factors can only be obtained ftom operating data.
WeymouthEquatratron

The Weymouth equation is a diameter dependent friction factor correlation.
This equation is only usefid in modeling large diameter pipes (36-inch) under fully rough
flow conditions. Weymouth's equation is normally used to assess a change in

performance of an existing pipeline. It is not recommended for designing new pipelines

AGA Pmtdyy/FulullyRough Equatlatlom
The AGA studies (Uhl, 1965) showed greater fiction factors than those predicted by the
Smooth-Pipe equation and the Rough- Pipe equation. The studies confirmed Prandtl and
von Kannan's theories and Nikuradse7sexperimental work on flow behavior. Thus, for
turbulent flow at low gas flow rates, the fiction factor (and transmission factor) is
dependent on the Reynolds number, and for high flow rates the fiction factor (and

transmission factor) is a bction of the relative roughness of the pipe. For partially rough
flow (low gas flow rates), the trammission fictor is a constant multiple of that for the
Smooth-Pipe equation. The constant of proportionality is referred as the drag factor, Dj
and it reflects the contribution to frictional pressure loss of the fittings. bends, welds,
beads, terrain etc. for operating pipeline systems. The drag factor varies typically from
92% - 98% for operating pipelines, depending on the number and degree of the drag-

inducing elements. For high gas flow rates, theory and experiments have shown that the
friction factor is independent of flow rate. The flow behavior under M y rough conditions
closely approaches Nikuradse's Rough-Pipe equation, which expresses the fiction factor

as a h c t i o n of relative roughness, klD, only. For the AGA i l l y rough flow equation,
however, the roughness is defined as the effective or operating roughness. This is
different fiom the rough-pipe equation, where k represents only the internal condition of
the pipe wall, The AGA M y rough relationship reflects the composite effect of the
internal pipe roughness as well as roughness induced by drag forms such as bends, beads
welds fittings etc.
CoIebrouk-W i t e Quation

Colebrook's equation combines both the Smooth-Pipe equation and the Rough Pipe
equation. It is the first successll attempt to define the Wction factor in the turbulent flow
regime with one equation. It is based on an analysis of data from a small diameter water
pipeline with artificially roughened &aces.

Colebrook also used extrapolated data in the

hlly rough regime and had no independent method of determining the relative roughness
of his experimental pieces of pipe. Colebrook's equation is characterized by the smooth,

broad transition between partially rough and M y rough flow regimes. The Colebrook
equation gives a conservative estimate of pressure drop. It generally predicts higher
pressure drops than the AGA equation.
Based on flow test data fiom over 40 operating oil and gas companies in North America,
the AGA equations provided the best fit to the operating data for both the partially rough
and M y rough flow regimes (Uhl, 1965). The Colebrook equation provided lower
transmission &on than the AGA equation and consequently predicted higher pressure
drops. With the appropriate efficiency factor, the Panhandle A equation can provide a

good match of experimental and operating data in the partially rough regime. The
modified Panhandle (or Panhandle B) equation, is good only in the M y rough regime

with an appropriate efficiency factor. The Weymouth equation shows no variation of
transmission factor with the Reynolds number and gives good predictions of pressure drop
only in the fully rough regime. The AGA equation has been proven to match operating
data £tom natural gas transmission systems better than any of the other flow equations and

is usually employed for high pressure gas transmission (Uhl, 1965, Hope and
Nelson, 1988).
2.2.2 Pressure Drop Predictions- Single phase Flow

In describing fiow behavior in pipelines, both steady state and transient equations can be
employed depending on the application. Typically, steady state analysis is adequate for
design of new systems while transient models are used to guide effeaive operation of
existing systems. The equations used for calculating the pressure loss in the pipeline are
derived from the conservation of momentum (Newton's Second Law of Motion) which
relates the rate of change of momentum of a body to the sum of the external forces acting
on the body. This law can be expressed as:
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where the velocity of the fluid u is regarded as a function of both time t and position x. Fi

is the sum of the frictional forces, rW is elevation change, P is the pressure, and p is the
density.

In 1935, the US Bureau of Mines presented the General Flow Equation (Uhl, 1965), as
the pressure drop predicting equation for steady state dry gas flow. The equation was
developed &om the Bernoulli equation given below

where Hi is the elevation at a point and L, represent the energy losses.

The usual form of the General Flow Equation is as follows:

where;

In deriving the general flow equation the following assumptions were made:
1. Flow is steady along the length ofthe pipe.
2. The flow is assumed to be isothermal.

3. The compressibility of the gas is assumed to have constant mean value.
4. The kinetic energy change in the line is assumed to be negligible, so the kinetic

energy term is eliminated.

5. The flowing velocity is assumed to be accurately characterized by the apparent
bulk average velocity.
6. The friction factor is assumed to be constant along the pipe segment.
7. The change of pressure with elevation is assumed to be a function of some

constant mean density at the mean section pressure.

8. Losses due to eddies and other flow irregularities are ignored.

Except for the fiction factor or transmission fhctor, all parameters in the General Flow

Equation are welldefined and easily determined. An adequate definition of the fiction
factor (as discussed in Section 2.2.1) is required in order to define the pressure drop

appropriately.
2 3 Existing Multiphase Approaches

The multiphase approach for a system of gas and low loads of liquids considers both

homogeneous and stratified flow analysis.
23.1 Homogeneous Flow

The homogeneous models are essentially pseudo single phase models with the mixture
properties expressed as a bction of both the gas and liquid properties as well as their
respective hold ups. The friction factor is usually expressed as a function of the Reynolds

number, which is defined in terrns of the mixture properties. The most commonly used
expressions for the mixture properties p, and ,urn(density and viscosity respectively) are
given below.

2.3.1.1 Mirture Density

The mixture de&y is expmwd as:
P. = EPL + (1 - &)PO

2.3.1.2 Mixture Viscosity Correlations

The foilowing mixture viscosity correlations are commonly used for homogeneous flow:

X is the weight fiaction of gas
E

is the liquid holdup

CL is the Liquid input volume fraction
p is the viscosity

All of these correlations are empirical and have not been reliable in predicting mixture

viscosity for other systems.

Once the mixture properties are defined the single phase friction facton discussed in
Section 2.1 can be employed to evaluate the homogeneous fiction kctors.

-

23.2 Pressure Drop Predictioas Homogeneous Flow
The evaluation of pressure drop for homogeneous flow is similar to that of the single
phase flow except that mixture fluid properties are used in the determination of the
friction factor. Beggs & B d (1973) and Dukler (1964) mixhue fiction factor
correlations are widely used in the gas industry to predict pressure drop for homogeneous
flow. The mixture fiction factor, f, is given by Beggs and Brill (1973)as

where Re, the mbaure Reynolds number and is given by

Re, =

Dukler et a1 's (1964) mixture f?iction factor expression, f, is as follows:

The fluid properties are expressed

where, h, the no-slip holdup is given as

A. =

u,
u, + u s

One of the most significant homogeneous assessments of the concurrent flow of gas and
low loads of liquid was done by Hope et a1 (1977). They compared three well known

single phase gas equations ( AGA, Colebrwk-White and Panhandle) with three twophase models (Baker et al, 1954; Dukler, 1964 and Beggs & Brill, 1973). They predicted

the pressure drop of a North Sea pipeline transporting approximately 900 MMSCF of gas
with a liquid load of 5 bbIslMMSCF of gas. The single phase models gave better

predictions than the two-phase models and the AGA correlation was by far the best single
phase model. Ullah (1987) performed a similar analysis with a wet gas system (I bbl of

liquid/MMSCF of gas) off the coast of the West Indies and came up with similar findings.
In an earlier work, Gould and Rarnsey (1975), had looked at an NPS 16 pipeline

transporting gas with a liquid loading of 10-20 bbIs/MMSCF ofgas and reported results

contrary to those of Hope et a1 (1977) and UUah (1987). They tested the Beggs and Brill
correlation as well as the Panhandle B equation against data &om the Gulf Coast and

concluded that the Beggs and Brill correlation gave better predictions than the single

phase (Panhandle) model. Flaaigan (1958) had also correlated the liquid loading with the
Panhandle B efficiency factor for various flow regimes but ignored pressure recovery in
the downhill section. His work, nevertheless, provides a first order approximation to the
effect of low loads of liquids on pressure drop.

In all these studies (except for Hope and N e l s o ~1977), the friction factor is expressed as
a hnction of the Reynolds number. While this might be adequate for experimental pipes
(as in the Blasius equations), for operating pipelines where the flow may be dominated by

pipe roughness, appreciable errors may occur. Furrfiennore, no indication was given of the
maximum liquid load or hold up beyond which these single phase correlations were

invalid, that is, where the homogeneous flow changes to another flow pattern such as

stratitied flow. This issue is discussed in Chapter 4.
2.4

Stratified Flow Approach

Besides the fkiction factors normally employed in single phase flow,the two-phase
stratified problem will also require the definition of the available flow area, hold-up, the

geometry of the interface as well as quantification of the interfacial friction factor.
For the stratified two-phase model, a modified Taitel - Dukler approach presented
below is usually employed. The mass and momentum conservation equations are
written for steady, uniform fiow with no fluid acceleration as:

M a s Continuity

Mornerrturn Conservufiot1

Assuming uniform pressure in both the gas and liquid phases (Paras et al, 1994;
Spedding and Hand, 1996), the momentum equation can be simplified to:

where

Thus, the pressure drop can be evaluated as follows:

where u, = u , ! ( l - E )

u,=u,/s

A,=A(1-E).

Two types of stratified flow can occur depending on the geometry of the interface:

stratified flat and stratified curved. The degree of stratification is driven mainly by the
relative rates of the gas and liquid. For low gas flow rates the interface is generally flat.

For high gas flow rates roll waves and significant rippling of the surface occur (Govan,
1990) and quite frequently the gas-liquid interface is curved (Hart and Hammenmq
1987).

Lockhart and Martinelli's work (1949) and later the Taitel and DukIer contribution (1976)
have generally been recognized as the first building blocks for studies in stratified flow.

Other significant contributions have been the work of Govier and k i z (1972) who solved
the one-dimensional momentum equation using a geometrical model. They evaluated the

flow area and subsequently determined the liquid hold up and pressure drop from this

model.
Generally for stratified flow a definition of the wetted area, the interfacial fiction, the
fluid-wall Kction and hold up will be required to determine the pressure drop.
Definitions for most of these parameters vary from model to model.
2.4.1 Friction Factor Predictions

The composite f5ction factor for two-phase stratified flow is a bction of both the gas-

wall friction factor and the interfacial fiiction factor. It is expressed as

where w is the wetted fiaction

The gas-wall fiction factor is determined as in the single phase case as follows with the
effective diameter, 4 accounting for the space occupied by the liquid.

Thus, the liquid film essentially constricts the flow area, and the effective area available for
flow can be determined as:

where E is the liquid holdup and A is the cross-sectional area of the pipe.

The effective pipe diameter 0,)
can be calculated as:
a 3 4 = (1 - &)nD2/4

and
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For f U y rough (turbulent) flow, where viscous effects are negligible the AGA friction
factor expression is

and for partially rough (turbulent), where viscous effects become sigdicant the
recommended (Uhl, 1965) expression is

1

Re,
- = D, (4 log
[-1.518+3.611*logReG - 0.6)

where the Reynolds number R e is based on the effective diameter, D..

2.4.2

Interfacial Friction Factor

An adequate representation of the interfacial fiction factor is perhaps the most sigruficant

issue in two-phase stratified flows. Taitel and Dukler (1976) determined the liquid-to-wall

and gas-to-wall friction factors using a Blasius type expression as used in Reynolds
number dependent single phase flow (e.g. Panhandle equations). They assumed that the
interfacial f?iction was equivalent to the gas-wall fiction factor as recommended by
Gazley (1949),

Agrawal et al(1973) assumed a hydrodynamically smooth gas-liquid interface and
evaluated the interfacial fiction factor as

This followed fiom an earlier work by EUis and Gay (1954).
Cheremisinoff and Davies (1979) assumed a turbulent liquid phase and employed the eddy

viscosity concept to define the interfacial fiction factor as

for calculating the interfacial shear, q. This correlation originated from Miya et a1 (1971).

They used a rectangular channel and modeled the roll waves based on the simultaneous
liquid wall-shear stress, film thickness and pressure drop measurements. They concluded
that there was a linear dependence of the interfacial fiction factor on the liquid Reynolds

number up to 1700. In their study on stratified turbulent-turbulent gashquid flow in
horizontal and inclined pipes, Shoham and Taitel(1984) rejected this correlation, since
for Reynolds numbers larger than 1700 unrealistically large values for 4 were obtained.
They proposed a constant value (corresponding to a M y developed rough interface due
to the presence of small waves as reported by Cohen and Hanratty, 1968):

Kowalski (1987) measured the Reynolds stresses for horizontal flow and proposed two
equations for the interfacial fiiction hctor for both the smooth and wavy flows . He used
hot film probes to measure shear stress on the liquid side and at the wall for low gas
velocities. He employed the momentum balance equation to formulate semi-empirical

correlations for the inteficid ection factors as:

f , =0.96~e2''

(Kowalski flat interface, 1987)

= 0 . 0 0 0 0 7 5 [ ~ eE~ ~ Re?]

(Kowalskiwavy interFace, 1987)

Andritsos and Himratty ( 1 986) performed experiments with 1" and 4" diameter pipes and
concluded that the interfacial friction factor is equal to the gas phase fiction factor for
stratified smooth flow but where waves occur at the interface it is given as:

u n t is given as

where pm is defined as the gas density at atmospheric conditions and u s - is superficial
gas velocity.
Oliemans in the KSLA model calcdates the interfacial fiiction factor 6 in the same

manner as the Wction factor for gas and liquid (i.e. by using the Colebrook formula in
Table 2.1 ). An interfgcial roughness was used to determine the fiction factor. This

suggestion is very similar to that of Eck (1 973):

{

A = 0.0625 log -+ 3 . ; 5 D r }

Hart and Hammersma (1989) employed this correlation and determined the interfacial

roughness as follows:

Cohen and Hanratty (1968) have also shown that the equivalent sand-grainroughness on

the gasfiquid interface, ki, is related to the root-mean-square wave height, Ah, as

Wave information to compute the interfacial roughness was derived from laboratory
measurements on aidwater channel flow. However, when Ah is larger than the height of
the Liquid layer h ~ ki
, is calcuiated by using h~ instead of fM thus

Duns and Ros (1963) employ an effective interfacial roughness (k,) resulting from the

formation ofthe waves or ripples on the interface but uses the superficial gas velocity to
calculate the Weber number. Baker et aI (1987) also used the Duns and Ros theory but
evaluated the actual gadliquid interfacial velocity ( ~ i ) in the calculation for the Weber
number. Paras et a1 (1992) performed velocity measurements in stratified flow and

concluded that the universal velocity profile is not applicable to relatively thin films and
that the effect of disturbance waves was sigdicant. Govan et a1 (1990) presented shear
stress data for vertical flow and also emphasized the effects of these disturbance waves.

Paras et a1 later (1994) confirmed Miya et al's findings and asserted that the gas-liquid
interface in stratified flow was not always flat as previously assumed and also presented
the effect of the cirderential variation of the film properties. They went on to proposed

the following correlation :
f , = 0.0000037+ Re,

+ 0.022.

where Re, = p S A / & p
and h is the liquid height.
Spedding and Hand (1997) also presented the interfacial friction factor prediction for

smooth straeed flow as:

where C, = 2.7847 log B
, + 7.8035.

It is worth noting that most of these existing interfacial friction factor correlations were
developed based on holdups which are higher than those considered in this study.

Furthermore, most of these correlations assume the interface to be flat instead of the
circumferential intedace that was obtained for a majority of the flow conditions for this

study.
Further discussion on the effects of the differences in experimental conditions is provided

in Section 6.1.

3.0

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

The experimental studies were conducted at the multiphase flow laboratories of Imperial
College in London and the University of Calgary. The experimental data, which are

specific to a system of gas and low loads of liquids, are the basis for the models that are

developed in this study. The experimental equipment is presented and its accuracy and
limitations discussed.
3.1 Imperial College Multiphase Loop

The Water-Air-Sand-Petrolem (WASP) rig (Figure 3.1) at the Department of Chemical
Engineering at Impaial College was used for the initial experimental studies.The rig is designed
to handle the flow of four phases: air, water, oil and sand (suspended in the liquid phases). The
system can be operated at pressures up to 5 MPa. The test section is a 38 meters x NPS 3
(
*
i
diameter
d of 77.92 mm) pipe. Air supply is obtained from two sources:low pressure air

£tomthe college mains at 0.6MPa and a high pressure air &omthe adjacent Aeronautics
Department at 2.7 MPa. The oil and water are pumped by centrifugal pumps f?om their

respative pressurized tanks. The fluids enter a mixing section before going through the test

d o n . The test section is built of seamless stainless steel while the mixing section is made of
high pressure flexiile pipes to allow for inchtiom of+/- 3 degrees f?om the horizontal. A

visualidon section is located near the end ofthe test section. It is the weakest point ofthe
section h m an operations viewpoint and care is taken not to exceed its yield strength. The

visualiPdion section is mounted in a steel jacket and it is designed to minim& stresses and
ensure geometric c o n h i t y with the main test section It is made of p o l y h n a t e plastic tube

0.8 meters long with a thickness of 3 1 mm.A slug catcher (or a separator) is located at the end

ofthe section and it separates the air from the liquids.

Another w o n of the slug catcher is to gradually dissipate the momentum of the liquid phases

with baf8es and plates installed to mhhke feedback effects due to back pressure in the catcher.

The air is vented h m the top of the slug catcher to the atmosphere through a silencer and the
liquids are drained fhm the bottom to a dump tank where the oil and water can be separated by
gravitf. Tke 02 ;mdwata are then pi@inro "uLk

i

e

~ * ie . for i b ? i r d & iAk
~ ~md

oil flow rates are measured by orifice plates and water flow rates by an electromagnetic low
flow meter. ~ o c o u p 1 e are
s used to measure the tanperature just More the fluids enter the
mbdng section The system pressure is measured at a point 1.5 m upstream of the end of the test

section with a RosemOunf gauge Ressure Tmmitter Smart Model 1151. A Rosemount
differentid Ressure tmsducer is used to measure the pressure drop over a distance of 2.5
meters with the last point 3.5 meters @omthe end of the test section The rangeability of the
gauge is set to be consistent with the expected pressure drops (fromtheoretical predictions)

with an error bound of approximately +/- 0.2%. The two points arejoined at the bottom of the
test section and the two connection lines are silicone-filled and sealed so that it is impossible for

air-bubbles to get into the lines which is a problem with conventional liquid-filled Lines.
Operation of the rig was controlled remotely from a PC. Data acquisition of pressure, pressure

drop and tempenlhue was done automatidy with a second PC using sampling Erequencies of

about 0.7 Hz.Approximately 80 readings are recorded for each parameter for each run.Thus,
every parameter d u e is an average of 80 readings wfdch e f f i e l y reduces the uncertainty in
the measurement. A dual-energy gamma densitometer was used to measure the phase holdups
with an error of no more than 3%. This is discussed in detail in Section 3.2.3.

3.1.1 University Of Calgary NOVA Multiphase Loop

The second set of experimental investigations were performed using the newly hrbished

flow loop (Figure 3.2) at the Department of Chemical and Petroleum Engineering at the
University of Calgary.

The loop has two trestles for mounting the test sections: a 32 meter long horizontal trestle
and a 25 meter long inclinable trestle?which can be set at angles up to 10 degrees uphill

or downhill. There are six test sections in all. Three plastic pipes and three steel pipes
ranging in diameter fkom 1-inch to 3-inches are available. The steel pipes were made from
different materials - stainless st#!., cast ison and gdvanized steel - with differeat surface
roughness. The fluid system consists of air-oil mixtures at room temperature and
pressures up to 280 kPa . Dry air is obtained from compressors at 700 kPa and could be
regulated down to any desired test pressure before metering. The compressors can
provide a cumof 300 standard cubic feet per minute(s&) flow.The oil used is
light refined oil of 6.5 centipoise viscosity (at 23 degree C) and 0.86 specific gravity. The

oil and air are metered separately using rotameters and orifice plates respectively. The
two phases are brought together in a simple tee mixer at the entrance of the test section

(Figure 3.3). M e r leaving the test section the flow mixture enters a 2.5 m high separator
tank. The air is vented through the air exhaust valve manifold and the oil is returned in a
closed loop to the storage tank and pumping system.The liquid system consists of a pair
of steel storage tanks with two pumps mounted in parallel to feed the test section. The oil

is drawn through tilten before entering the suction side of the pumps. On the discharge
side, the oil passes through a heat exchanger and then enten the rotameters. Any excess
oil is shunted back to the storage tanks. In addition to metering the inlet flow of the two
phases, pressure and liquid holdup are measured along the test section. Rosemount
gauges and capacitance sensors are used to provide continuous and unobtrusive

monitoring of pressure gradients and local insitu gas-liquid distribution respectively along

the test section. Signals fiom the pressure transducers and sensors are integrated to yield
time-averaged quantities of the variables of interest. Approximately 60 readings are
averaged out for each variable of interest. An extensive data acquisition and control

system is in place to support the experiments.

Figure 3.3 GAS-LIQUID INLET MlXING SECTION
(Kokal, 1987)

PIPE SECTION

51.2mmACRYLlC
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3.2 Measuring Devices

The key measuringinstruments were the Rosemount gauges for the d i f k e h l pressure
measuement and the volume sensors and the gannna densitorneter for Liquid holdup

measurement.
32.1

Rosunount Gauges

The pressure d Z k a t k l for both the Impend College and the U n i v m ofCalgary loops were
measured with Rosemount gauges. The Imperial College gauge was a Smart M d e i 1 151 which

linked two points (2.5 meters apart) on the line.
The University of Calgary loop had tbree d i f f d Exia Model 15 11 gauges monitoring three
sets of differential pressures f5om three points on the line. The points were 10 meters h m each
other. The first gauge measured the dif&

pressure for the first two points, the second

gauge measured the difEmtial pressure for the second and third points and the last gauge

measured the differential pressure between the first and third points. The average of the three
was used as the pressure drop. The Rosemount pressure gauges have an error bound of +I-

0.2% (Manufkcturer's specification). This corresponds approximately to an error of about

+I- 2 Palm in the worst case (operating at the lower end ofthe pressure range).
3.2.2 Capacitance Volume Sensor

The liquid hold up was measured using a capacitance type volume sensor developed at the
University of Calgary. The device was originaIly designed and fabricated by Gregory and
hiattar (1973)and used successfblly by Agrawal(l971) and Singh (1982).

A continuous measurement of the liquid holdup can be made with the volume sensors by
using the two Merent dielectric constants of air and oil. The sensor behaves as a parallel-

plate capacitor for which the capacitance varies linearly with the dielectric of the material

flowing through it. The simple relationship below can be developed.
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where C is the capacitance of volume sensor, K, the dielectric constant of mixture

flowing through sensor and a is a proportionality constant.
The mixture dielectric constant, K, is the volume average of the dielectric constants of the
fluid phases inside the pipe and is given by

where & and KG are the dielectric constants for the liquid and gas phases respectively.
The volume sensors consist of the shielded pair of helical capacitor plates wrapped around

the outside of the pipe wall as shown in Figure 3.4. The helical plate design was chosen
because it was found to be insensitive to the distribution of the phases within the sensor
volume. The design also provided a convenient hear calibration curve. Due to the
temperature dependence of the dielectric constants a small temperature correction is
required if the experimental temperatures are different from the calibration temperature.

Since the experiments were performed under similar ambient conditions, the temperature
fluctuations were small. The relevant design details are given in the paper by Gregory and

Mattar (1973) and are summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Volume Sensor Dimensions (mm)
1

Pipe ID

Flange OD

Sensor

Total

Length

Length

Pitch

Electrode No. of

width

Spirals

25.8

100

146

171

70

10

2

51.2

133

177

216

154

25

I

76.3

164

192

227

168
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3.2.2.1 Accuracy of Volume Sensor

The volume sensors were calibrated to within +/-2% ofthe fidl scale (Sobbi, 1994). Only
static calibration was possible for the volume sensors for the entire range of liquid holdup.

The volume senson had a calibration drift in the voltage (about 0.1 - 0.3 Volts), and were
calibrated each experimental day. W e it is pssible to quantify the error limits for the

pressure gauges accurately, it was not the case for the volume sensors. Only estimates
could be made for the errors in the liquid holdup measured values. One reason for this was

the unavailability of any technique to make a dynamic calibration of the volume sensors.

Secondly, the drift in the volume sensor voltage could give errors of about 2 - 5 % in the
low liquid holdup range (Sobbi 1994).

Figure 3.4 SCHEMATIC OF VOLUME SENSOR,
(Multiphase Flow Operating Manual, Sobbi, 1994)

BRASS

FOIL SHIELD,

BRASS ELECTRODES
A

3.2.3 Gamma Densitometer
A gamma densitometer was used for the measurement of Liquid holdup for the WASP

kility at imperial College. The use of gamma rays to measure phase hctions is becoming
increasingly popular in multiphase flow measurements. The liquid phase absorbs the ggamma

radiation and the content of the phase is given by the extent of the attenuation of the
incident radiation (Hewitt et aI, 1995). Gamma densitometers can measure only chordal
phase hctions, and so special means need to be adopted for obtaining the cross sectional

phase hctions. Several approaches, each with different measurement accuracy, are
available. The traversing method is employed for the WASP f$dty. It has been found that
the measurement accuracy for this method is around 1.5 % for two-phase flow and around

3% for three-phase flow.

The densitometer has the following components: the gamma source, mounting system,

detection system, positioniug system and data acquisition system. Figure 3.5 shows a
diagrammatic sketch of the complete system.Each of these components is discussed below.
The i n f o d o n provided in Sections 3.2.3.1-3.2.3.6 was adapted f?om the Imperial College

WASP Control room manual and also ftom the work by Pan et al(1995).
3.2.3.1 The Gamma Source
Selection of the appropriate gamma source is key for any dual-energy gamma densitometer
to give acceptable measurement accuracy. Criteria used in selecting the appropriate source
are as follows:

a) Cost and availability
b) Intensity of the energy source

c) Count rate
d) Decay fraction

The list of commercial sources, which could be combined for use in dual-energy gamma
densitometer, is given in Table 3.2. Typically gamma energies with a decay W o n of 1% or
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more are prefirable. Based on the above criteria, the Ba-133, which emits gamma photons
with a range of energies was selected and has proven very successll fiom both the
measuremart a c ~ e c yand

r
n
m

response time viewpoiats. It was also the best choice for the

of threephase M o m . The energy choices were at the 3 1 and 8 1 keV levels.

Since the d e e d energies (3 1 and 8 1 keV) are derived b r n the same source, errors due to
possible displacement of separate sources are eL+d.

The lower energy part of the Ba-133 spectrum is shown in Figure 3.6, highlighting the two
energies of 3 1 and 81 keV. This combination gives a counting time of 42 secoads for 1%
auwacy using a 2.5 mrn thick aluminium tube. A modern detection system, which can

accurately discriminate between the respective energies (shown in Table 3.2) was used.

Table 3.2 List of Gamma Ray Isotopes (Pan et d 1995)

3.23.2 The Mounting System
This system includes the source holder, gamma beam collimators and test section.
The source-holder shields excess radiation as well as acts as a collimator to shape and size
the gamma-ray b

m (Figwe 3.7). I? was wuffactured in-house at the Mxhanical

Engineering shop using lead. As well as meeting safety requirements for protecting the

source users and public ftom radiation hazards, it is necessary to determine the size and
shape of the collimator aperture. There are two contradictory requirements on the size of

the aperture. On the one hand, the larger the aperture the larger the count rate for a given
source size and, on the other hand, the smaller the aperture the more accurately localized is
the measurement. To compromise between the conflicting requirements, it is necessary to

first identify the largest tolerable width of gamma beam in terms of the pipe inside diameter.
An investigation by Pan et a1 (1995) indicated that the largest tolerable width of beam

varies with the gamma beam's location relative to the pipe center for a given measurement
accuracy. For instance, ifthe gamma beam is located at the center of the pipe, the largest

tolerable width for the gamma beam may be as large as two-thirds of the pipe internal
diameter to obtain a measurement accuracy of 1% with long counting time. However, it

can only be a fifteenth of the pipe internal diameter if the gamma beam is located about a
radius away fiom the pipe center for the same measurement accuracy.

Based on the above consideration, a coUimator aperture of 5 rnm diameter was used. This

was roughly a fifteenth of the test section internal diameter of 77.92 mm.Cobnation was
also needed for the incident radiation to the detector because the diameter of the detector
sensor was much larger than a fifteenth of the pipe I.D. Figure 3.8 shows the detector
holder -a cylinder with the collimator. The aperture for the collimator was 4 rnm by 14

mm with the greater dimension oriented parallel to the test section. The rectangular
collimator aperture allows a larger gamma-ray intensity, whilst keeping the resolution
across the pipe diameter to a reasonable value of 4 mm.
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The use of Ba-133 (with its lower intensity and much lower energy of the selected lower

energy photon emission, viz.3 1 keV) meant that wall absorption had to be further reduced.
This was achieved using an acrylic resin (perspexTM) tube section, continuous in bore
with the 77.92 mm diameter stainless steel pipe but with a wall thiclcness of 12.7 mm. The

acrylic tube had a workiag pressure above 3 MPa.
3.2.3.3 Electronic Detection System

Two kinds of electronic system are yidely used b r gamma-ray detection those based on
current mode and those based on pulse mode. The cllrrent mode electrollics treat the stream
of gamma-ray photons as a continuous input signal and measure the total amount of the
gamma energy possessed by these photons.

The magnitude of the currad is proportional to

the intensity of the gamma ray. The pulse mode electronics treat gamma-ray photons as
discrete signals, measure the amount of the gamma energy possessed by individual photons
and count the number of the gamma photons detected. m
s enables a single channel analyzer

(SCA)to be used to sort those gamma photons according to the magnitude of their energy.
The number of photons detected pa unit time is the count rate or the measured intensity of the

--ray
The advantage of current mode electronic systems is that they can deal with gamma-ray

beams of very high intensity without pile-up or saturation. However, their primary
disadvantage is that they cannot sort gamma photons by their energy. Furthermore, they
have lower measurement accuracy than the pulse mode electronics. The advantage of pulse

mode electronics is that they can sort gamma photons by their energy and have high

measurement accuracy. Their disadvantage is that they cannot deal with gamma ray beams
of very high intensity, failing to process successive photons ifthe time interval between

them is too short (so called "pile-upn).For a single-energy gamma densitorneter a current
mode or a pulse mode electronic system can be used depending on the measurement
accuracy required. For a dual-energy densitometer where two gamma energies are

involved it is essential to distinguish one from the other, hence, only pulse mode electronics
can be used for this task. The basic electronic components required for a dual-energy
gamma-ray densitometer are shown in Figure 3.9. These include a detector, a photo-
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multiplier tube, a pre-amplifier, an amphiier, two single channel analyzers, two counter &
timers (or preferably a dual counter & timer) and a high voltage supply. Ideally, the
electronic system should have:

(a) excellent stability.

(b) excellent d i d t i o n of Merent energies.
(c) very high count rate without pile-up.

(d) a large range of preset counting times from very small to reasonably large.
(e) two counters & timers that always act simultaneously.
(f) counter & timers that can be controlled fkom a PC.
Generally, a good detector should have good energy resolution, fast response, short dead
time, high intrinsic efficiency at the required gamma energies and low intrinsic efficiency at

other unwanted energies. Nuland (1991) compared five different types of detectors and
found the high purity germanium (KPGe) detector and the NaI(TI) detector the most
promising because of their short dead times and high efficiencies. The NaI detector was

used in the measurements reported here because it is easy to operate, while the HPGe
detector is complicated and needs cooling with liquid nitrogen.
The electronic components purchased for the WASP gamma densitometer are listed below.
They are the products of EG&G Ltd. and have a maximum count rate of approximately
60,000 counts per second and a minimum pre-set counting time of 10 rns:

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

MODEL No.

(a) NaI integral assembly 1"x 1" including P.M.T.

S-44- 1I2

(b) P.M.
T. Base including preamplifier

276

(c) AmpLifier with delay line shaping

460

(d) Single Channel Analyzer with modification

550A-S

(e) Dual CounterEimer

994

(0 RS232 Card for item (e)

9%- 1

(g) 6v supply for item (e)

99x4

(h) Dual Output High Voltage supply

556

(i) NIM BIN and power supply

400 1A/4002A

3.2.3.4 The Positioning System

The traversing method was used for the WASP dual-energy gamma densitometer. Preselected measurement positions were defined. Fifteen measurement positions across the

pipe cross section were employed for the WASP gamma densitometer as shown in Figure
3.10a (for the vertical beam) and integration of the fifteen chordal phase hctions gives the

cross sectional phase fhctions. The fifteen chords were not evenly spaced but were
positioned more closely together near the pipe edge because of the rapidly changing

conditions near the edge. The table in Figure 3.10 gives the spacing between successive
positions.
It is not always necessary to use all the Meen chords for the measurement of cross sectional

phase fhctions. "Half-pipetraversingH(Tgure 3. lob) is recommended to save time when the
flow is symmetrical and gives almost the same measurement accuracy as that given by the Mpipe traversing. It is also sometimesusdid to fix the gamma beam at the m t e r of the pipe for
other purposes, such as carrying out cross correlation measurements and for the detednation
of slug hquency. A third method called "the one-shot method" (Figure 3.10c) has been
included in the control and data acquisition program for these purposes.

The WASP gamma densitometer was designed to be able to conduct both horizontal and
vertical traversing measurements. The traversing methods, using a horizontal gamma
beam, are shown in Figures 3.10 d-f To realize the traversing measurement, both the

gamma source and the detector were mounted on a movable device which moves across
the pipe cross section. The gamma measurement is a relative measurement (i.e. relative to
pre-calibrated values), and calibration was carried out at each of the pre-selected
measurement positions. A PC controlled stepper-motorized positioning system was chosen
for the WASP gamma densitometer. This positioning system consisted of a steppermotorized slide for horizontal traversing and a stepper motorized elevating stage for
vertical traversing. A combination of the horizontal and vertical traversing provided a
traverse at any inclination angle to the horizontal. The stepper motors were controlled by a
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PC with a program written in BASIC. Both the horizontal and the vertical traverses have a

displacement of 150 mm which is more than enough to move the gamma beam M y across

the pipe diameter of 77.92ma The resolution of the WASP positioning device is very
high at 0.0025 mm for the horizontal positioning and 0.0001 for the vertical one. The

device can stand a load of up to 140 kilograms.
Generally, the longer the counting time the smaller the random measurement errors; hence
a long counting time is required to reduce the statistical error for phase &action. However,
when a continuous counting time is used, the counts themselves will need to be averaged

and this introduces error because of the non-linear relationship between the phase £?actions
and the gamma count rates. The error associated with this averaging decreases with
decreasing length of the counting time. To resolve this conflict, a long counting time is
divided into a number of small time intervals. The counts are averaged over these shon

time intervals and the phase fiactions are calculated; these phase fractions can then be
averaged over the longer time interval to give the required accuracy.
3.23.5 Data Acquisition System
A PC using a single control program controlled both the electronic system and the

positioning system. This is important for coordinating the actions of the two systems. Two
RS-232 interfaces are used to connect the electronic system and the positioning system with

the PC. The control and data aquisition programs were developed by L. Pan (1995).

3.2,3,6 Calibration of the Gamma Desitometer

Calibration was performed at each of the meen pre-selected measurement positions. The
count rates for the gamma beam were determined with the pipe fdl of air, oil or water
separately. A counting time of 20 seconds was adopted for the calibrations, giving
sufficient accuracies for two-phase measurements. The calibration data are given in
Figures 3.1 1 showing perfect symmetry across the pipe. Both offline and online calibrations

were performed
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Figures 3.1 1 showing perfect symmetry across the pipe. Both oflbe and online calibrations

were performed

-

Ofl-LineStaric Two-Phase Tests Cornpanson of G m a and Actual Holdups
A short horizontal aluminum pipe section with an inside diameter of 76.2 rnm (3 ") and an

outside diameter of 10 1.6 mn (4") *sasus& for the static tests for two phases. The two
ends of the short pipe section were sealed and its volume was known. The pipe section was

placed horizontally and known volumes of water and/or oil were put into the pipe section
to form a smooth stratified two-phase static system of airsil or air-water. A number of the

tests were carried out with various volume ratios between the two phases using the
horizontal ill-pipe traversing method. Ten seconds of counting time with a time interval

of 40 ms were used at each of the fifteen measurement positions.
Figure 3.12a shows a typical time series of chordal oil holdup measurements for a static airoil system at measurement position 8. It is seen that the time series fluctuates slightly up
and down around a horizontal line representing the true oil holdup. Had a much longer
time interval been used instead of 40 ms, the fluctuation would be much smaller. A typical

time series of chordal water holdup measured in a static air-water system and a typical time

series of water holdup measured in a static oil-water system are shown in Figures 3.12b and
3 . 1 2 respectively.
~
Comparing Figures 3.12%3.12b and 3.125 it can be seen that the air-

oil system and air-water systems have similar measurement accuracies but oil-water system

has a lower measurement accuracy.
Various average errors for these measurements shown were calculated and are shown in Table
3.3. It can be seen that all the average errors are snaller than 1%, showing that the

measurement accuracy for a static two-phase system is high. Figures 3.13a-3.13~show that

the gamma m m e m e n t e m r for ail of the three two-phase systems is negligibly snail.

Table 3.3 Average Gamma measurement erron for an off-line static two-phase

system

Absolute vdue average error (%)

I

Standard deviation (%)

1

0.2050

1

0.1427

1

0.6129

1

It should be noted that all the measurement erron are given as a percentage of the fi.11
holdup measurement span of 1 .O.

On-Line T w o - P h e Tests

After carrying out off-line static tests, the WASP gamma densitometer was installed in the

WASP rig between the visdbtion section and the slug catcher and was approximately
0.8 m away fiom the exit of the test section The on-line tests were conducted in two steps,
namely, static tests and flow tests.

The on-line static tests were conducted with air and water only. The test section was
partially filled with water and a long time given to allow the water to stabilize.
Measurements were made using the gamma densitometer and compared with measurement

of level by a ruler. The average measurement erron are swnmarized in Table 3.4. It is

seen that all the average errors are less than I%, thus, indicating high measurement
accuracy. A comparison of the gamma measured and the ruler measured chordal water

holdups is shown in Figure 3.14, showing excellent agreement.

d

Table 3.4 Average gamma measurement errors
in on-line static two-phase system

Arithmetic average error (%)

Absolute value average error (%)
Root m a n square-averagee m r (%)

The water holdups measured by quick-closing valves (QV), gamma horizontal traversing

(GH) and gamma vertical traversing(GV) in air-water flows were also compared. The

comparisons of the three measurement methods are illustrated in Figures 3.15% b, c, and
they also show reasonably good agreement.

The average deviations for the three methods are summarized in Table 3.5, showing a
difference of up to 5%.
Table 3.5 Comparison of Gamma and Quick Closing Valves

Absolute value average error (%)

Standard deviation (%)
I

I

I

I

Quick-closing valve methods have a number of problems. The WASP quick-closingvalve
section has a length of approximately 7 meters (L/D = 90) which cannot capture a

completely representative sample, particularly, in the case of slug flow.Furthermore, for
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the quick-closing valve method, it is difficult to completely drain all the trapped liquid from
the horizontal section for accurate volume measurement. Regarding the relative merits of
horizontal and vertical traversing, Pan et a1 (1995), has shown that horizontal traversing

(using a vertical gamma beam) gives more accurate results for the case of horizontal flow.

This is because the horizontal gamma beam required by vertical traversing is parallel to the
air-water interface in the pipe and s large mezwement error -.viU be cawed nheneve: thc
measurement position of the gamma beam comes to the intehce. It is concluded,
therefore, that horizontal traversing is the most accwate and reliable method, vertical
traversing comes second and the quick-closing valve method is the worst. This is why the
standard deviation between the gamma horizontal traversing and the quick-closing valve

method shown in Table 3.5 is the largest.
On-line flowing tests were also conducted by comparing gamma measurements with those
from a conductivity probe. Conductivity probes are widely used in two-phase flow research
and are well h o w for high accuracy and reliability for measuring water holdup. Hewitt et

al(1995) carried out a number of air-water flow experiments at different pressures to
compare the gamma densitometer with conductivity probes. The results are given in Figure
3.16, showing excellent agreement. The standard deviation was as small as 1%.

IThree-Phe Calibration

Calibrations were also performed for three-phase fi-actions.The three-phase measurements
are much more sensitive to the accuracy of calibration than two-phase measurements and
therefore longer counting times of 100-200 seconds were employed for each chordal
position. The calibration results for the energies 3 1 and 8 1 keV are given in Figures 3.17a,
b respectively indicating very good symmetry.

A comparison of the gamma measured and the actual chordal phase fractions are given in
Table 3.6. Among the three phases, the oil phase has the largest standard deviation of
1.455%.
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Table 3.6 Three Phase Measurement Comparisons

Absolute value s ~ e m p
error (%)
Root mean square average error (%)

After the off-line static three-phase tests some 200 air-oil-water three-phase flow tests were
dso conducted. All the tests used a total counting time of 10 seconds and a time interval

of 40 ms at each of the measurement positions.

Figure 3.18 showsthe time series of chordal phase &actionsfor four different

measurement positions. A ten-point moving average has been employed to smooth the time
series.

In Figure 3.18, it should be noticed that the phase M o n value under the lower cmgis
for water, the phaseEraction value between the two curves is for oil and the phase hction
value above the upper curve is for air. The sum of the b e e phase fractions is 1 .O.
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Experime~itaim

The errperimental conditions for both the Imperial College and University of Calgary studies
were selected to refiect the W q u i d ratios that are typically seen in gas eansllission and gas
condensate pipelines.

Table 3.7 University of Calgary Experimental Rogram
System

Test Pipe

Superficial

SuperScial

Air Velocity

Liquid

m/s

velocity
d s

I

Dry Air

An

5-3 0

-

FhidRoperties

air

air

deasity*
1.2 kg/m3

viscosity*
0.018 cp

Aidoil

1-inch Plastic

15-30

0.03-2.0

oil

oil

Air/Oil

2-inch Plastic

1 5-30

0.03-2.0

density*

viscosity*

AirIOil

3-inch Plastic

15-25

0.03-2.0

860

6.5 cp

Air/Oil

I-inch Steel

15-30

0.03-2.0

kg/m3

AirIOil

2-inch Steel

15-30

0.03-2.0

/

*The fluid properties indicated in Table 3.7are at standard conditions (std) - with a pressure

of 101.325 kPa and a temperature of 15°C.
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Tabk 3.8 Imperial Cdege (WASP) Ehperimental Pmgmm
system

Dry Air

Test Pipe

3-kh

SuperSciaI

Superficial

Air

Liquid

Velocity

Velocity

ds

cm/s

5-3
ad
c

-

d

Steel

Air/Oil

3 -inch

15-25

0.02-20.0

3-inch

.water

~KZIST

d=v

viscosity*

0.999

ICP

Wm3

Steel

Air/Water

Fluid Properties

15-25

0.02-20.0

Stee1

oil

oil

density*

viscosity*

858 kg/m3

8.0~~

m

*The fluid propaties indicated in Table 3.8 are at standard conditions (std) - with a pressure

of 101.325 kPa and a temperature of 1 5°C.
3.4 Expuimeotai Rocedure

The following steps were followed for each set of experimental runs for the University of

Calsary loop :
The appropriatevalves were set for the pipe of choice.
1) The data acquisition system was Linked to the loop and switched on.
2) The desired gas flow rate was set.
3 ) The desired liquid rate was set.

4) Data were gathered over a 1-2 minute period.
5 ) The system was allowed to Mi ova a 3-minute period in between runs.

6) The experiment was repeated for cWerent flow rates (steps 3-6 repeated) until the Rltire
set of runs is complete.

The data acquisition system at the University of Calgary was developed using the LabVIEW
software ( by National htruments). The system is M y automated and allows the control of
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pressure and flow,collection of measured data as well as guiding the user through start-up and

shutdown procedures.

The recorded raw data are gas and liquid superficial velocities superficial, pressure drop,
liquid hold up, flow pattern (based on Mandhane et alps map), system pressure and

temperature.
The temperature was fairly constant but the system pressure varied from experiment to
experiment. The operating pressures (absolute) for the experiments were all around 1 bar
(fiom 85 kPa to 125 kPa). The atmospheric pressure varied between 83-86 kPa and the

pipeline operating pressure varied fiom 1 to 42 kPa (gauge).
The procedure for the Imperial College experiments generally followed the same steps
(stepsl-7) as those outlined for the University of Calgary above. The data acquisition
system was, however, different kom that at the University of Calgary.

The Imperial College data acquisition system was developed in-house but recorded the
same data as those at the University of Calgary. In addition, a high-speed video camera

was mounted adjacent to the transparent visualization section to record the flow patterns.

3.4.1 Reproducibility

A number of runs was repeated for a given superficial liquid velocity, QL and superficial
gas velocity, u s combinations for different days and times to test the repeatability of the

pressure gradient and liquid hold up measurements. Based on several such repeat
experiments, the average error was found to be about 0-5% for the pressure gradient and

about 5 - 10 % for the liquid holdup.
3.5 Error Andyses

For a given measurement, the difference between the calculated value, V d , and the

experimental value,,V

is given by Vi; then

where V denotes either the value of the operating variable, such as liquid holdup, or the
pressure gradient. The relative percent error is defined as

The absolute error can also be defined as

The mean error is given by

and it is strongly affected by the range of small values of the compared quantity and
measures the overall centering of the predictions with respect to the experimental values.
The standard deviation a is given by

o = i-t
(n- 1)"

The standard deviation reflects the spread or variation of the predicted values with respect
to the experimental values.

Figure 3.6

LOWER ENERGY SPECTRUBI OF Ba-133.
(WASP Operating Manual, S. Fisher, 1995)
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4.0

DATA ANALYSES

Mandhane et al's (1974) flow pattern map was used to predict the flow pattern for the
system of ps and low loads of lipid. These predictions =ere a m p a r d with the visual

observations obtained fiom this study. The liquid holdup at which transition fiom
homogeneous to stratified flow occurs was also identified. A summary of the
experimental results is presented in terms of homogeneous flow and stratified flow.

These results were the bases for the models that are developed in Chapter 5.
4.1 Flow Patterns Observed

Three of the flow patterns indicated in Figure 2.1 were observed for the system of gas
and low loads of liquids: stratified (smooth), stratified wavy and the annular mist.The

annular mist pattern is characterized as homogeneous by various researchers (Gushov et

al, 1967; Hope and Nelson, 1977; UIlah, 1978; Paras et al, 1994). The visual observations
for each data point f5om this study were not recorded. However, in general, at superficial
gas velocities of 27.5 m/s and 30 m l s and superficial liquid velocities less than 0.2 c d s ,

mist flow was observed. At superficial gas velocities of 15 mls and 17.5 m l s and

superficial liquid velocities greater than 0.5 c d s , the flow was stratif~ed.In patticular,
the region with superficial liquid velocities greater than 1 c d s was observed to be
stratified for all superficial gas velocities considered. Mandhane's map (Figure 4.2. l),
however, shows some of these flow conditions as mist. Therefore, a new criterion for the
flow transition was sought as will be discussed in the next section.
Two types of stratified flow were observed (but not mapped): stratified flat and stratified

curved. The transition fiom one to the other was difficult to determine visually. Both the
stratitied flat and stratified curved patterns had wavy interfaces. Thus, both can be
classified as stratified wavy flow.The shape of the gas-liquid interface, however,
distinguishes one fiom the other. Both are different fiom the stratified smooth flow
pattern (indicated in Figure 2.1) which has little or no waves and generally has a higher
liquid to gas ratio. The degree of stratification is driven mainly by the relative rates of the

gas and liquid. For high liquidgas ratios the interface is generally flat. Ripples and

'quiet' roll waves can occur under these conditions. For low liquidlgas ratios two regimes

can o

m significant dispersion ofthe liquid in the continuous gas phase for very low

liquid rates or a stratified flow with chaotic disturbance waves (Govan et al, 1990) and

sipificent rippling of the swhce. The gas-liquid interface is curved urder these
conditions (Hammersrna et al, 1987). Based on the above observations two flow patterns
were considered for the analyses of the concurrent flow of gas and low loads of liquids:
pseudo-single phase homogeneous flow and stratified flow.
4.2 Division of Homogeneous and Stratified Data

An examination of the experimental data indicated that liquid holdup was the key factor
for the transition fkom homogeneous to stratified flow at low liquid loads. Friction fkcton
are plotted versus holdup in Figures 4.2.2a4.2.2~.The Wction factors were calculated

&om the frictional pressure drop component of the mechanical energy balance equation

as

In aIl cases a dramatic change in behavior was observed at holdups between 0.005-0.006.
The flow regime at holdups below 0.005 was taken to be mist flow. Above holdups of
0.005, the flow was considered to be stratified. These two sets of data are then
represented on the Mandhane et a1 map as shown in Figure 4.2.1. The Mandhane et al
map (as well as the Taitel and Dukler map, 1976) suggests that at very low liquid rates
(close to zero) and at superficial gas velocities of 20 mls or less, the flow pattern is
stratified. This is cootmy to what was observed in this study and those of others (Paras et

aL, 1994; Ullah, 1978; Hope and Nelson, 1977). Furthermore, the range of data classified
as annular/annuIar mist by these flow maps is very broad and seem to include some
stratified flow behavior as noted in similar studies by Hart and Harnmersma, 1989;

Grolman and Fortuin, 1996; Spedding and Hand, 1997.

-

Figure 4.2.1 Flow Pattern Map Mandhane at al, 1974
(Measured data classified by criteria in Section 4.2)
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The reasons for these disparities could be attributed to the fact that both the Mandhane

and the Taitei and Dukler maps were developed fiom high liquid load data with
extrapolation into the low liquid load region

VisuaI distinction between stratified flat and stratified curved was diiiicult to determine

in this study due to the limitations of the available equipment. Hart and Hammersma's
study (1989) which employed high speed photography to determine the limiting liquid

holdup (of 0.06) for a stratified curved interface was used.Thus, for holdups of 0.06 or
less the interface was considered to be curved and above 0.06 it was considered to be flat.

Based on these observations, the experimental data for the study were divided into three
sets as follows:
a) homogeneous data for holdups 0.005 or less
b) stmtified w e d i n t d c e data for 0.005<holdups~0.06

c) stratified flat interfhce data for holdupY0.06

4.3 Summary of Experimental Results

The graphical representations of the experimental data are given below. The tables of

data are presented in Appendix A The data are in two parts: homogeneous flow data

and stratified flow data. Since the profiles are very similar for all the test pipes used, only
the graphical representations for the 2" pipe are discussed in this section.
The following relationships relating the experimental variables of interest are presented:

1)

Pressure Drop vs Superficial Liquid Velocity (Figures 4.3.1)

2)

Liquid Holdup vs Superficial Liquid Velocity (Figures 4.3.2)

3)

Friction Factor vs Reynolds Number (Figures 4.3.3)

4)

Friction Factor Predictions by Existing Models (Figures 4.3.4 )

From the pressure drop profiles, it is clear that small amounts of liquids introduced into

gas streams can substantially affect the pipeline pressure drop, irrespective of the mode

of transport of the liquid phase. For both the homogeneous (Figure 4.3. la) and stratified
(Figure 4.3.lb) flow cases there seems to be a gradual increase in pressure drop from

the dry gas value to the two phase value with increasing liquid content. The pressure
gradient lines were slightly steeper for the homogeneous cases than for the stratitied

cases.This may imply that, the increased frictional resistance resl?!thg eorn the
accompanying liquid droplets is more significant than that resulting from the composite
effect of the reduced cross-sectional flow area and interfacial friction of the liquid film.

-

The liquid hold-up as expected increased with increasing liquid load and decreased
monotonically with increasing gas velocity (Figure 4.3.2a & b) for both the
homogeneous pattern and the stratified pattern. The change in friction factor with the
Reynolds number (Figure 4.3.3a - Figure 4.3 -3c) varies depending on the liquid
velocity. At very low liquid loads (holdup of 0.005 or less), the friction factorReynolds number relationship is similar to that of single phase flow. Thus, the friaion
factor decreases gradually with increasing Reynolds number. At higher liquid velocities,
there is a gradual increase in the fiction faaor with increasing Reynolds number. The
smooth pipe curves shown were based on the Colebrook equation (Table 2.1). Figures

4.3.4a-4.3.4~
show the prediction of friction factor by the well known and widely used
Beggs & Brill and Dukler correlations. It shows consistent ova-prediction of the
experimentally determined fiction hctor by both models- 2Wh and 75Ph by the Beggs
& Brill and Dukier models respectively. This could be attributed to the fact that both

models were derived 6om higher liquid load data than those considered in this study.
4.4 Effect of Different Liquid Properties.

The effect of different fluid properties was investigated using data from the airlwater
system and the aidoil system. The effects were different depending on the flow

pattern. Density, viscosity and surface tension may be significant in the pressure drop
determination Hart and Hammersma (1989) reported in their study of an &/water
system and an airlwater-glycerine system that the impact of surface tension on systems
with low liquid loads was negligible. Although water has a higher density than oil

(about 10% higher) its viscosity is about 6-8 times lower,for equivalent rates of oil
and water flow in identical diameter pipes, the water is expected to have a higher

Reynolds number than the oil. This implies that on a fiction fmor-Reynolds number
plot the water will show a lower fiction factor than the oil; hence higher transmission
facor. The pressure drop profiles for the oil system were consistently much higher

than those for water for both the stratified flow case and the homgeneous flow case
(Figure 4.4.1.). The diffkrmce in the pressure drop profifes cao be attni~~ted
to the

differences in the composite transmission factor for the two liquids. As shown in
Figure 4.4.2, the transmissibility of the water-gas system is higher than that of the oilgas system.

4 5 Effect of Pipe Rou@ness

The effect of pipe s d c e roughness was evaluated using the same diameter plastic
and steel pipes for similar fluid systems and flow conditions. As shown in Figures
4.5.1- 4.5.2, the impact of pipe roughness was not significant for the partially rough

flow regime indicated. This is because the Reynolds numbers are moderate and

consequently the inertial forces are not significant enough to overshadow the viscous
forces attributed to the fluid sub-layer close to the pipe wall. This viscous sub-layer
covers the pipe wall (Schlichting, 1968) and acts as a 'naturalcoat' on the internal pipe
surface. The pipe surtiice roughness, in this case, has negligible effect on flow

behavior. If the flow were l l l y rough, however, the gas stream would be exposed to
additional drag due to the surfha condition of the pipe wall. For this case,
transmission inefficiencies could be represented by the operating (or effective)
roughness which reflects the composite frictional resistance of the pipe wall as well as

the frictional resistance due to drag4nducing elements such as girth welds, bends,

fittings and the entrained liquids.

Fig 4.3.2a Liquid Holdup vs Superficial Liquid Velocity
(Homogeneous Flow)
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CHAPTER 5
5.0 PROPOSED MODEL

The key component of the proposed model is a definition of a representative fiction
factor which reflects thebehavior of a system of gas and low load Liquids flowing

concurrently in a pipeline. Based on the experimestal data and existing lherahrre on the
subject, on integrated homogenews-6tr.afifid~d

l is proposed to determine the

composite fiction factor For such a system The mode1consists of the following two
component conelations:

-

I)

homogeneous wrrehtion

II)

two-phase strati++edfluw
co~relcdiionwith
(I) Pat intefice und

b

w e d interfoe

The transition f b m homogeneous to s&dkd d e t h e d in Seaion 4.2 occurs at h
o
w
of 0.005 while the transition fiom a curved herfhce to a flat interface occurred at holdup of

0.06(Hart and Hammers-

1989). The flow pattern chart given in Figure 5.1 illustrates

the flow regimes and the transitions.
Figure 5.1 Flow Pattern chart
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Figure 5.2 shows a simplified schematic representation of cross-sectional flow area for
this system The distribution of the liquid phase determines whether the flow pattern is

homogeneous or stratified.
Figure 5.2 Crodection OfFlow - Gas and Low Losd Liquids in a Pipe
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5.1 Homogeneous Flow Modd

This approach considers the system as a homogeneous mixture with awrage physical and

thermodynamic properties. The appropriate conservation equations are as follows:

M m Conservation

Momentum Conservution

where the mixhlre density pmand velocity, u, are respectively expressed as:

tf,

=u, +Us

and the shear stress term ,r,, is given by

and

fm

is the mixture fiction factor.

The terms in the momentum equation are identified as the inertial or temporal
acceleration, the spatial acceleration,She total pressure gradient, the gravitational term
and the frictional term. Appropriate definition of the fiichn is critical to the integrity of
the homogeneous model. Various researchers have proposed different fiction factor
correlations to characterize single-phase homogeneous flow (e.g. Beggs and Bnll, 1972;
Dukler, 1967). However, as shown in Chapter 4, these correlations do not perform well

at low liquid loads. Therefore a new correlation is developed here for such systems.
5.1.1 Model Development

.

For single phase flow the fiction factor correlates to the Reynolds number as illustrated
on a Moody diagram. For homogeneous flow,the fiction factor can be correlated to the

mixture Reynolds number, R h as foflows:

Re, - pmurnD

(5.1.7)

Pm

and the mixture density and velocity are defined respectively as in Equations 5.1.4 and
5.1.5 above.

Previous researchers have proposed various expressions (discussed in Chapter 2) for
homogeneous viscosity. Here, homogeneous flow is considered as a "hornogene~us~~
mixture of a gas continuous phase with entrained liquid droplets. Viscosity is given by
the Einstein relationship as

Pmln=pprO+2.%)

(5.1.8)

where G is the liquid volume fkaction and is approximately equal to the holdup for
homogeneous flow.Using the Emstein equation, a new fiiction factor correiation based

on the liquid holdup and mixture Reyndds number has been developed.
The new homogeneous fiction factor was developed as follows;
1) Separzte relations Tar each ofthe component parameters ic, R h j wah the fiction

factor,

were established based on the experimental data.

2) Statistical analyses were used to determine the best combination of s and Re that
provides the best fit to the data Thus a composite correlation whose sample
correlation coefficient was closest to unity.
3) The applicability of the correlation in 2) to other data sets of gas and low liquid load

systems was evaluated.
4) Steps 2) and 3) were repeated until the lowest average error bound was obtained.

The relationship of the Wction hctor and the liquid hold up shown in Figure 5.1.la can

be expressed as:

f =a+bs

(5.1.9)

where a and b are constants.

The friction factor and the homogeneous Reynolds number relationship shown in Figure
5.1.1b can be expressed as:

f

K

Eke:".

(5.1.10)

The composite relationship between holdup, Reynolds number and fiction is given in

Figure 5.1.lc where X is given by

5.1.2

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were employed to select the best combination E and Re that will
provide the best data fit and better universal applicability.

Thus, with the two dimensionless groups identified, the three possible combinations
were evaluated and tested to select the optimum cadation for both universal
appticability and high (closest to unity) sample cornlation coefficient. The square of the
sample correlation coefficient, R ~which
, reflects the strength of association between
two variables is also presented. An R~ value approaching unity suggests a strong

' value approaching zero, suggests a weak relationship. An
relationship while an R
average percent error, which represents the average of the absolute errors, was aiso
determined.
The results are shown in Table 5.1

Table 5.1 Correlating Parametem for Friction Factor
2" Pipe UC

Parameter

3"

1"

Pipe

Pipe

UC

R"

Avg??

Error

UC

Equation

Avg4/o AvgO/o

Error

Error

I -parameter

E

0.8379

8%

58%

51%

1 -parameter

Rem

0.6912

18%

61%

58%

2- parameter

Rem,~

0.7949

10%

21%

lPA

f =0.178+0.0052.
--

f

.

= 0.029Ite:lS

f = 0.276+ 0 . 0 2 5 ) ~R- ~ ~
,-0.11

The one-parameter correlation (based on hold up,€) gave the highest correlation
coefficient but the average error (for data fiom the 3" and 1" pipes) was 55%. It was
only able to predict the data 6om which the model was developed. The one-parameter
conelation (based on the Reynolds number, Rem) gave the poorest correlation and also
had a high average absolute error of 60% . The 2-parameter correlation had a high
correlation coefficient and provided the lowest average error of 19%.
The resulting friction factor correlation is:

f = 0.27(~+ O . O Z ~ ~ ~. "e + "

(5.1.12)

The above equation is, however, limited to partially rough flow and range over which
data was collected with a Reynolds number of 40,000~Re~100,000.

5.13

Smooth Pipe Equation Adjustment for Homogeneous Flow

The Colebrook smooth pipe equation was adjusted to account for the liquid content in a
homogeneous flow of gas and low loads of liquid. A relationship of the form given in

Equation 5.1.13 below was developed

wheref

is the Colebrook smooth pipe equation given in Table 2.1 and F(E)is an

unknown correlating hnction based on the Liquid holdup, E. Figures 5.12a, 5.12b and
5 . 1 2 ~illustrate this relationship for varying liquid holdups for the l", 2" and 3" pipes
respectively. Each of the plots shows a strong linear relationship b e t ~ e e n f l fand
~
holdup. Figures 5.1%-5.12~also show that the effkct of changes in gas velocity and pipe
diameter is small. For a homogeneous flow of gas and low loads of liquids the change in
mixture viscosity &om the Einstein equation (Equation 5.1.8) is also expected to be

insignificant. Figure 5.1.3 represents the combined data for dl three pipes with the
correlating equation determined as .

Equation 5.1.14 represents the correction to the smooth pipe equation for a
homogeneous flow of gas and low loads of liquids. Besides giving an accurate

representation of smooth pipe flow for zero liquid holdup, this equation also allows
extrapolation to higher Reynolds number flows.

When tested on other data sets this correlation provided an average absolute error of 7%
compared to predictions by the widely used two-phasehomogeneous expressions of
Beggs & Brill (absolute error 260%) and Dukler (absolute error, 750%).

These comparisonsare.shominFigrrre5.1.4afort.k 1" pipemdFigwe5.1.4b forthe
3" pipe. When the single-phase AGA @amally IOU@

and ColebFook correlations

(given in Table 2.1) were modified using the Einstein viscosity for the calculation of the

mixture Reynolds number better predictions were obtained (Figures 5.1.Sa and 5.1.5b).

The average absolute errors were 7%, 16% and 19D?respectively for the proposed
correlation, Colebrook equation and AGA equation respectively. It is evident that the

definition of the mixture viscosity has a significant effet on the homogeneous friction
factor. The existing Beggs & Brill and Dukler correlations use the Bankoff expression

(Equation 2.2.6)which gives a much higher mixture viscosity than the Einstein
equation.
5.2 Two Phase Stratified Flow Models

The stratified flow models differ fiom the homogeneous model in two key respects:

a) The reduction in flow cross-sectional area due to liquid holdup
b) The inteacia1 shear due to the waves or ripples on the gadiquid interface

Thus, the stratified flow is represented by a continuous flow of gas bounded by both the
pipe wall and the roughened gadiquid interface.

For the stratified two-phase solution, a modified set of the Taitel - Dukler equations
given in Chapter 2 will be required. The conservation equations can be written for
steady, uniform flow with no fluid acceleration as:

Mass Continuity

Momentum Conservation

where A, = ui and A, = (1 - &)A and E is the liquid holdup.

5.2.1 Liquid Hold-Up

No liquid hold up correlation was developed in this study. Hart and Hammersma's
(1987) correlation which provided a good fit of the measured data (Figures 5.2.la-

5.2.1b) was employed. They suggested an evaluation of the liquid hold-up based on

the superficial rates, liquid Reynolds number and fluid densities as follows:

They determined the ratio fdfi &om experiments as

with the final expression

5.2.2 Gas-to-Wall Friction Factors

The gas-wall friction factor is determined as in the case of single phase flow. This
application of a single phase method to stratified flow is new.In fact, all the previous

stratified flow models have consistently expressed the fiction factor as a function of
Reynolds number (IIart and Hammersma, 1989; Baker et al, 1988;Beggs and Brill,
1972; Gregory and Aziz, 1972). From theory (Schlichting, 1968) and operating data of

single phase gas pipelines CUhl, 1965; Hope and Nelson, 1988) however, there is a

critical Reynolds number beyond which friction factor is insensitive to Reynolds number

and varies only with pipe roughness. These two flow regimes are identified: a Reynolds
number dependent flow, partially rough flow and a roughness dominated flow, fblly
rough flow. They are discussed in Section 2.2.

For the fully rough (turbulent) £low, where viscous effects are negligible:

and for partially rough(aUt,dent), where viscous effects become significant the

corresponding expression is

where

is the viscosity of the gas and Do = 4 AJm+ Wi) is the hydraulic diameter

for the gas.
The friction factor can also be expressed by the Colebrook-White equation, which

combines both the partially rough and fully rough components as:

5.2.3 Determination of Wetted Fraction

The wetted hction was determined for both the flat and curved interfaces.
5.2.3.1 Stratified Flat Interface
For a smooth stratified flow of gas flowing at velocity

on top of a liquid layer of

height hL and a velocity UL, the interface is generally flat. The gas occupies a crosssectional area & with a pipe wall perimeter WGand a liquid/gas interface perimeter Wi.

The cross-sectional area for the liquid is indicated by Ar and its pipe wall perimeter is

WL.

Figure 5.2.3.1 Stmiified Flat Diagram

As illustrated in Figure5.2.3.1the wall and interfacial perimeters are related to the top

angle y, as follows:

where

hL is the liquid height or depth,

WLis the liquid wetted wall perimeter
WGis the gas wetted wall perimeter
Wi is the interfacial perimeter
w is the liquid wetted fiaction of the circumference.

If the depth h~ is an input parameter rather than the angle y, then:

= 2 CUS-I

(1- (Zh, / D))

5.2.3.2 Stratified Curved Interface

For the w e d intefice the liquid hold-up, s and the perimeters are related to the top
angle y as shown in Figure 5.2.3.2 as follows:

W, = yD/2

(5.2.18)

Y = Y(D-26)12)

(5.2.19)

uEz7~D-y

(5.2.20)

w =y/%

where s is the liquid holdup, 6 is the film thickness and the wall and interfacial
perimeters are as defined in Section 5.2.3.1 above.

(5.2.21)

Figure 5.2.3.2. Stratified Curved Diagram
Hart and Hammersma's (1989) approximation of the wetted hction is employed.
(Appendix C). They suggest the following equation :
w = w, +C, F

~

O

~

w o = 0.5&Yw

(5.2.22)

(5.2.23)

Where Fr is the Froude number expressed as:

and the value C2 = 0.26 was obtained experimentally.
5.2.4 interfacial Friction Factor

The interfacial friction factor is one of the key parameters in stratified flow analyses.
This can be determined &om the momentum conservation equation (Kowalski, 1987,
Paras et al, 1996) for horizontal flow as:

Assuming uniform pressure in both the gas and liquid phases (Paraset al, 1994;
Spedding and Hand, 1996). Thus,

I
where si = -fiPo (uo - U r )*
2

1

2

r , =- ~ G P G ~ G
2

The interfacial fiction factor can be evaluated as follows:

where u, = u s /(I-&)

u sus

uL = u g / c

A, = A(1-E).

@/dr and E were measured experimentally and the perimeters, Wi and WGare

determined fiom Section 5.2.3.2 for a flat interface and fiom Section 5.2.3-2for a curved
intdce.

The interfacial friction factor,j, can be determined for each set of values of [us u s
@I& and E] from the experimental data. The following steps were employed to

determine the appropriate correlation to be used to predict the interfacial Wction hctor
for systems of gas and low loads of liquids :
1. Identifying the independent variables or correlating parameters.
2. Non-dimensionalizing the correlating parameters that are dimensional.

3. Establishing separate relations for each of these parameters with the interfacial

friction factor, $ based on the operating data.
4. Using statistical analyses to identify the best combination of correlating parameters

to provide the best fit to the data; that is, a composite correlation whose sample
correlation coefficient was closest to unity and with minimum absolute error.

5 . Checking the applicability ofLthe
correlation in 4) to other data sets ofgas and low

liquid load systems.

5.2.4.1 Statistical Anaiyses to Select Best Corrdition.

Based on observations and existing literature, theinterfacial friction factor, $, was
conelated *..t!!

the liquid Rqmiiis m k r , the gar RiymUs tnu~ber,the iiqw'd hoid up

and thefilm height w thickness . The geometry of the interface determined whether

film thickness (curved interface) or film height (flat intefice) was used. For the curved
interface Hart and Hammersma's (1989) suggestion for determination of film thickness
was used.

Thus,

where

For a flat interfkce Taitel and Dukler's approach is employed as follows:

where
8=

y-smy

2n

and y is the angle subtended at the center of the pipe by the liquid film

The respective relationships with the intdcial friction factor (for a curved interface) to
the liquid hold up, liquid Reynolds number, gas Reynolds and film thichess are based

on data fiom the 3-inch pipe at the University of Calgary Flow Loop. These

dimensionlessgroups collectively reflect the effect of gas and Liquid properties and
velocities on the interfacial fiction factor as well as the effect of the intertace geometry.
Statistical &

j s ~

employed to select Lhe best combination of correiaring

parameters that will provide the best data fit and better universal applicability as in the
case of the homogeneous fiction fkctor.
- Thus, with the four dimensionless groups

identified, a combination of them were evaluated and tested to select the best

correlation. 1-parameter, 2-parameter, 3-parameter and eparaxneter expressions are
considered. The results are shown in Table 5.2a and Figures 5.2.4.1-5.2.4.4.
Table 5.2a CorreIation for Interfacial Friction Factor - Curved Interface

Correlating 3" Plastic UC

3"

1"

Paramater

Steel

Plastic

IC

uc

R~

Avg?? A v g ? AvgO/o Equation
Err
Err
Err

I -parameter Reg

0.6746

12%

38%

45%

fi=1285peG4"]

1 -parameter

0.4837

13%

46%

53%

J =o-06qE034]

1 -parameter Rel

0.4664

18%

63%

5%

f i = 0 . 0 0 1 ~ ~ ~ ] .

2- parameter Rel, E

0.1164

17%

51%

47%

/ , = o . o o ~ ~ [ R] +~0.0099.
~ ~ E ~ ~

2- parameter Reg,Rel

0.2537

19%

44%

52%

x =29!fRF~~$$.+0.00€

3- parameter Reg,Rel,& 0.7571

1 1%

36%

45%

f,= ~

3-parameter Reg,Ref,,S 0.6838

12%

26%

35%

~ = 2 8 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ ] .

4- parameter Reg,Rel,6 8 0.7594

8%

16%

28%

x =3 0 3 [ ~ e y

L

m tcWt R~;P"]
~ +0.0028

RC-P]
+ .wn.

The correlating parameters X2a, X2b, X3a,X .b and Xc given in Figures 5.2.4.1-5.2.4.4
are defined as follows:

Scatter in the data generally decreased fiom the one-parameter correlations to the 4-

parameter correlation as shown in Figures 52.4.1-5.2.4.4. The liquid holdup and gas
Reynolds number correlations showed consistent trends for different superficial gas
velocities and superficial liquid velocities respectively. These trends confirm that holdup
and gas Reynolds number are necessary parameters but insufficient on their own to
obtain a good correlation. The two-parameter combinations were a little better than the

1-parameter correlations but also showed considerable scatter and gave poor predictions.

The three-parameter combinations provided nearly as good a fit to the experimental data

as the Cparameter correlation but gave higher absolute errors. Furthermore, the 3parameter correlations did not fit the independent data sets as well as shown in Table
5.2a. Therefore, the Cparameter correlation was selected as the best fit and is given

below.

The same approach was used for the stratified flat interface. The resulting 3-pprameter

and 4-parameter correlations are given in Figures 5.2.4.5-5.2.4.6.
A summary of the comparison of the three correlations is given in Table 5.2b.
As in the stratified c w e d case the Cparameter correlation given below (Equation
5.2.34) provided the best fit for the data and also had the least absolute error.

Table 5.2b Correlation for Interfacial Friction Factor - Flat Interface
Comiating

3" Steel IC

Paramater

R'

Avgh

I

lEK I

-

Equation

I
R ~ ~ - I+ 0.0365.

3 parameter Reg,Rel, ,E

0.8578

11%

A = 0.1298 t~e:" E~

3- parameter Reg,Re[.h

0.8850

10%

A = 0 . 0 2 8 4 ~ :RC~~

Cparameter Reg,Rel~,h

0.9012

5%

fi = o . M ~ RgQU
~ : RC?
~
Zeb1]+0.032

Ka411+o.01%.

The correlating pammeters Y3a, Y3b and Yf for the stratified flat plots given in Figures
5.2.4.5-5.2.4.6are defined as folIows:

Y3b = we:"
060

8 = [Re;

Re,
0.35

E

~

KOd1

I

e h"0.~'1
y

5.2.4.2 Validation of Correlation

The interfacial friction factor correlation (stratified curved) developed above was tested
against one set of superficial gas velocity data obtained from the 3 -inch steel pipe at

Imperial College and one set of superficial gas velocity data obtained from the 1-inch
plastic pipe at University of Calgary. Predictions f?om other well-known interfacial
Waioa factor correlations (reviewed in Section 2.6 and reproduced below) were also
compared. A summary of the comparisons is tabulated in Tables 5.3-5.5 and presented
graphically in Figures 5.2.4.7- 5.2.4.9. The stratified flat correlation was not tested due

to lack of independent data.

I12

TABLE 5.3

usl, m/s usg m/s Hold
Up
0.002

0.003

,

0.004,
0.005
0.006
0.0075
0.01
0.015
0.02

20.00
20.00
20.00,
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

3" A'pe Uniwrsity of Ugary-fi Pke&ction

Percent Error in Prediction of fi
Andritsos EUisG Eek '~owalski Paras

0.007

0.0086
0.0113.
0.012
0.0162
0.0165
0.0195
0.0237
0.0288

Standard deviation
Averager absolute error
Min
Max

190.19
219.56
206.61
182.36
177.72
177.17
193.86
211.68
232.59
15.78

-87.28
-86.901
-88.61
-89.50
-90.66
-90.70
-90.60
-90.61
-90.60

199.08
177.17
23259

89s.
-90.70

1.62

46-90

54.89
69.01
58.49
50.63
47.08
47.69
58.56
69.77
82.62
7.70
59.86'
47.08
82.62

-55.06
-48.12

-5?.33
-55.59
-66.75
-60.93
-58.09
-52.49
-50.99

5.71
56.15
-66.75
48-12

Model

147.62
173.80
139.69
136.12
100.60
117.59
132.81
158.65
173.02
23.0 1

142.21
100.60
173.80

-7.22
-1.15
-7.18
-11.31
-18.62
-14.77
-8.38
-2.89
-1.10

5.08
7.82
-18.62
-1.10

The Cohen and Hanratty (1968) interfacial roughness equation (Equation 2.4.26) was used
with the Eck interfacial fiction factor correlation in all cases.
3 " I%jwImpswl CoUege-fi Pr&n

TABLE 5.4.

usl, m/s usg,
mls
0.00022 20.00
0.00050 20.00
0.00090 20.00
0.00200 20.00
0.00490 20.00
-0.00800 20.00
0.01000 20.00

I

Percent Error in Prediction of fi
Hold Up Andritsos Ellis-G Eck
KowPlski Paras
0.00150
0.00320
0.00364
0.00618
0.01 118
0.01544
0.01787

Standard deviation
Average absolute error
Min
Max
1

-83.67
-85.33
-87.43
-88.15
-89.68
-90.33
-90.88
21.57, 2.75
146.37 87.92
126.22 -90.88

127.13
136.28
126.22
149.31
155.31
167.71
162.61

167.711 -83.67

38.61
54.57
32.35
44.05
51.04
56.15
55.20
12.47
47.42
32.35
56.15

-66.21
-73.51
-67.84
-66.81
-67.89
-68.04
-69.01

139.40
117.31
102.60
104.10
95.24
94.65
89.22

2.23
68.47
-73.51
-66.21

16.11
106.08
89.22
139.40

Model
-1 1.45
-13.60
-22.20
-2 1-05
-9.87
7.18
19.51
5.15

16.25
-22.20
-11.45

113

I tip University of Calgary--Orlgory-fi~abn

TABLE 5.5

Percent Error in Prediction of fi
Kowalski P a m

us2 m/s usg, mls Hold Andritsos E l B G Eck
up
25.00 0.0057
25.00 0.0095
25.00 0.0097
25.00 0,011
0.006 25.00 0.0135
0.0075 25.00 0.0145
0.01 25.00 0.0194
0.015 25.00 0.0227
0.02 25.00 0.0255
Standard deviation
Avemge absolute error
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.005

Min
Max

321.59 -76.24
371.11 -77.40
321.89 -80.14
330.54 -80.57
369.62 -80.10
370.64 -80.47
425.49 -80.15
474.67 -79.39
506.98 -79.18
37.42
1.73
388.06
79.29
321.59 -80.57
506.98 -76.24

51.73
67.06
46.89
49.07
63.04
63.93
83.62
101.29
111.31
12.83
70.88
46.89
111.31

-93.91
-91.90
-92.88
-92.46
-91.13
-90.85
-88.73
-87.02

Modd

- 14.26

-8592

110.02
96.86
81.08
80.65
84.46
87.10
90.55
110.80
124.19

1.67
90.53

10.44
%*I9

-93.91
-85.92

80.65

-15.15
-19.81
-12.67
-20.22
-14.41
5.49
56.19
42.66
8.61
2750
9.8 1

124.19

42.66

The proposed correlations, which are specifically based on low liquid loads provided
better fits of both sets of data compared with the existing correlations (Table 5.6).

Further tests of the applicability of the correlations were performed on experimental data
of Tulsa University Fluid Flow Projects data, (Meng, 1999); Alves, 1959 (data obtained
from the StanforclAJniversity of Calgary Multiphase Flow Data Bank), as well as field
data obtained &om China. The results, together with the reasons for the disparity in
predictions are provided in Section 6.1

Table 5.6 Some Existing Interlacia1 Friction Factor Correlations

f i = 1.29~

e

(Ellis and Gay, 1954)

y

where
ki = 2.784? logr&,

I+ 7.5035

{ [iiG
-

f,. = 0 . 0 6 2 5 ~log

fi

+3.7:5D[}

= 0 . 0 0 0 0 7 5 ~ eg4=
~ ~ ~e:'.]

(Ek,1978)

(Kowalski-wavy znferfh, 1987)

fi = 0.008+ 0.00002Re, .

(Miyael ai, 1987)

where Re, = p , h 1EP

and

h is the liquid height

Thus, for a system of gas and low loads of liquids the interfacial ection tactor can be
represented by

fi = 0.061[~e:@ doEo-)' ~

e ~"']+0.032.
y

for stratified flat interface and

fi

= 303me,0.27

for a curved interface

E

034

~ e z -go'']10.0077.

5.25 Two-phase friction/transmiuionfactor

The two-phase fiction factor is given by

The two-phase transmission factor can then be determined as:

5 3 Summary of Solution Algorithm
1) Determine Holdup (equation 5.2.7)
2) IfHold Ups0.005 go to 5

Hwnogenems Huw ~

~

o

t

t

s

3) Determine Colebrook smooth pipe friction factor (Table 2.1)
4) Determine mixture Wction factor, E, h r n Equation 5.1.14
Stratij7ed Flow Calmlations

5) Determine gas-to-wall friction facton. (Equation 5.2.9)
6) Calculate available flow a r q &.
7) If HoldupX.06 go to 10
8) Determine wetted wall M o n (for curved interface- Equation 5.2.22)

9) Determine interfacial friction factor for curved interface (Equation 5.3.33)
10) Determine wetted wall fraction (for flat interface Equation 5.2.15 )
11) Determine interfacial friction factor for flat interface (Equation 5.3.34)

12) Deterrnine two phase fiction factor, equation 5.3.35.

13) Determine pipeline pressure drop

Figure 5.3 Solution Flow Chart
Determine
liquid hold

Sec 5.2.1
E

Yes

Sec 5.1

Determine

CoIehk
friction factor

Table 2.1

No (Flat Inbdhce)
Use SF
approach

Yes

use SC
approach

intedhce)

mtenime T-F)
metes
3, w,etc

Deterniixle mixture
friction fhctor

h
Equation
5. I. 14

Determine wall&
inmfhce friction
fadors

I

Determine wall &

intexfhce friction
factors
[Determini Two

Phase fiction
Iwor

-

Determine
Pipeline

I

I

I

Determine To

Phase friction
fixtor

Friction Factor Predictions - 1" Pipe
Figure 5.1.Ba
(Comparison of Model with Modified Single Phase Correlations)
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Fig 5.2.4.7 Interfacial Friction Factor Prediction
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CHAPTER 6

Errata
The interfacial friction factor correlation used in this chapter was slightly different fiom
that developed in chapter 5. The analyses contained in this section were performed before

an error in the correlation was discovered. The emor has been ratified but given time
constraints and h e significant amount of data anaiyses involved the old correiation has
been left unchanged in this section only. This error has no effect on the conclusions

arrived at in this study. The equations in question are given below for both the curved
interface and the flat interface.

Old Correlations
-0.3
Curved Interface: j; = 254[Re,0.42 E 0.21 Re,-1..05 6
] + 0.0084.

Flat Interface : f ; = 0 . 0 4 9 [ ~ e ygo." ~e:."

] + 0.045.

New Correlations
Curved interface: /, = 303[~e:"

go." ~

e 2g o ,. " ~
] + 0.0077.
~

0.60 0 35
-0.52 -0.61
Flat interface f , = 0.061[ReL
E . Re,
h ] + 0.032.

6.0

MODEL TESTING

Two correlations were developed fiom this study: an interfacial Ection factor correlation

and a homogeneous friction factor correlation. These correlations were the key
components of the integrated homogeneous-stratified model developed fiom this study.
Comparisons of the interfacial fkiction factor and the homogeneous friction factor with

existing correlations are presented below. The predictions of the integrated model and
those of other existing models are also compared using both experimental and field data.
Improvements to the widely used Apparent Rough Surface (ARS) model by Hart and
Hammersma, (1989) are also suggested.

6.1 Test of Proposed Interfacial Friction Factor Correlation
Comparisons of the interfacial friction factor correlation developed in Section 5.4 with

some existing correlations (given in Table 4.4) were made. Experimental data of Tulsa
University Fluid Flow Projects, (Meng, 1999); Alves, 1959 (data obtained from the
Stanforcb'L'niversiry of Calgary Muiuphase Flow Data Bank), as well as Field data

obtained from China (Asante et al, 1993) were used. These are presented in Tables 6.1 6.4 and Figures 6.1.1 - 6.1.4.

TABLE 6.1
usl, m/s

usg, Hold
m/s Up

0.00274
0.00298
0.00573
0.00592
0.01032
0.01112
0.01908
0.0209

Meng, TUFFP data-Horizontal Pipe
Percent Error in Prediction of fi
Kowalski Paras
Andritsos EllisEck

20.9
0,004
20.9
0.004
20.7
0,007
20.5
0.01
25.7
0.017
25.9
0.017,
25.?
0.018
25.4
0.022
standard deviation

average absolute error
Minimum error
Maximum error

Model

Gay

102.88
84.18
177.03
206.94
343.38
303.71
378.62
421.82
127.58
252.32
84.18
421.82

-93.57
-92.01
-92.93
-90.13
-90.98
-88.81
-90.10
-86.47
2.30
90.63
-93.57
-86.47

-22.19
-14.28
-2.89
36.48
65.78
83.19
83.14
141.12
57.28
56.13
-22.19
141.12

-72.93
-65.94
-70.04
-72.32
-76.1 1
-70.16
-59.18
-53.95
7.52
67.58
-76.11
-53.95

34.45
52.20
56.93
74.99
80.82
104.39
140.70
182.36
49.60
90.86
34.45
18236

-54.79
-46.84
-45.82
-27.63
-24.25

-8.62
-7.47
25.26
26.44
30.09
-54.79
25.26

TABLE 6.2
usl, m/s usg, Hold
m/s Up
0.00136
0.00167
0.00263
0.00321
0.0062
0.00584
0.00997
0.01039

20
20.1
2t
26.2
26
20.9
26.4
20.5

Meng, TUFFP data -Inclined Pipe

Percent Error in Prediction of fi
Kowalski Paras
Andritaos EllisEck
Gay

0.005
0.005
0.007
0.008
0.012
0.014
0.014
0.019

standard deviation
average absolute
error
Minimum error
Maximum error

Model

71.85
-92.67
75.71
-92.56
120.42
-92.1 1
-92.56
202.73
-91.79
277.14
-90.75
219.23
-91.77
287.86
266.53 - -90.06
8937
0.94
190.18
91.78

-35.23
-34.08
-21.22
-12.66
8.65
13.98
14.03
34.52
25.48
2130

-87.34
-84.75
-83.41
-83.03
-79.13
-82.15
-73.81
-77.82
430
81.43

5.91
11.84
24.65
35.37
58.86
49.80
74.62
71.31
26.25
41.54

-56.41
-54.64
-48.47
-46.66
-35.94
-32.35
-31.09
-19.98
12.82
40.69

-92.67
-90.06

-35.23
34.52

-8734
-73.81

5.91
74.62

-56.41
-19.98

71.85
287.86

The Cohen and Hanratty (1968) interfacial roughness equation (Equation 2.4.26) was used
with the Eck interfacial fiction factor correlation in dl cases.

TABLE 6.3
usl, m/s usg,
m/s
0.0237
0.02999
0.02999
0.0237
0.02999
0.02999

37.26
26.75
26.22
17.43
19.42
18.15

Hold
Up
0.067
0.047
0.037
0.078
0.086
0.1

standard deviation
,average absolute error
Minimum error
Maximum error

Multiphase Flow DataBank -Alves data, 1952

Percent Error in Prediction of fi
Kowalski Paras
Spedd- EllisEck
Hand
Gay
394.44
51.41
45.29
389.55
41.37
47.82
178.46
161.65
41.37
394.44

-93.44,
-98.04
-97.90
-88.40
-97.60
-97.37
3.87
95.46
-98.04
-88.40

110.33
-55.20
-57.16
141.58
-39.96
-3 1.54
89.83
72.63
-57.16
141.58

-91.17
-97.41
-97.23
-85.06
-96.87
-96.57
5.00
94.05
-97.41
-85.06

-2.69
-20.20
-0.17
4.63
-43.36
-44.39
21.95
19.24
-4439
4.63

Model
-19.49
5.41
15.71,
-1 1.66
13.59
21.39
16.31
14.54
-19.49
2139

TABLE 6.4

usl,

I

usg Wold

China, Gathering Pipeline data, 1996

Percent Error in Prediction of fi
Andritsos Ellis- Eck
Kowalski Paras

Up

0.0388
0.0432

Model

Gay

-45.82 -96.64 230.57
-42.71 -96.28

267.02

141.99
129.49

31 1.97
328.73

18.85
27.83

standard devir

The analyses indicate that the error associated with prediction of interfacial fiction of
independent data by the proposed model is in the 14%-40% range compared to those of
Eck/Hart et al, 2 1%-256%; Ellis & Gay, 90-96%; Andritsos et a1 ,40%-252%; Kowalski,
68%-145% and Paras et al, 19-334%.

Table 6.5 Comparison of Proposed fi Correlation with Existing Correlations.
(Experimental Conditions)

I

fz correlation Year

I

9
Hold Up

-

Interface

I

System

Usl, m/s

Ellis-Gay 1 959

flat

0.0 1-0.10

3-9

Andritsos 1987

flat 0,0015-0.17 1-25

10-30

Air- Water,
Freon 12-Water,
2" pipe
Air /water;
Aidglycerine,
14" pipe
2" aidwater

This study( 2000

The disparities in the predictions shown in Figures 6.1.1-6.1.4 could be largely attributed
to the low liquid holdups considered in this study compared to the others. Unlike most of

the existing models the liquid hold up for the system of interest was less than 0.05
compared to the much higher hold ups considered in most of the existing correlations. A

summary of some of the existing interfacial fiction factor correlations are provided in
Section 2.6 and summarized here in Table 6.5

Paras et al's set of data is the closest to what was considered in this study but they
proposed that the interfacial friction factor varies with only the liquid Reynolds number
expressed as a fiction of the film height. This is different from the findings of this study

and others (Kowalski, 1987; Andritsos, 1986; Eck, 1973) where the effect of the gas
Reynolds number and holdup are accounted for. Most of the existing correlations also

assumed the "Taitel-Dukler' flat geometry for the gas-liquid interface whiles a majority of
the observations for this study indicated a circumferential interface. Furthermore a system

of gas and low loads of liquid with such small holdups usually produce thin films (Paras et
a1 1996, Hart et al, 1987). Significant large amplitude waves are generated at the interface

of thin films compared to those of thick films usually seen with higher loads.

6.1.1 Limitations of the Model
The interfacial friction factor correlations developed in this study are limited by the range
of Reynolds (2O,O(iOiRe4 60,000jfor which the data was coiiected. Although the model
performed well for horizontal pipelines and satisfactorily for slightly inclined pipelines (1
degree or less inclination to the horizontal) it gives appreciable errors for pipelines
inclined at higher angles (Figure 6.1.2). It would be worthwhile to pursue studies that will
evaluate the interfacial fiction factor for inclined pipeline systems of gas and low liquid
loads.

6.2 Test of Integrated Model on Imperial College Data
The proposed homogeneous-stratified model was tested on the data obtained &om the 3"
pipe at Imperial College and compared with the predictions of the Beggs & Brill (1973)
and DukIer (1976) models.

The results of the comparison are given in Figure 6.2.1 for the air-oil system and in
Figure 6.2.2 for the air -water system. The poor predictions of the Beggs-Brill and
Dukler models for homogeneous flow may arise fkom the fluid property mixing rules and
the higher liquid load data employed in their development. The predictions of the Beggs

and Brill model (separated flow model) in the stratified flow regime is better but still
provides worse predictions than the proposed model. Dukler's model still gives
unacceptably high predictions. Both the Beggs & Brill and Dukler models do not account
for interfacial friction factor in the stratified flow regime. The Beggs and Brill

correlation express the fiction factor as a function of the Froude number and Reynolds
number while Dukler's model employs only the Reynolds number to calculate fiction
factor. Tables 6.6 and 6.7 show the average absolute error and standard deviation for the
air-oil and air-water systems respectively.

TABLE 6.6a

Average absolute error
Standard deviation
Minimum error
.Maximum error

TABLE 6,6b

Average absolute error
Standard deviation
Minimum error
Maximum error

TABLE 6.7a

Average absolute error
Standard deviation
Minimum error
Maximum error
TABLE 6.7b
Average absolute error
Standard deviation
Minimum error
Maximum error

Imperial College - Air/Oil System
Homogeneous Flow

Begs-B rill

Dukler

226.10
37.63
188.14
282.59

720.94
94.80
63 1.33
87 1.39

Model
6.86

-

4.5 1
-4.48
14.69

Imperial College - AiriOil System
Stratified Flow
Beggs-Brill
3 1.20
18.76
-0.78
-63.16

Dukler

Model

179.3 1
74.70
50.97
299.83

13.07
2.60
-6.20
-15.50

Imperial College - AirlWater System
Homogeneous Flow
Beggs-Brill

Dukler

262.82
29.17
226.65
297.53

8 17.03

70.84
730.88
908.93

Model
4.80
2-22
-2.43
7.23

Imperial College - AirIWater System
Stratified Flow

Beggs-Brill

Dukler

22.84
20.43
-2.98
-58.03

213.69
82.0 1
70.16
3 18.28

Model
15.38
1 1.23
-4.4 1
30.44

6 3 Test of Integrated Model on Field Data

Pressure drop predictions fkom the model and other well-known two-phase correlations

commonly used in the industry were compared with operating data obtained fiom
different transmission and gathering pipeline systems. The results are presented in
Figures 6.3.1-6.3.4. It is evident that for a system of gas and low loads of liquids

(holdups less than 0.005) the flow behavior is closer to that of homogeneous flow than
that for two distinct phases. For the Vikings pipeline (Figure 6.3.1) the percent error in

prediction by the homogeneous model is about-10% with a standard deviation of 3.9
while Beggs and Brill two phase model gives a 45% error with a 14.8 standard
deviation. For higher liquid loads, however, (Figure 6.3.4) the error bound for the
homogeneous model is +35% while those of the stmtified flow model, the Beggs and
Brill coriclation

ble DuMer m d e i are 1I%, -23% and 2 1% respectiveiy. For higher

liquid loads, typically seen in some gas condensate systems and some gathering
pipelines (less than 100 bbldmrnscf), the stratified two phase approach is favored. The
Beggs and Brill and Dukler correlations are empirical and based on liquid loadings much
higher than what was considered in this study. Neotec's Pipeflo software was used to
calculate the pressure drop for the existing correlations while a modified form of
NOVA'S Caspr program was used to calculate the proposed model's pressure drop. This
allowed actual operating conditions, elevation changes, heat transfer calculations and

fluid property changes to be readily simulated along the pipe. The solution technique for
this program is given in Appendix E (NOVA Corporation., 1984).
6.4 Comparison of Proposed Model with Hart & Hammersma's ARS Model

Hart and Hammersma's(i989) model is perhaps one of the few reliable models available
for the prediction of pressure drop for a system of gas and low loads of liquids. Even
though their Apparent Rough Surface (ARS) model share some similarities with the
model proposed in this study, there are some striking differences which underscore the
disparities in their predictive capabilities (Figures6.4.la&b )Firstly, the ARS model is a

stratijed model on&, whiles the model proposed in this study is an integrated
hornogeneot(s-stran9edmodel. While the ARS model evaluates pressure drop for
stratified flow based on liquid hold ups of 0 to 0.06, the proposed model only considers
hold ups of 0.005-0.06. Below hold ups of 0.006, the homogeneous component is
employed The evaluation of both the fiction gas-wall fiiction factor and the interfacial
fiction factors are also merent. ARS uses the smooth pipe fXction factor while the
proposed model uses the partially/llly rough fiction factor correlation commonly
employed in single-phase flow. The partially/fblly rough fiction factor accounts for the

independence of friction factor on the Reynolds number for certain situations; the

smooth pipe friction factor does not. The ARS interfacial fiction factor (Eck's, 1978) is
also dependent on gas Reynolds number and film thickness, while the proposed model
accounts for the effect of liquid Reynolds number and hold up in addition to the gas

Reynolds number and film thickness. The average error in prediction of interfacial
fiction (based on independent data) by the Eck correlation was found to be about 60%

v:frile the enor bound for the iiew pmposcd correlation %as a b u t 20%. Thz pressure

drop predictions of the ARS model were comparable to those of the proposed model for
liquid hold up between 0.005-0.04. Below
a hold up of 0.005 however, the predictions
were significantly different This is the region where significant entrainment of the liquid

occurs resulting in a semi-annularmist flow. The homogeneous model did better in this

Table 6.8 Comparison of Proposed Model with Hart and Hammersma's ARS Model

.

ARS Model (Hart and

Homogeneous Stratified Model

Hammersma, 1989)

(this study, 2000)

Hold Up

Based on momentum balance,

Same as Hart and Hammersma's

correlation

eqn 5.2.3

(except for homogeneous)

Wetted Fraction

Based on

Same as Hart and Hammersma's

(curved interface)

Eqn 5.2.22

Similarities

Differences

Flow pattern
Stratified

Stratified only
Curved only

Homogeneous, Stratified
Flat or Curved.

Interface
geometry

Gas-wall fiction

Smooth Pipe fiiction factor

factor

Appendix B

PartiallylFully rough fiction factor

Equations 5.2.8 and 5.2.9

Interfacid

Based on Eck's correlation

Based on Low liquid load data

fiction factor

( 1978).

from this study

The Hart and Hamrnersma ARS model also performed unsatisfactorily for the very low
liquid loads for actual operaling pipelines where the homogeneous correlation was more
applicable (Figure 6.4.3). It, however, perfoned very well with higher loads of liquids,

in fact better than the proposed model in some cases (Figure 6.4.4). This is because the

ARS model was developed for stratified flow even though the authors presented it as
capable of handling liquid loads of 0.00- 0.06.
6.4.1 Proposed Improvements to Hart and Hammersma's ARS Model

Based on the issues discussed above the following improvements are suggested to enhance

the predictive capabilities for the Hart and Hammerma's ARS model for systems of gas
and low loads of liquids particularly for liquid hold ups less than 0.005:
a) A homogeneous model is recommended for liquid holdups less than 0.006.
A lower Limit of liquid holdup for the application of the model needs to be recognized.

From this study, below a hold up of 0.005 a homogeneous model provided a better fit

of the tested experimental and operating data than a stratified model.
b) For the stratified w e (ie O.OOS<hold up<0.06), an interfacial Wction factor which
accounts for not just the gas Reynolds number and film thichess (as in Eck's
correlation used in the ARS model) but also accounts for the effect of liquid Reynolds
number and hold up, is required. The interfacial fiction correlation developed in this

study (Equation 5.2.36) is suggested.
C) For the gas-wall friction factor the smooth pipe correlation (which shows an exclusive
dependence of friction factor on the gas Reynolds number) used in the ARS model is

appropriate for laboratory pipe sizes. For large diameter operating pipes, however,
and for fully rough flow, the gas-wall fiction factor has been shown (Uhi,1965;

Hope and Nelson, 1988) to be dominated by pipe roughness rather than the Reynolds
number. Nikuradse's rough pipe law or AGA's fully rough correlation is suggested
for these conditions.

Fig 6.1.2 Interfacial Friction Factor Predictions, fi
(Univ of Tulsa Data, Meng 1999)
Inclined Flow
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Gas and small amounts of liquids flowing concurrently in a pipeline present very
c-eristics

flow

than those ahi'bited by sngie phase tlow and two phase flow with high liquid

loads.Basedonthe~dfiadiagshmthisresearchaswellas~lit~e,the
following conciusioos and recommendations for enhancement are presented.
7.1

Condusions

1) For a qstem of gas and low i
d of lipit&, the Iiqudphe

aZ.0plet.s and/orasafih. It was determined that for such a -em

a m k ar dqxrsed
the homogeneous model

was applicableto liquid holdups up to 0.005. Beyond this critical limit the flow will change to
the stntiiied reghne. For the stmifled flow cases the interfkce is either Oat for moderate gas-

to-liquid ratios (holdup > 0.06)or w e d for high gas-to-liquid ratios.

2)

Small mounts of liquids i n t r w into gas strams ant i r # x e ~ ~
lhee pressure cliop

subskmfidy.W W a flow pattern the change in pressure drop with liquid load is not as
signiscant as that due to the eansition fiom one flow pattern to another.Mating the *kt of

liquid load to pressure drop requires a definition of the mode of transport of the liquid as we1

as the relative change in transmission &or

due to the presence ofthe liquids.

3) An integrated hornogene~tc~-stra@eci~m
m d l has been developed to predict the

transport properties of a system of gas and low loads of liquids typically seen in gas

transmission and gathering pipelines. It accounts for a dual interticia1 geometry offlat and
curved depending on the liquid loading. Unlike exkting two-phase model, this model assumes
independence of fiction Fdctor on Reynolds number for fblly mugh flow. This is typically so
with high pressure gas pipelines.
4) The model also represents an improvement to Hart end Hammemna7sApparent

Rough

Surslce (ARS) model particularly for low liquid holdups (c0.006).For such liquid holdups,

the homogeneous component of the proposed model gives better predictions than the ARS

model.

5)A represnlatiw inte~clc~*dfnction
faforcomelan'onbased on low liquid loads has also
dad~pebThis condation r&es the gas and iiquid Reynoids numben as w d as the liquid

hold up and film thickness (or height) to the i m e r f k d fiction &or.
6)A homogerseousjhctionfmfor melclfron based on hold up and mixture Reynolds rmmber

has been developed for a system of gas and low loads of liquids. A linear comelation based on
holdup, which adjusts the Colebrook smooth pipe equation to account for the homogeneous
flow of gas and low loads liquids, was also developed.

7.2

Recommendation for Future Work

1) The tramition from homogeneous to stratified flow and h m flat to curved i n t h could

be determined with the help of axial view photography.
2) The effect of i n c ~ o on
n interfkcial fiction factor could also be amrtahed

m*.
3) The effectsof the occasional rivulets for some ofthe stmkiiied flow cases can be studied.
4) Measurements of the wetted fraction could be performed e q e h d y to assist in the

calculation of the two phase fiction k o r .
5 ) Further investigationinto the low Reynolds number range for partdy rough and for M y

turbulent conditions is also recommended.
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APPENDICES
Appendb A- Experimental and Processed Data
A1 HOMOGENEOUS FLOW

Usl

0
1.2525
2.505
3.7575
6.2625
9.3937
12.525
25.05

45.11
46.76
48.13
49.23
55.15
57.34
59.06
70.19

Df
1.0600
1.0386
1.0278
1.0117
0.9542
0.9367
0.9204
0.8340

Tf

Df

15,5685
15.2301
14,7686
14.4609
13.9994
13.6917
1 13.2302

1.0600
1.0493
1.0173
0.9960
0.9639
0.9422
0.9101

17.5 m/s
f
0.005351
0.005620
0.005837
0.006018
0.006267
0.006419
0.006419

Df

22.5 mls
f

LL,bbYm DP,Palm

Us1
0
0.00010
0.00020
0.00030
0.00050
0.00075
0.00100

58.24
61.14
63.95
67.22
71.08
75.21
79.68

0

1.0736
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3.2207
5.3678
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t

I

f

Tf
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14.4521
13.6349
13.3928
13.1658
11.9551
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0.00010
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0.00200

E

0.005512 0.00000
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E

Re:
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1745.77
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0.00420 1200.22
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5 1461
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Remix
48 163
50472
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52475
53636
58302
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I

1

LL. bbllm DP.EWm 1

Tf

E

Re1

Remix

A2 STRATIFIED FLOW

a 1 2eincb~Pbe-Air/OilSvstem~niveRitvOf~~

t

I

Uw15 m/s
Usl, m/s U,bbVm DP,Pa/m
0.00200
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- -
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E

Df
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Tf
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w
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I

198

I
30 m/s

Vsl, mls LL,WYm DP,Palm
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Df
0.87

Tf

1 13.541
0.83 1 13.363

w

Reg

0.09177

50543

h

fb

t

12.0692

620.56

0.00510

0.00300 18.1039

710.04

0.00615

0.00200

0.00052 0.00545353

0.09969 50596.4 0.00062 0.00560017
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Appendix B - Hart and Hammersma's Apparent Rough Surface (ARS) Model

Hart and Hammersma's procedure for the calculation of the Liquid holdup and the pressure
drop during
- horizontal co-current steady-state gas-liquid pipe flow with small liquid-holdup

values (0 < E < 0.06) is as follows:
1. Calculate the value of the liquid holdup with:

2. Determine the values of the average local gas and liquid velocities, respectively:

3. Calculate the modified Fr and the Re of the gas phase:

4. Calculate the value of the wetted wall fraction 8:

0 = 8, +026 ~r"', in which 8, = 0.52sPH
5. Determine the value of the apparent relative roughness of the liquid film fiom:

6. Calculate the value of the interfacial friction factor eom:

7. Calculate the value of the single-phase friction factor. For smooth tubes:

which is valid for 2 100 < R e < 10'. For rough tubes (?)must be applied with the proper

values of the relative pipe roughness, obtained eom, for example, the Chemical Engineers'
H a d b o o k (Perry & Chilton 1973)
8. Calculate the two-phase friction kctor from:
Jn = ( i - 6 ) * / + 8 - f ,

9. Calculate the two-phase pressure drop :

10. If and 0 < E < 0.06,we obtain for horizontal pipe flow:

-

Appendix C The Wetted Fraction (Hart et aI, 1989)
FigureC 1: Schematic Representation of the Cross-Section of the Geometry Considered for

Gas-Liquid Pipe Flow with Small Liquid-Holdup.

(M is the Centre of the Tube)
In cylindrical coordinates the distances K
E from the centre M of the tube to the centre of
gravity Z of the liquid phase can be obtained from:

where r is the radial distance in cylindrical coordinates. The result of (Cl) is:

With the definition w = a / ( 2 ~and
) the assumption EL = w(1

- K~), (C2) can be written as:

For the situation where annular flow occurs in the pipe (w = I), it follows fiom (C3) that 5 = 0
or, in other words, the centre Z of gravity of the liquid coincides with the centre M of the tube.

This is in agreement with what is to be expected.

From (C3)it can be derived that for a fixed value of EL,a certain maximum value of exists

(i-e.5.

=

-

M Z d R At 5

.

= S o the potential energy of the liquid has a xnir6mu.m value.

The

value of 6 at a constant value of aL can be obtained fiom:
ciw

Combination of (C3)and (C4) results in the following equation, which describes the relation

.

between values of the wetted wall fraction
where 5 = 5 (denoted as w 0 ) and the liquid
-

holdup EL:

.

Solving (C5) iteratively for w 0 substituting this value into (C3) gives the value 5 for a fixed
value of sL. Thus, the variable wo represents values of w where the centre of gravity Z of the
liquid is located at the maximum distance fiom the centre M of the tube, or at the smallest

distance fiom the bottom of the tube, provided that the liquid has a geometry as indicated in
the figure. Therefore, wo can be interpreted as a minimum value of w for a certain value of the

liquid holdup EL. In other words, if the liquid occupies a hction wo of the tube wall, the
liquid has minimal potential energy.

The increase in potential energy of the liquid phase per unit of liquid volume DE,as a result of
a shift of the center of gravity of the liquid fiom Z.to Z can be calculated from;
A E, = AP@Z

-~

o= VLA
I P~R(<O-5)

Assuming that a hction of CI of the kinetic energy per unit of liquid volume EK1is used to
account for the increase in A& we obtain:
CCE,, = A P gR(50 - 5)

Substituting the kinetic energy per unit of Liquid volume into (C7)results is:

(C6):

This equation can be rewritten as:

in which:

The value Ck is obtained from experiments. I f the value of the liquid holdup EL is known, the

values of wo (C5),5. (C3) and w = w 0 and Fr (ClO) can be calculated. Then the value of 5

can be obtained from (C9) and, fhally, the value of the wetted wall fiaction w h r n (C3).
However, it must be clear that (CS),for the determination of w 0, and (C3),for the

determination of w, are dBicult to handle. Therefore approximations will be made for each of
these quantities.

For 0

EL 50.20, (CS)

may be approximated by the following equation:

It can be vedied that the quantity x

.-

.-

-

x is a function of q q

EL for 0 S EL 50.20. Furthermore, f?om

these intervals x

0, = 0 . 5 2 ~ r "

which is almost independent of

the experiments it appears that 0 Iq - q 0 ~0.6.
For

x may be approximated by:

Combination of (C9), (C 12) and Cz =

(C11)

dl.6)0.58,results in:
0 = 8,

+ C,

Fro"'

in which the value C2= 0.26 was obtained experimentally.

Appendix D - Computer Rogrrms

D.1 Data Acquisition PrOgram
pU**~#**u***************4***************************************/

PTbisprogram mrnitorstbcnmparametersaad*/
P c a l ~ t h e ~ ~ a f t b e n r r = a s u r e d
I* oniine data (eg nm no., rnrmks of data points mxa@,*I
P p e s s u r e ~ h o l d U p , & r i d ~ ~ c o ~ ~ e t c * /
PLPan 1 m 1
/C********#********************IU****#****************************/

-

marnn

t
cbar cFilebhdn(8l];
/f(3utptfile~*/
char c F i i 8I];
c h a r d h 4 B U F S ~ ; Pusedtoreadtbelxz%kr0fthedatafjle.*/
intBymmg=O;
int EncDfFiileFiag= 0;
int isint i
H
o
l = 0; ~
~
~
int i w
intiRlmN-,
ixdiNdma4hiats;
int iRunNaHolder,
int iFkwF%tmq
intiEbdl3owlong ITimeFromS~
P Unit = ! % ~ ~ *I
nd

float
,*-Nf
floatmpeDiameter,

floatEreqOfUpStrVolSen;

PHz.

*I

float fFxqOfMidPointVo~

float fF-&VoISen;
float f u p s m o i h r p ;
P ~ o d e s s *I.
float f h 4 i d P o ~ ~ ~
float f D o m s t r c m o l ~ ,
float E A V e r a ~ o I ~

&a;-t

Pdsec.
/+cm/sec.
P mvsec.
Pdsec.

ftoat fa=Pvel;
float midkaa@
float fAirSupVei;

*/
*/
*/
*/

Pd=

floatm9Ffloat fA-vel;

*/
*/
P S ~ C Y b i C m e t e t / s e c*/.
Pd s
*/
PBam
*/

Pm(s.

floatmwfloat fAVeAi&pV&

floatfAveFlm
floatEAveFwTemp.,

aoatfi-

P degC
PPaim.

*I
*I

floatfA*bHoIW,
aoat fAveMiStrHoldup,
float fAvemsttHoldup;

P lrrpdfilenamz */
pds(-

prts("(Forf=-:

data file name and path");
cMahrM*l
.a)");

getswileNarneIn);
pM%E*

data file name and pith");

gels(cF'deNameW);
~ " b b l e0rifyou are haRy with the exijthg volume sensor &-on
prestored");
pds(" in the data accpMon pgmm RUNME-VI");
-"Enter1
ifyouwatrttoinpdaewcahation~fbrthevoluem~~~;
prts(" inMdertoobQinimprwedfiol&pmeaslrretnentacatracy");
scanq"?drn?
~ 0 W O p t i ~ :

if ( ~ 0 1 ~ 0 p t i o n F I a=
g 1)
p

r

O ( the~fdlowing
~
volume sawn nadings o b k d with enq~
pip$);
The reading for the up stream v01ume sensor: 7;

if((fi& = f ~ ( S d e N m e C &'br")) =NULL)
{
@rht@Uk,

"Erroropening file O/asM, cFileName4&);

exit(1);

1
P Fof-Ioop to read header fiom kpn data fde and print it on smzn */

for (iCarnt = 0; iCormt < 28; iCam*)
{

if(iCount =24)

mfw*/afl,

1;-

mfm

;I-

eke
{

"O/@,

1

1
I* Fiieqxhhgtbe header of the outpxt dafa me. */

fgxi~@M)Lq"Pipe hick Diameter = O/af hchs\n",;)-

f@g"No. Wg

@a''1-(

Wl Vsg

Vd

P

T

DP _
H
o
l
w
/
o
) F-WemF-Pattem\nfiOut);
n,
Upstr Mid
\n".fiOld);

( d s ) (m/s) (cmjs) (h)
0 -1

P The foUowiug Mnite whildoop is used to read data points of a sngle *I
P nm. It terminateswhen a difikmt nm No.is encolmtered
*I

P The following i f 'is desigd to call fitnction */
PfReacK3haracter0toskipunwanted~If*/
P i g , ~ = I , h e l s e p a r t i s a r e c l I t e d * . */

if (iEndOfFiIeFlag= 1)
break P Break the infinite while-loop happens when */
P enbof-6ifeis tm.
*I
/$ Read in Run No.and T

i from srrrt of data aupskion *I

"OAdO/ad ?xddN*
'kmnN-*

1
else

&iReam-

miromstart)~

/t Read in pmmems */

I$ Print the RMNo. whoeedata fravebeen processed *I

piaqTb No.0/&,

iRunNoKolder~

/ * O u P I f ~ g e d v a l u e s m ~ e T b e f b ~ i f e l s e p r w*Ii ~
P two choices of printing The only difkeme lies in tbe format *I
rC ofthe second h
,
i.e, %.3f and%.4f which are desigsd to */
Pmalaeb~ali~ofoutpdedodumasintheorrtpltcfatahle.*/

if(iwofFidemg = 1)
{

pts("Endof execution"); P Tell w the execution finished */

(01;

1

P End afh.iain0. */

P ~is~toreadordunwantedcbaractersandtoidentifL*l
P the ez&&-file. *I

if (cChadm=
{

i E a m = 1;
break; P break ofthe infinite while-loop happens when */
P emk&ble is true.
*I

1
if(-='=')
bnz& Pbreakofthe~tewbiEe-lmphappemwben*/
Pcharader"isencountered
*I

1
P ~ r c g ! ddAmc&r);
:*.
*/ P Prirrt the character read. *I

1

/* PROGRAMB
I* THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE TWO PHASE TRANSMISSIONFACTOR AND PRESSURE
I* DROP FOR A HOMOGENEiOUS FLOW OF GAS AND LOW LOADS OF LIQUID
I* BAsante 1999
/*

/S**************************************************************************/

* fimctionprototype.

*********************************************************/
float Solution-lin&r(float (*equation)(float));
void o p e n F i i o r I q u t ( &
~, char *);
void openFi&orOutplt(ofstream &, in&char *);

I/ pipe coss-sectional area.
11d c i e n t &rived fkom equation 6.3.1. la
/I &cient
derived from equation 6.3.L. Ib
11 index inequation 6.3.1,la
N index in equation 6.3.1.1b
float hu;
11 liquid hold Up
p**********************t*********************************

float A;
float cl;
float c2;
float nl;
aoat n2;

void main0
{

float D;
float deag;
float M ;
a0at denm;
n0at dPd>E;

float fmp;
float w,
a

~TEt

float fm;

float taw,
float them;
float Ug;
float Ugs;
float Urn:

I/ pipe diameter

NpdexEity
/I liquid density
// mixture density
I/ pressure gradient caiculated
11 mixture fiction bctor e
y turbulent
// mixfure fiction factor -Mly tuhient
I/ two p h gas transmission factor
/I two phase fiction hctor
11shear stress
11 incIination
/I gas velocity
/I gas superficial velocity
I1 mixture velocity

float UI;
float Uls;
float X;
float visg;
float visl;
float v i m
float Regm;
noaiR a ,
float Reg;

float T m
float y 1;
float $2;
float y3;

int i;
intto-

// liquid velocity
I/ liquid suprficial velocity
I/ phase fkaction
N gas viscosity
If liquid viscosity
I1 mixturevkmsity
I/ in situ mixture Reynolds number
N Transition k p o l b s aum'oer
I1 gas Reynolds number
I1 mixture transmissionfador
I/ exp in log W o n
11 exp in tog function
I/ exp in tog function
I/ counter
//thetotalnumberofruns

char header[200];
char runNo(l21; I/ each run has a run number.
char inFileName1[70];
char outFieName11701;
Eitream inFile l :
o f !outFile1;

N declare an object of input files&ream.
I/ declare an object of output file stream.

I/ enter file names.
mt << end1 << "Inputdata file name: " << end;
cont << " (e.g c:\Wename\\data.inp)" << endl;
cin >> inFileNme1;
cout << endl << "Outpt data file name: " << endl;
cout<< " (e.g c:\Wename\bta.out)" << endl;
cin >> wtF-ieName 1;
cout << eadl<< "StartCaiculatiou~...~
<< endl:
I/ open files for input and output.
openFiIeForInput(inFile 1, inFileName 1);
opeaFieForOutpJt(0utFile1, ios::out, outFileName1);
I/ read file-in header and total number of m.
Wide1.getbe@eaber, 200);
inFile1.g&e@a&,
200);
inFilel>>totaRms;
I/ to write a header in output file.
OutFilel << setw(l0) << "run No."
<< setw(l7) << "Transmission Factor"
<< 5-17)
<< "friction hctor"
<< sew 15) << "P gradient"

endl:
outFilel << setw(i0) << " "
<<sef)Y(1S)<<"
<< ~ ~ ( 1 <<
5 )" (mi-)
(1

<< setw(l5) << "
"
<< sew 15) << " (Palm) "
<< end;

for (i = 0; i < tocalRuas; i*)
{

N inplt data h m fiie
isilel>>

>>

>>

>,

>> deng >> denl>> v,%g >>

;*>>

// Calculate m i m Reynolds n

e
&mhu*denl+( 1-hu)*beng;
urn = w u g s ;
vism = (2.SShwtl)+Visg;
Regin = denm*Um*Dhisn;
Reg = hg+Ug*D/visg;
/I CalcuIa!e Two phase fiction factor
Tf37oMfm-O.5);

fin=y2+Y3;
y2 = cl*pavQl,nI);
y 1 = (hW.025);
c l = 0.27;
nl = 0.75;
y3 = c2*pow(&gm,n2);
c2 = 1.0;

n2 = 4.11;
/I caldP/& as follows
taow = £ i n * d e n m m m , 2)/2;
dWx = (-taoW+3.142*D+&ngSA*sin(theta))lA;
A = 0.78S5*D*DP
/I output data to file
&gel<< setw(l0)
<< runNo << setw(I5) << setprecision(5)
<< Tf << setw( 15) << mpcision(2)
<< fin << setw(15) << setprecision(2)
<< dPdx << setw( 15) << setpreCiSion(2)
<< fkJx(dWx) << e d ;

1

inFile1.close();
outFile1.doseO;
cout << "The end of exemtioa" << end;

* 0penFiieForInputO opens a filefor inprt.
*********************************************************/
void openFileForFnput(-

iqxtFile,

char+ fileName)

inputFile.open(fileName);
if (!inputFiIe)
cout << T i l e " << fileName

" cannot be opened for input!" << endl;

=-' D;

* openFileForOutput0 opens a file for outptrt,
*********S*******+***************************************/

void o p e n F i l e F o ~ ( o ~

int mode, cbar *fileName)

fiieOt&opn(fileName, mode);
if(!mechII)
amt << "Fie " << fileName << " a ~ bbet opened for outpt." << endl;
eXit(1);
}

1
float Solution-linck(float (*equation)(fIoat))
{

I*

Iterative Solution */
float J=7=l,=2,yyl,yy2,yym;
xxl = 0.001;
ICCZ = 0.99; P mcl< The range of Solution < .d */
yy 1 = (*equation)(.uxl);
yy2 = (*eqyation)(xxZ);

if(fsbsOlym) < .OoL)
breafr;

else if 0.yl * yym < 0.)
{

&=q

yy2=yym;
continue;

1

else if w2 * yym < 0-)
xxt =.-

yyI =w;
contiaue;

1
else
{

.w = -10000.;
oout << "NoSolution"<< endl;

break

p********************************************************
* The end of program.

*********************************************************/

/'@
THIS PROGUM CALCULATES THE TWO PHASE TRANSMISSION FACTOR AND PRESSURE
P DROP FOR A STRATIFIED FLOW OF GAS AND LOW LOADS OF (Fht Interf8ce)
P BAsante1999
P
p**************************************************************************/

W o n prototyp.

*********************************************************/
float Solution-fhder(float (*equation)(float));
void openFiieForLaput(ifbeam&, char *);
void opeaFileFoIOutprt(ofstream &, i n . char *);

/*********************************************************
global variables.

************************************#*******************/
float theta;
float cl;
f l a t c2;
float c3;
float c4;

floatnl;
float n2;
float n3;

float n4;

11 pipe inclination angle ftom horizontal in degrees.
N cuef.iicient in fiction factor equation
/I d c i e n t in friction factor equation
/I coefficient in Friction fador equation
/I coefficient in £iiction fixtor equation
// index in Eriction hctor equation

I/ index in friction &or equation
// index in Eriction factor equation
/I index in fiction Wor equation

float w,

// liquid wetted fraaion

QwtDf;
float hu;

/I drag factor
I/ hold up
I/ parameter in hold up calculation

float b;

void majno
{

float D;
float den&;
float denl;
float dPdXg;
float m;
float fl;
float fg;
noat fgp;
float fgf;
float
float Tfhq
floatftp;

float ke;
float taoi;
float taowg,
float taowl;
float kern;

n ~DfiK
t
noat ug;

float Ugs*
float ul;
float m;
float visg;
float visl;
float ht;
float Regs;
float Rels;
float Reg;
float Rel;
float Ret;
float Ag;
float At;
float Dg:
float Dl:
float Y;
float Wg;
float W1;
float Wl;
float y 1;
float y2;
float y3;
float y4;
float yS;

!/ pipe rtiametgr
11 gas *ty

/I l i e d density
N pressure gradient calculated by the gas momentum equation
// pressute gradient calculated by the Liquid momentumequation
I/ fiction factor lxtwam liquid and wall
N friction factor between gas and wall
I/ W o n fadar between gas and wall-pmMy turbulent
/I friction fsctor between gas and wall-fbUy t m b l a t
I/ interfaciai friction factor between gas and liquid
//twophasegas~onfactor
// two phase fiction factor
//effectivemghness
//shearstressbetweengasa~~iliquid
N shear stress between gas and wall

11 shear stress between liquid and wall
/I & ' e roughness
/I two phase ctrag factor
I/ gas vefocity
I/ gas supeflciat velocity
/I liquid velocity
I/ iiqyid sqmlicial velocity
// gas visaxity

11 liquid visasily
// liquid height in stratified flow
I/superficial gas Reynolds number
/I superficial liquid Renoulds number
I/ in situ gas Reynolds number
/I in situ Liquid Reynolds number
// Transition Ekynolds number
/Idimensional gas flow area
I/ dimensional Liquid flow area
I/dimensional hydraulic diameter of gas flow area

N dimensionai hydraulic diameter of liquid flow area
I/ angle subtended by Liq film at center,
I/ dimensional perimeter of pipe in contact with gas phase
/Idimensi0m.Iinterfacial width between gas and Liquid
I/ dimensional perimeter of pipe in contact with liquid phase
/I exp in log fbxtion
I! exp in log function
11 exp in log hction
11 cup in log function
11 exp in log function

// exp in Iog W o n
float y6;
/I exp in Iog fimction
float y7;
float y8;
// exp in Iog h c t i o n
N exp in log W o n
float y9;
int i;
N counter
int t0talRu.q
/I the total number of runs
b&rf200];

char nmNo[l2]; I/ each run has a run n&r.
char WileName1[70];
char outFileNamel[70];
i&ream inFile 1;
o&&am outFile1;

wed

// declare an
of input ~e stream.
/I deche an object of output H e stream,

N enter file names.
cout
end1 << "Inputdata file name: " << endl:
cout << " (e.g c:\W-\Winp)"
<< endl;
cin >> inFileName1;
mut << end << aOutpltdata tile name: " << endl;
cout << " (e.g. c:\W~lame\Wout)"<< end;
cin >> outFileName 1 ;
cout << endl << "Start Cal&o
ns..." << endl;
11 open files for input and output,

~penFireForhput(~le
1, inFileName1);
cpmFiIeForOutpu.t(outFiIe1, ios::out, outFieName1);
11 read mein header and total number of m.
inFile1.gethe(header, 200);
inFiie 1.getiine@eader, 200);
inF'iel>> totalRuns;

I/ to write a header in output file.
outFilel << setw(l0) << "runNo."
<< setw(l7) << "Transmission Factor"
<< setw(l7) << "Roughness"
<< s e w 15) << "Drag Factof
<< setw( 15) << "Liq height"
<< sew 15) << "P gradient"
<< endl;
outFilel << setw(l0) << " "
<< setw(l5) << "
a
<< setw(i5)
" (micm) "
<~setw(i5)<<" "
<< setw(l5) << " (m) "
<< setw(l5) << * (Palm) "
<< endl;

for (i = 0; i < totalRu~ls;i++)
C

/I input data h
rn file
inF'IIel>> runNo >> Ugs >> Uls >> deng >> &nl>> *g >> vid >>->

I/ calculate superficial gas Reynolds number
= &ngSUgs*Dhrisg,
// tale insitu gas Reynolds number
Reg = beng*upDhisg;
11 calmbe @cial
liquid Renaylds number
Rels = deal*UWDhisl;
N calculate insitu liquid Renoyfds number
Re1 = dd*U*Dh.isl;
N calculate liquid hold up, hu
b = UldUgP(1+10.4~w(Rek,4 . 3 6 3 ) m W d e n g 0.5));
hu = W(l+b);
/I calculate transition reynolds number
Ret = pow(3.7SD/ke, Df)syb;
y6 = log10(3.7*D/ke);
if (R-Reg)
{ fg = fgp)
e k { fg = fgf)
11 to convert inclination angle to radians
theta = 3.14159/180*theta:
// calY
Y = 2*3.14159*hu+sh(Y);
hl = 0.5*D*(Ias(0.5*Y));
Y = 3.14I59/180*Y;
Y = Solution-fink,
//Perimetersand parameters for stratifiedflat are calculated as follows:
W = 0.5*YSD-,
Wg = 3.142*D-Wl;
Wi = D*sin(O.S*T);
Ug = Ugd(1-hu);

UI = m u ;
w = W(Wl+Wg);
Ag = 0.7855*D*Dl(l-hu);
Al=hu*0.7855*D*D;
Dg = 4*Ag/(wi+Wg);
D1=4*AI/W1;
//Calculate fluid-wall fiiction fixtors
fl = c 1*pow(RelSRels, n I);
cl = 0.0263;
nl = -0.5;
fgp = ~ * p o W D w , m ;
y I = loglO('R@(-3.528+3.65 1

v));

c2 = 0.0625;

n2 = -2-0;
fgf = c3*pow(y2,113);
y2 = log10(3.7+Ds/ke);
c3 = 0.0625;

Df >> D;

I/ fi is calcdated from New correiation
fi = c4*~3~7Sy%+y9)+0.045;
y3 = pow(Rel,0,65);
y7 = pcw@eg,-0.35);
y8 = pow(hy0.39);
,vS = pow(hVD,0.58);
c4 = 0.049;
/I Calculate Two pbase friction and Transnission f'actors
ftp = w%+(f -w)sfg;
T h = 1*pow(@-0.5);
//Calculate kem and Dfm
b= 2.08'D-wfrfin.1);
Dfin = TEm+pOw(QSy44.6,-1);
y4 = log lO(Re&/(-3.528+3.65 1
y5 = loglO(Reg);

v));

// calculate p b s e df/& as follows

taowg = fg*&n&ow(Ug 2)/2;
taowI= fl*denl*w(LJl,
2)n;
uoi = fi*dengpOw(Ug-Ul, 2)/2;
dPdxl= (-taowl*WI + taoisWi + denI*Alssin(theta))/Al;
dPdxg = (-taowg*Wg - taoi*Wi + &ng*Ag*sin(theta))/Ag;
/I output data to file
outFile 1 << setw( 10)

<< d o << setw(l5)
setprecision(5)
<< Tfin << setw( 15) << sefprecision(2)
<< kern << setw( 15) << setprecision(2)
<< Df << setw( 15) << setprecision(2)
<< hl<< setw(l5) << setprecision(2)
<< Ws(dPdxg) << endl;

1
Wile 1 .closeO;
outFile1.close();
cout << T h e end of executioew<< end;

1

* openFiieForLnputOopens a file for input.
*********************************************************/
void opeaFiIeForinput(ifstreamgt iaputl;ie, c W fileName)
{

inpltF*ie.open(fileName);
if (!inputFile)
tout << "Fie " << fiIeName << " cannot be opened for input!" << endl;
exit( 1);

1

* openFileForOutprt0opens a file for output.
*********************************************************/
void o p e n F i l e F o r W p t ( &fileout, int mode, char WeName)
f i l a . @ p e n ( m e N m mck);
*
if (!fileout)
mut << "File" << fileName << " m o t be opened for output." << end;
exit(1);

1
1
floatSolution-fin&f(£loat (*equation)(float))
I*

Iterative Solution *I

float xx.wl,&,yyl,yy2,~m;
.!a1 = 0.001;
xx2 = 0.99; /* .w1 < The range of Solution < d *I
yy 1 = (*equation)(xxl);
yy2 = (*e@on)(xx2);

break
else if (yyf * yym < 0.)
d = .m;

m=m
continue;

1

else if(yy2 yym < 0.)
ml =?a:
yyl=yym;

continue;

1
else
{

x.= -10000.;
cout << "No Solution" << end:
break

1

/*********************************************************
The end of program,

*********************************************************/
D.4 sI.;rtificd CZXSF~
AM/* PROGRAMD
/* THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE TWO PHASE TRANSMISSION FACTOR AM) PRESSURE
P DROP FOR A STIRATFED FLOW OF GAS AND LOW LOADS(Curved Interfsoe)
P BAsante 1999
I*
p**************************************************************************/

* function prototype.
*********************************************************/
float Solution-nd&r(float (*eguation)(float));
void openFieForInplt(ifsbream &, char *);
void openFiorOutpt(afstream &, int, char *);

loat theta;

loat ccl;
:oatcc2;
,oatcc3;
loat cc4;
loat ml;
loat nn2;
loat nn3;
loat nn4:

float w,
float Df;
float hu;
float b:

void main0

11pipe inclination angle h m horizontal in begrees.
// aefiicient in fiiction -or equation
I1 coefficient in firiction &or equation
I/ d c i e n t in friction W o r equation
/I d c i e n t in fiction Eactor equation
I/ index in fiiction factor equation
I/ index in friction factor equation
I/ i m k x in friction -or equation
11 index in friction factor equation

I/ Liquidwetted -on
/I drag factor
11 hold up
11parameter in hold up calculation

float D;
float beng;
float denl;
float dpdxg;
float d F w ;
float fl;

no;rtf

,

float f a ;
float fgf,
float fi;
float TkK
flat ftp;
float ke;

//pipeckme&r
I1 gas density
/I liquid density
/I pressure gadient calculatedby the gas momentum equation
I/ pressure gradient calculatedby the liquidmomentum equation
11 friction factor between liquid and wall
!/ fiction fa%r Scmwxn gas and %all
N friction &or between gas and wall-partially turbulent
I/ fiction factor between gas and wallofidlytubdent
/I interfbd friction faaor k t w c m gas and liquid
// two phase gas transmission fkctor
I/ two phase fiction &or
I/ effkdive roughness

float mi;
float taowg;
float taowl;
float kern;
float D f q
float Ug;
floatUgs;
floatU1;
float Uls;

I1 shear stress between gas and liquid
//shearstrwsbetweengasandwail
/I shear stress ktween liquid and wall
//
roughness
N two phase chag Eactor
/ I gas velocity
/I gas superficial velocity
11 liquid velocity
11liquid superficial velocity

flat visg;
fluat visl;
float dd:
float Regs;
float Rels;
float Reg;
float Rel;
float Ret;

11gas vi&ty
11 liquid viscosity
I/ liquid film thickness
I/ superficial gas Reynolds number
I/ superficial liquid Renoyfdsn
I/ in situ gas Reynolds number
I/ in situ liquid Reynolds number
I/ Transition Rey~lldsnumber
// dimensional gas flow area
I! dimensional Liquid flow area

float A g
float Al:
float Dg;
float Dl;
noat Y;
float wo;
float Fr.
float Wg
float Wi;
float WI;
float yzl;
a ~~ 2t 2 ;

float yz3;
float yz4;
fIoat yz5;
float yz6;
float yz7;

~~

/I dimensional hydraulic diameter of gas flow area
I! climensional hydraulic diameter of liquid flow am
11 angle subtended by liq film at center,
I/ initid wetted hction
I/ Fmude number
/I dimensional perimeter of pipe in contact with gas phase
/I dimensional interfixid width between gas and Liquid
11dimensional w e t e r of pipe in contact with Liquid phase
!I exp in log function
// e.upin log function
I/ exp in log function
/I exp in log hction
/I exp in log function
I/ exp in log function
I/ e . . in log fitnction

float p8;
floatyz9;

// e>p, in log f W o n
// exp in log W o n

int i;
// counter
/I the total number of runs
int totalRuns,
char hea&r[200];

c & F ! . ? o [ ~ ~ ] ; !!&mh333mZl*m.
char inFiieName1[70];
char outFiieNamel[70];

i f h a m inFile1;
o&ream outFilel ;

//decIareanobjedofinprtflestream,
/I declare an objed of output file stream.

// enter file names.

mut << eradl << "Input data fire name: " end;
mut << " (e.gc:\Wename\bta.inp)"<< eadl;
cin >> inFileName 1;
mut << end1 << "Outprt data file name: " << e d ;
mut << " (e.g c : \ \ h l m \ W o ~ t<<
) ~end;
cin >> outFileName1;
cout << endl << 'Start Calculations..."<< endl;
N open mes for input and output.

openFileForlnput(inFilel,inFi1eName 1);
openFileForC)utplt(outFileI, ios::out, outFileName1);
N read me-in header and total number of runs.
W i l e 1,g
-.
200);
S r l e 1.gethe(header, 200);
inFilel >> totalRuns:
// to write a header in output file.

outFilel<< setw(l0) << "runNo."
<< setw(l7) << "TransmissionFactor"
<< setw( 17) << %ughnessm
<< setw(l5)<< "Drag Factor"
<< setw(l5) << "film thickness"
<< setw(l5) << "P gradientn
<< end1:
outFilel<<se$w(lO)<<" "
<<setw(l5)<<" "
<< setw(l5) << " (micm) "
<<~etw(l5)<<~ "
<<setw(l5)<<"(rn) "
<< setw(l5) << " (Pa/m) "
<< end;
for (i = 0; i < totalRuns; i t + )
I/ input data h m file

N calculate superficial gas Reynolds number

Regs = deng*UgSLDhrisg
I1 calculate insitu ga!5 Reywlds number
Reg = rlene+U@DhriSg;

I1 dculate insitu liquid Renayl& number
Ref = denlSUl+Dhrisl;
11 calculate liquid hold up, hu
b = U W U g s * ( l + l O . 4 + P OU.363)Spow(&nVdeng,
~
0.5));
hu = b/(l+b);

N calculate transition reynolds number
&t = pow(3.?D/ke, Df)*yz6;
yz6=log 10(3.7*D/ke);

if (ReoReg)
~fg.=fgp)
else ~fFfgf)
/I to convert inclination angle to radians
theta = 3.14 159/ 18Ortheta;
// calculate Y
Y = 2*3.14159*hu+sinCY);
Y = 3.14159/180*Y;
Y = Solution-hk,
//Perimeters and parameters for stratified Curved are calculated follows as:
W1 = O.SrY*D:
Wg = 3.132*D-WI;
Wi = Y@-2*dd)*0.5*Y;
Ug = Ugd( 1-hu);
U1 = Uldhu;
w = wo+O.26*pow(Fr,0.58);
wo = 0.52*pow(hy0.374);
Fr = ded((&ddeng)*D)*pow(UL,2.0);
Ag = 0.7855*ITDS(l-hu);
AI = huf0.7855*D*D;
Dg = 4*Ag/(Wi+Wg);
Dl = 4 * m ;
dd = hu/(4*w);
IICaIculate fluid-wall friction factors
fl = CC1*p0w(Relfkk, MI);
ccl = 0.0263:
nnl = -0.5;
fgp = cc2*pow@f*yt1,d);
yz l=l~glO(Regd(-3.528+3.65t -5));
ccZ=0.0625;
nn2 = -2.0;
fgf = cc3*powCd,nn3);

/I fi is calculatedh m New codation
fi = cc4*~*yzryZ8Syt9)+0.0084;
yz3 = pow(Rd, 0.42);
y 7 = po-eg,
-1 .OS);
yz8 = pow(hy 0.21);
yz9 = pow(dd/D, 0.3);
cc4 =254;
// C a l m Two phase iXctiou and T m g h i o n factors
ftp = +fi+(l-w)*fg;
Tfm = pow(flp,4.5);

N calculate phase dP/& as follows
taowg = fg*&ng8pow(Ug, 2)/2;
taowf = fl*&nlspow(ul2)/2;
taoi = fi*deng%w(Ug-U, 2)/2;
dPdxl= (-taowl*W + taoi*Wi + &nl*AI*sin(theta))/Al;
dWxg = ( - b o wWg taoi*Wi + deng*Ag*sin(theta))/Ag;

-

/I output data to file
outFile1 << sehw( 10)
<< runNo << setw( 15) << serpmcMon(5)
<< Tfm << setw(l5) << s e t p d o n ( 2 )
<< kern << -15)
<< setprecision(2)
Dfh << setw(l5)<< setprec1sion(2)
<< dd cc sefw(l5) << setprecision(2)
<< fih(dMxg) << endl;

1
inFile 1.close();
outFile1.clw;
C O U ~<< "The end of excution." << end;

1

* openFiileForhput0 opens a file for input.
***************************t**********~********************/

void openFileForlnpslt(i&mm&inputFite, char* fileNme)

inputFile.open(f5ieName);
if (!inputFile)

mut << 'File " << HeName << " cannot be opened for input!"<< en&
eXit(1);

1

1

* opxPilgforOutpIt0 q a s a f2c for ouqiui
***S*****************************************************/

void openFileForOutplt(of3mam

int made, char *fileName)

{

fileOutopen(fileName, mode);
if (!fileout)

C

"File * << fileName << " cannot be opened for outpt." << endl;

cour
exit( 1):

1

1
float Solution-hnder(float (*qmion)(float))
{
/*

Iterative Solution */
float xx,.m1, d , y y 1,yy2,yym:
. n l = 0.001;
xx2 = 0.99; I* xxl < The range of Solution < xx2 */
yy1 = (*equation)(xx1);
yy2 = (*equation)(n2);

while( 1)

-

+ -618 ( d 2 n l ) ;
yym = (*equation)(;m);

L.1-

if(fabsOlym) < . a l l )
break
else if 0.y 1 yym < 0.)
{

rcx2=q
yy2 = yym;
continue:

1

else if(yy2 * yym < 0.)
.=I==

)
Y 1 = 4'ym;
continue;

1
else
XK = -10000.:

a u t << "No Solutionn<< endl;
break;

1
1

return ,w

/*********************************************************
* The end of program.

*********************************************************/
D J Integmted Model

.............................................................................
/*

C++PRoGRAh4E

P

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE TWO PHASE TRANSMISSION FACTOR AND PRESSURE
DROP FOR A STRATIFED FLOW OF GAS AM) LOW LOADS OF LIQUID BASED
BAsante 1999

I*
/*
/*

/***************************************************************************]

functionprototype.

*********************************************************/
float S o l u t i o n ~ ~ f l o (*equation)(float));
at
void openFileForfnput(iI3ream &, char *);
void openFileForOutpat(of&eam &, int, char *);

/*********************************************************
* giobal variables.
*********************************************************/
float theta;
float ccl ;
float cc2;
float ml;
noat nn2;
float cl;
float c.2;
float c3;
float 04;
float cc4;
float nl;
float n2;
float n3;
float n4;

/I pipe iaclinationangle from horizontal in degrees.
I/ axdicient in friction ktor equation
I/ &cient
in fiction factor equation
I/ index in fiction factor equation
// index in friction factor equation

I/ coefficient in Kction factor equation
/I &cient
in friction factor equation
I/ M c i e n t in friction fador expation
I! d c i e n t in friction fixtor equation
11 d c i e n t in fiction factor equatio
I/ i n k y in friction factor equation
// index in fiction factor equation
/! index in fiction factor equation
I/ index in friction factor equation

flm ~

4 ;

float w,
float wc;

float wE,

float m,
float hu;

float b;

/I index in ftiction factor equation
// Liquid wetted fraction
I / liquid wetted Man flat
/I liquid wetted fkiction avved
11 drag faaor
// hold up
I/ parameter in hold up calculation

-

-

void main0
noat D;

float &ng;
f l a t &nl,

float denm;
noat fhp*
float M,
float Tf;

float Ti@;
float TE

floatfin;
float tam;

N pipe dhmeter
//gasdensity
I1 liquid density
/I mircture density
// mixture friction factor -partially turbulent
/I mixture Eiiction Eactor - M y tmhlent
I1 two phase gas transmission &or
11 partially turbulent transmission hctor
11 fWy turbulent transmission h r
11 two phase fiction factor

I / shear stress
11 pressure gradient calculated by the gas momentum equation
I/ pressure gradient calculated by the liquid momentum equation
float dWxm;
/I jmsm gradient homogeneous
11 pnswe gradient
float m u ;
11 fiction faaor between liquid and wall
float a;
float fg;
I/ fiiction factor between gas and wall
float fgp;
// fiction factor between gas and w a l l - m y hubdent
float fsf;
N friction factor between gas and wall-My hubdent
float fi;
11 interfkial friction bctor between gas and Iiquid
float fic;
11 m c i a l friction factor for m e d interface

floatdpdxg
float dWxi;

float W,
float Tfm;
float ftp;

float ke;
float taoi;
float taowg
float taowl;
float kef;
float Dfm;
float Ug;
float Up,
float Ul;
float Uls;
float visg;
float visl;
float hi:

N interfacial friction factor for flat interhx
N two phase gas transmission fixtor
I/ two phase fiction Wor
// &
'roughness
// shear stress between gas and liquid
11 shear saess b e m n gas and wall
11 shear stress between liquid and wall
I / &&the roughness
N two phase drag factor
/I gas velocity
11
superficial velocity
// liqyid velocity
I1 liquid mpficial velocity
Ngasviscosity
N Liquid viscosity
I/ liquid height in stratified flow

naat dd;
float Regg
float kls;
float Reg;
float Rel;
float Ret;
float Ag;

a m Al;
n ~&t
float Dg:
float Dl;
floatY;
float Wg;
float Wi;
float Wif;
float Wic;
float wl;
noat WO;

a- Fr,

floatTftp;
flau yll;
float y12;
float y13;
float y14;
float yl5;
float y 16;
float y17;
float y18;
float Urn:
float v i m ;
float kern;
float Regm;
float ll:
float a:
float yl;
float y2;
float y3;
f l a ty4;
noat y5;
float y6;
float y7;
float y8;
float 39;
float yzl;
float yz2;
float yz3:
float yz4;
noat yzs;
float yz6;
float yz7:
float yz8;

11 liquid film thickness
11 sqedicial gas Reynolds number
I/ superficial liquid Remllds number
I1 in situ gas Rqaolds number
11 in situ liquid Reynolds nlrmher
I1 T d t i o n Rqaolds number
11 dhmmional gas flow area
it' dhemional liquid flow area
I/ dimensional flow area
11 dimensional hydraulic diameter of gs flow area
11 chmsional hydraulic dheter of liquid flow area
/I angle subtmbd by liq tilm at center;
// dimensional perimeter of pipe in contact with gas phase
11 dimemiionat iaterfacial width between gas and liquid-&!
/I dimensional inter&& width between gas and liquid-cumd
// dimensional inted&& width between gas and Liquid
I1 dimensional perimeter of pipe in contad with liquid
N initial wetted fraction
I/ Fraude number
I/
transnission factor
I/ exp in log W o n
I/ exp in log function
I1 exp in log function
// exp in log fimction
// exp in log h c t i o n
I/ exp in log function
I/ exp in log function
11 exp in log function
11 Illbmreveitxity
11-ViSaKity

/I effixtive roughness-// in situ mixture Reynolds number
/I liquid load
// peroent change in Tf
/I exp in log function
I/ exp in log -on
I1 exp in log function
I1 exp in log function
// exp in log W o n
11 exp in log function
11 exp in log firnction
// exp in log function
/I exp in log fUnction
/I exp in log function
/I exp in log function
I1 exp in log b c t i o n
/I exp in log h c t i o n
/I eq in log fitnction
// exp in tog firnction
11 exp in log firnction
// exp in Iog function

N exp in log hction
float yz9;
int i;
Ncotmter
int totalRuns;
/I the total number of runs

char header[200];
charrunNo[l2]; //e;bchnmhasamnumber.
char inFi1eName1[70];
char ou*J;il&Jamc
1[70);
Zstream inFiIel;
outFiIel;

I1 declare an abject of input file stream,
11 declare an object of output file stream.

I/ enfet file names.
mut << endl << "Input data file name: "
adl;
corn << " (e.g c:\\filemme\Lktainp)'' << end;
cin >> inFileName1;
cout << endl << "Outputdata file m e : " << endl:
cout << " (e.g c:\Wename\\data.out)"<< endl;
cin >> 0utFileName1;

cout << endl << "StartCalculations..."<< endl:

I1 open files for input and output.
openFileForInput(inFile1, inFileName1);
opet~FileForOutptt(outFile1, ios::out, outFileName1);

I/ read tilein header and total number of runs.
inFirle 1 .gesb@eader, 200);
inFile 1 .getline@&,
200);
inFilel >> totalRuos;
I/ to write a h&r in output file.
outFiIe 1 << setw( 10) << "runNo."
<< setwf 17) << "TraasmissionFactor"

<< setw(l7) << "Roughness"
<< setw( 15) << "Drag Factor
<< setw(l5) << "Liqheight"
<< sew 1s) << "P w e n t w
<< endl;
outFilel << setw(l0) << " "
<<setw(15)<<"
"
<< setw(l5) << " (micm) "
<<setw(l5)<<"
"
<<setw(l!T)<<"(rn) "
<< setw(l5) <<" (Pa/rn)"
<< em&

for (i = 0;i < totalRuns; i++)
/I input &ta h m file
inFilel>> runNo >> Ugs >> Uls >> &ng >> deal >> visg >> visl >>theta>> Df>> D:

// calculate superficial gas Reynolds number
Regs = dengSUgS='Mg;
//calculate insitu gas Reynolds number
Reg = dengSUgCDhisg
// calculate slpxficial Liquid Renoylds number
Rels = &nl*Uls+Dhisl;

N calculate insitu Liquid Renoylds&n
Re1 = denl*UISDhM;
N calcuIate liquid hold up, hu
b = Uls/Ugs*(1+10.4Spow(Rels,4.363)mdenY&ng, 0.5));
hu = b/(l+b);
I/ Calculate mixture Rqaolds number
denm=hu*&nl+( 1-hu)*&ng;
Urn = wugs;
vism = h u W + ( 1-hu)Wsg;
Ekgm = denm*Um*Dlvism;
Reg = dengUgSDhisg;
// Calculate Two phase Transmission factor
Tfp=DPC4913;
y13 = logl~(-3.528i3.65l)Sy14)-0.6;
yl4 = l o g l ( I 0 ;
Tftp = ( la)*Tfp;
a = Ugs*(O.O675*U-0.044)*0.01;

Tff = 4915;
y lS=loglO(3.7*D/kem):
fmp = ccltpo-I,nnl);
y11 = logl0@@0.708/Tftp);
ccl = 0.0625;

nnl = -2.0;
fbf=
cc2~w(y12,nn2);
y 12 = log10(3,7*D/kem);
cc2 = 0.0625;
M2 = -2.0;
// calculate transition Reynolds number
Ret = p0w(3.7+Dh1~ -Dh)Syl6;
y 16 = log(3.7*Db);

if (Ret>Regm)
Uftp= T f p )
eke Uftp=TQ;
kem=3.7*D/(pow(3.7*D/ke,
1-a));
I/ caldate @/dx as follows
taow = 6n*denmtpow(Um, 2)/2;
dPdm = (-ta0e3.142~
D+ deng* A*sin(theta))/A;

A = 0.785S*DSD;
/I calculate transition reynolds nlrmber
Ret = p o ~ ( 3 . Dlke,
7~
y6 = log10(3.7*Dh);
if W R e g )
{fg = fig1
else (fg = fsf)
lt' to convert indidon angie to r a d b s
theta = 3.14159/180*theta;
I/ caicutate Y
Y = 2*3.14 159*hu%inCY);
hl = O . S * l F ( 1 ~ 0 . 5 * Y ) ) ;
Y = 3.14159/180*Y;
Y = Solution-fWeq
/lkrimeters and pwameters for stmilied flat are calculated as follows:
W = 0.5*Y*D;

my;

Wg = 3.142*D-Wl;
Wi = Dtsin(O.S*Y);
Wic = Y@-2*dd)W.S*Y;
Ug = UgSC(1-hu);
UI = m u ;

wf= WV(wl+Wg);
wc = wd-O.26~w(Fr,0.58);
wo = 0.52Spow(hu,0.374);
Fr = denI/((denl&g)*D)*pow(m,2.0):
if (hW.04)
{Wi=Wif)
else {Wi=Wic)
Ag = 0.785S*DSD*(l-hu);
AI=hu*0.7855*PD;
Dg = 4*A&/(Wi+Wg);
Dl=Q*AVWI;
//Calculate fluid-wall fiction fhctors
fl = cl+pow(RelSRels, nl);
c 1 = 0.0263;
nl = 4.5;
fgp = c2*pow@f+yl,n2);
y l = l o g l ~ ( - 3 . 5 2 8 + 3 . 6 195));
5
c2 = 0.0625;
n2 = -2.0;
fgf = c3-2,n3);
y2 = logl0(3.7*Dg/ke);
c3 = 0.0625;
a3 = -2.0;
// fif is cdculated fiom New correlation

fi = c4*(y3+yIry%Sy9)+0.045;
y3 = pow(Re50.65);
y7 = pow(Reg-0.35);
y8 = pow(hu,O.39);
y9 = pow(hVD,O.58):

I/ fic is calculated fkom New correlation
fi = cc4*(jz3+yZ7Syz8fyz9)+0.0084;
y23 = p*l,
0.42);
y ~=
7 p~w(Reg,-1.05);
yz8 = pow(hy 0.21);
yz9 = pow(d&'D, 0.3j;
a 4 =254;

11 Determine transition from
if (hU>o.M)

to flat

(fiW

else (fi=fic)

if (hu>0.06)

b-0

else ( m c }
N Calculate Two phase fiiction and Transmission Wars
ftp = wlfiy 1-w)*fg;
Tfm = l*pow(ftp,4.5);
/I Calcuiate kern and Dfin

kef = 2.08*D+pow(Tf&l);
ffi= ThSpow(SSy4-0.6, -1);
y4 = I~glO(Reg/(-3.528+3.65
1*y5));
y5 = loglO(Reg);
11 calculate phase dP/dx as follows
taowg = fpden-g,
2)/2;
taowl = fl*&ni*pow(U2 2)/2;
taoi = fis&ng*pow(Ug-Ul, 2)n;
'

I/ output data to fire

outFile1 << setw(l0)
<< runNo << setw(l5) << setprecision(5)
<< Tfin << setw(l5) << setptecision(2)
<< kern << setw(l5) << qmcision(2)
<< Df << setw(l5) << setpmMon(2)
<< hl<< sew 15) << seqxeckion(2)
<< fhbs(dPdx) << end;

1
inFile I .close();
outFile1.close();
cout << The end of execution."<< endl:

* openFileForIqut0opens a filefor input.
*********************************************************/
void openFileForlnpryi&bxm& inputf;ile, c W fileName)
{

~ifc.o~c;i(~eN&-re);
if (!W d e )
$

mut << *File " << fileblame << " cannot bc opened for input!" << end;
exit(1);

1
1

* o p e d i i e F o ~ t ( opens
)
a me for output.
*********************************************************/
void openFiieForOutput(o~&&Out, int mode, char WeName)
{

fileOut.open(fileName,mode);
if (!fileout)
{

tout << "File " << fileblame << " cannot be opened for output."<< end;

exit(1);

1

1
float Solution-hder(float (*equation)(float))
{
I*

Iterative Solution

*/

float = m l + ~ ? y ~y? Y Y ~ * Y Y ~ ;
xxl = 0.001;
xx2 = 0.99; P x x l < The range of Solution < .w2
yy 1 = (*equation)(xxl);
yy2 = (*equation)(mr2);

if(fBbs01ym) < -001)

breais

else if (yyl * y y m < 0.)
{

.m2 = m:
yy2=yym;

continue;
}

/

else if (yy2 * yym < 0.)
xxl = q
yyl =wm;
continue;

1
else

<

xx = - r m , ;
cout << "No Solution" << end;

b

e

1

1
1

* The end of program
*********************************************************/

D.6 Taitd-Dukkr Model

/****************************************************************************
/*
/* THIS PPROGRAM CALCULATES LIQUID HEIGHT AND PRESSURE DROP FOR A STRATIFED
P
FLOW OF GAS AND LIQUID BASED ON TAITEL AND DUKLER'S MODEL (1976)

floatecpation7(float);
float Solution-hder(float ( * ~ o n ) ( f l o a t ) ) ;
void openFiIeForInput(&mm Bt, char *);
void openFileForOutplt(o~&, int, char *);

/*********************************************************
* global variables.
*********************************************************/
float alpha;

I/ pipe inclination angle from horizontal in DEGREES.

I/ calculate superficial gas Reynolds number

Regs = deng*UgsSDhisg;

N calculate insitu gas Reynolds number
Reg = deng*UgSDhisg
I/ dcufate superficial liquid Renoylds number
Rels = denl*UlsSDivisl;
I1 calculate insitu liquid Renoylds number
Re1 = denl*USD/visl;
I1 calculate liquid hold up, hu
b = Wgs*(1+10.4*pow(Rels, -0.363)*pow(denVdeng, 0.5));
hu = W(1+b);
11 Calculate mixture Reynolds number
denm=husdenl+( 1-hu)*deng;
Urn = UlseUgs;
vism = hu%sl+(l -hu)+visg;
Regm = denm*Urn*D/vism;
Reg = deng*Ug*Dlvisg;
/I Calculate Two phase Transmission factor
Tfp=Dfs4Sy13;
y13 = IoglO(Reg/(-3.528+3.65 1)*y14)-0.6;
y 14 = logiO(Reg);
Tftp = (1 -a)*Tfp:
a = Ugs*(0.0675*11-0.044)* 0.0 1;

y17 = loglO(Regm/(-3.528+3.65 l)*y18)-0.6;
y 18 = log lO(Regrn);
D f m = TAp/(4*y 17);

Tff = 4915:
y 15=log10(3.7*D/kem);
finp = ccl*pow(MYyl,~l);
y 1 1 = log 1O(Reg*0,708/Tftp);
ccl = 0.0625;
nnl = -2.0;
fmf= cc2*pow(y 12,nn2);
y12 = logl0(3.7*D/kem);
cc2 = 0.0625;
nn2 = -2.0:
I1 calculate transition Reynolds number
Ret = pow(3.7*D/kem, -Dfm)+yl6;

y 16 = log(3,7*D/kem);
if (Ret>Regm)
{Tftp = TfPl
else {Tftp=T@;
kern=3.7*D/@ow(3.7*D/ke,
1 -a));
/I calculate dpld~as follows
taow = fin*denm*pow(Um, 2)/2;
dPdm = (-taow*3.142*D+ deng*A*sin(theta))/A;

A = 0.7855*D*D;
/I calculate transition reynolds number
Ret = pow(3.7*D/ke, M)*y6;
y6 = log10(3.7*Dke);
if (Ret>Reg)
(fg = fa)
eke (fg = fgf)
!
!to corn- indhticn mglc to m&izas
theta = 3.14 159/18O*theta;
/I calculate Y
Y = 2*3.14159*hu+sinCi);
hl = 0.5*DS(1-cos(O.S*Y));
Y = 3.14 159/180*Y;

Y = Solution-finder,
//Perimeters and parameters for stratified flat are calculated as follows:
W1= 0.5*Y4D;
Wg = 3.142*D-WI;
Wif= Dfsin(O.S*Y);
Wic = Y@-2*dd)*O.J*Y;
Ug = Ugs/(l -hu);
ul= UWhu;
w f = WV(Wl+Wg);
wc = wo+0.26*pow(F~,0.58);
wo = 0.52*pow(hu,O.374);
Fr = denY((denldeng)*D)*pow(Ul.2.0):
if (hua.06)
(Wi=Wif)
else { Wi=Wic)
Ag = 0.7855*D*D*(1-hu);
Al=hu*O,7855*D*D;
Dg = 4*Ag/(Wi+Wg):
Dl=4*AUWL;
//Calculate fluid-wall fiiction factors
fl = cl*pow(Rel*Rels, nl);
c l = 0.0263;
n l = -0.5;
fgp = c2*pow@fYyl,n2);
y 1 = iog lO(Regs/(-3.528+3.65 195));
c2 = 0.0625;
n2 = -2.0;
fgf = c3*pow(y2,n3);
y2 = logl0(3.7*Dg/ke);
c3 = 0.0625;
n3 = -2.0;
// fif is calculated fiom New correlation

fi = c4*(y3~7+y8+y9)+0.045;
y3 = pw(Rel,0.65);
y7 = pow(Reg-0.35):
y8 = pow(hyO.39);
y9 = pow(lVD,0.58);

// fic is calculated from New correlation
fi = c c 4 * ~ S y z 7 S y z 8 ~ ) - e 0 . 0 0 8 4 ;
yz3 = pow(Rel,O.42);
yz7 = pow(Reg, I -05);
yzS = pow(hy 0.21);
fl=pw(dd0,0.3);
cc4 =254;
// Determine transition from cuved to flat
if ~uMI.06)

-

(fi=w

eIse ( f i 4 c )
if@u>0.06)
(w--wf)
else ( m c )
// Calculate Two phase fiction and Transmission factors

ftp = +fi+(l-w)*fg
Tfm = I *pow(ftp,-0.5);
// Calculate kern and Dfm

kef = 2.0SSD*pow(Tfm,-1);
Dfm = Tfmtpow(J*y44.6, -1);
y4 = loglO(Reg/(-3.528+3.651*y5));
y5 = log lO@eg);
// calculate phase dP/dx as follows
taowg = fg*deng*pow(Ug, 2)/2;
bowl= fl*denl*pow(ul, 2)/2;
taoi = fiSdeng*pow(Ug-UII 2)/2:
dPd?d = (-taowl*W + taoi*Wi + denl*Al*sin(theta))/AI;

dPdxg = (-taowgsWg - taoi*Wi + dcng*AgSsin(thm))/Ag;
if (hu<O.OoS)
{dPd?€=dPdum)

else {dPd?c=dPdug)
// output data to file

outFilel<< setw(l0)
<< runNo << sew( 15) << setprecision(5)
<< T h << setw(l5) << setprecision(2)
<< kern << setw( 15) << setprecision(2)
<< Df << setw(l5) << setprecision(2)
<< hl<< setw(l5) << setprecision(2)
<< fabs(dPdu) << end:

Mile I .close();
outFile1.c10se();
cout << "Theend of execution." << endl;

* openFiieForInputO opens a file for input.
***************+*****************************************/
void o p e n F i I e F o r l n p u t ( ~inputFile, char* tileNarne)
{

inputFile,open(fleName);
if (!inputFiie)
tout << "Fie

" << fileName << " cannot be opened for input!" << end;

-

exit(l);

1
1

* openFiileForOutputOopens a file for output.
*********************************************************/
void openFileForOutput(ofidream BtfileOut., int mode, char *£ileName)
{

fileout open(iileName, mode);
if (!film)
{

tout << "File " << fileName << " cannot be opened for output."<< end;
exit( 1):

1

1
float SoIution-finder(float (*equation)(float))
I*

Iterative Solution */
float q x x 1,xx2,yy 1,yy2,yym;
xltl = 0.001;
xx2 = 0.99; P xxl < The range of Solution < mc2 *I
yy 1= (*equation)(.xx1);
yy2 = (*equation)(.d);

if (fabs(yym) < .OO 1)
break;
else if (yyl * yyrn < 0.)
{

.w2 = .m;
YY2 = yym;

continue;

1

else if 0y2 * y p < 0.)

xxl = xq
yyl =m;
continue;

3
eke
xx = -10000.;
cout << "NoSolutionn<< end:

b e ,

I
1
-w
1

* The end of program.
*********************************************************/

D.6 TaikkDuJckr Model

/****************************************************************************
I*
I*
I*

THIS PPROGRAM CALCLLATES LIQUID HEIGHT AND PRESSURE DROP FOR A STRATIFIED
FLOW OF GAS AND LIQUID BASED ON TAITEL AND DUKLER'S MODEL (1976)

* function prototype.
*********************$*$************************************/
float equation7(float);
float Solution-findeqfloat (*equation)(fioat));
void openFileForInput(ifstream &, char *);
void openFileForOutput(ofstream &, int, char *);

/**************************

* global variables.
***S*4*********************$*$*****************/

float alpha;

11 pipe inclination angle from horizontal in DEGREES.

11 note that 360 degrees makes a fidl circle.
// negative angle for up&
flow, positive for downward.

float Cg;
float Cl;
float m;
float n;
float X2;
float Y;

I1 parameter in Eq.(8) of the Taitel-Dukler paper
/I parameter in Eq.(8) of the TaiteI-Dukier paper
11 parameter in Eq.(8) of the Taitel-Dukler paper
I1 parameter in Eq.(8) of the Taitet-Dukter paper
// squared Lochhart-Martinelli parameter X2 = XA2
// dimensional inclination parameter

float dAg;
float dAl;
float dDg;
float dDI;

/I dimensionless gas flow area
11 dimensionless liquid flow a m
// dimensionless hydraulic diameter of gas flow area
/I dimensionless hydraulickameter of Liquid flow area

float dSg;
float dSi;
float dSI;
float dug;
float dUl;

11 dimensionless perimeter of pipe in contact with gas phase
// dimensionless interfacial width between gas and liquid
N dimensionless perimeter of pipe in contact with liquid phase
11 dimensionless gas velocity
11 dimensionless liquid velocity

void main()

i
float D;
float deng:
float denl;
float dPdxg;
float dPdul:

// pipe diameter
/I gas density
I/ liquid density
11 pressure gradient calculated by the gas momentum equation
I1 pressure gradient calculated by the liquid momentum equation

float fg;
float fi;
float fl;

11 fiction factor betwecn gas and wall
I1 friction factor between gas and liquid
I / friction factor between liquid and wall

float taoi;
float taowg;
float taowI;

// shear stress between gas and liquid
I/ shear stress between gas and wall
I/ shear stress between liquid and wall

float Ug:
ffoat Ugs;
float Ui;
float UI;
float U k ;

11 gas velocity
I/ gas superficial velocity
/I infterface velocity
N liquid velocity
// liquid superficial veIocity

floatvisg;
float visl:

//gasviscosity
/I liquid viscosity

float dhl;
float Regs:

11 dimensionless liquid height in stratified flow
11 superficid gas Renodcis number

float Rels;

I/ superficial liquid Renoulds number

float A g
float Al;
float Dg;
float Dl;

/I dimensional gas flow area
/I dimensional Liquid flow area
I/ dimensional hydraulic diameter of gas flow area
11 dimensional hydraulic diameter of liquid flow area

nmt ~ g ;

:/ dimzisional pr;Jnctcr of p i p in antact vith g;ls p h s c
/I dimensional interfacial width between gas and liquid
/I dimensionat perimeter of pipe in contact with liquid phase

float Si;
float SI;

int i;
// counter
// the total number of runs
int totalRuns;

char headerj2001;
char nxnNo[lI]; N each run should have a run number such as 005 or myrun002.
char inFileName l[70];
char outFileNarne1(701;

ifstream Mile 1;
ofstream outFile 1;

/I declare an object of input file stream.
I! declare an object of output file stream.

// enter file names.
cout << end1 << "Please enter input data file name including path: " << end;

cout << " (e.g. c:\vilename\\data.inp)" << endl;
cin >> inFileName1;
cout << end1 << "Please enter output data file name including path: " << end:
cout << * (e.g. c:\\iilename\kiata.out)"<< endl;
cin >> outFileName1;
cout << end1 << "Caldations begin ..." << endl;
/I open files for input and output.
openFiileForInput(inFi1e 1,inFiIeName1):
openFileForOutput(outFile I, ios::out, outFileName 1);
// read file-in header and total number of runs.
inFilel .getIine@eader, 200);

inFile1.getline(header,200);
inriel >> totalRm;
/I to write a header in output file.
outFile 1 << setw(l0) << "run No."
<< setw(l7) << "Liquid heightn
<< setw(l5) << "Pgradientm
<< end;
outFile1 << setw(l0) << " "
<< setw(25) << " (rn) "
<< setw(l5) << " (Pa/m) "
<< endl;

for (i = 0; i < totalRuns; i++)

11input data from fUte

Milel >> runNo >> Ugs >> Uls >> deng >> den1 >> visg >> visl>> D;

I/ calculate superficial gas Reynolds number
Regs = deng*UgsSDhisg,
if (Ress > 2000)
{

Cg = 0.046;
m = 0.2;

1
else
{

Cg = 16;
m = 1;

1
I/ calculate superficial liquid Renoylds number
Rels = denl*UlsSD/visl;
if (Rels > 2000)
{

CI = 0.046:
n = 0.2;

1
else
{

C1= 16;

n = 1;

1
N calculate X2 using Eq.(8) of the Taitei-Met paper
X2 = Clfpow(Rek, -n)*denl*UlssUls I (Cg*pow(Regs, -m)*deng*Ugs*Ugs);
// to convert inclination angle
alpha = 3-14159/18O*alpba;
// calculate Y using Eq.(9) of the TaiteI-Dukler paper
Y = (denldeng)*9.806*sin(alph.a)I (2*Cg/Dfpow(Regs, -m)*deng*Ugs*Ugs):
// to find dimensionless liquid height dhl iterativeIy
dhi = Solution-finder( equation? );

I/ Pressure gradient dPId.x is calculated as follows:
Ag = dAg * D4D;
A1 = dAl * DID;
Dg = dDg*D:
Dl = dDl*D;
Sg = dSg*D;

S1= dS1*D:

I/ fi is roughly equal to fg (Gazley 1949)
fi

= fu0,

N assume Ui << Ug
Ui = 0;
taoi = fi*dengww(Ug-Ui, 2)/2;
taowg = fg*deng*pow(Ug, 2)12;
howl= fl*denltpow(Ul, 2)/2;
11calculate dP1dx using Eq.(l) of the Taitel-Dukler paper
dPdxl= (-taowl*Sl + taoi*Si + dd*Al*sin(alpha))/Al;
I/ calculate dP1d.x using Eq.(2) of the Taitel-Dukler paper
dPdxg = (-taowg*Sg taoiSSi + deng*Ag*sin(alpha))/Ag
I1 output data to file

-

I1 note: theoretically, dPdxl should be equal to dPd.ug at equiliriurn. However, due to
I1 approximations assumed in the Taitel-Dukler model, the calculated rwuits
I/ show that dPdd is much Iarger than dPd.ug. Analysis indicates that dPdxg
/I is more realistic and is hence outputted to file.

outFilcl << seW(l0)
<< runNo << setw(l5) << serprccision(5)
<< dhl*D << setw(l5) << setprecision(2)
N output absolute value of dPd?cg.
<< fabs(dPdxg) << endl;

1
inFile 1.close();
outFile1.close();
cout << "The end of execution." << end;

1

11This hnction contains the Eq.(7) of the Taitel-Dukler paper.
float equation7(float dhl)
float hd; I/ a temporary variable
float beta: // a temporary angular variable
float eq7; // to hold the value of equation (7).
static int count = 1;
hd=2*dhl-1:
beta = acosfid);

dSg = beta;

-

dS1= 3.14159 dSg;
dSi = sqrt(1- hd*hd);
dAg = 0.25 * (beta hd * sqrt(1 - hd*hd));
dAI = 0.25*3.14159 - dAg;
dug = 3.14159 / 4 / dAg;
dUt= 3.14159/4 /dM;
dDg = 4*&g/(dSg+dSi);
dD1=4*WdSl;

-

return eq7;

1

* openFileForInput0 opens a file for input.
*********************************************************/
void openFileForInput(ifstream& inputFiie, chars fileName)
inputFiIe.open(fileName):
if (!inpuPile)
{
tout << "File " << fileName << " m

o t be opened for input!"<< end:

exit(1);

1
1

* openFileForOutput() opens a file for output.
*********************************************************/
void openFileForOutput(ofstream &fileOut, int mode, char *fileblame)

fileOutopen(fileName, mode);
if (!fileout)
tout <C

"File" << NeName << " cannot be opened for output" << endl;

exit(1);

1
1

* openFileForOutput0opens a file for output
*********************************************************/
float SoIution_finder(float (*apation)(float))
{

/*

THIS IS A GENERAL program FOR FINDING THE Solution OF An EQUATION BY lTERATION */
float .xx,.n 1,x3,yy I ,yy2 ,yym;
xx1 = 0.001;

xx2 = 0.99; P n l < THE RANGE OF Solution < xx2 *I
yy I = (*equation)(= 1);
yy2 = (*equation)(d);

if (fa-)
< -001)
break;
else if (yy 1 yyrn < 0.)
{

xx2=q
YY2 = w;
continue;

1

else if(yy2 * yym < 0.)
{

.ml = q
y y l =m;

continue;

1
else
{

.m = -fin.;
wut << "NO Solutionn << end;

break;

1

1
return xx;

>

* The end of program.

*********************************************************/
D.7 Interfacid kictioo Factor Model

/****************************************************************************
/*

C*

PROGRAM G

I* THlS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE INTERFACIAL FRICTION FACTOR
I* FOR A STIUIFIED FLOW OF GAS AND LOW LOADS OF LIQUID .
I*
/*
I*

BAsante 2000

/***************************************************************************/

function prototype.

*********************************************************/
float Solutionjnder(float (*quation](float)~
void openFileForInput(ifstream & char *);
void openFileForOutput(ofstream &, int, char *);

/*********************************************************
* global variables.
*********************************************************/
float theta;
float ccl;
float c 1;
float wc:
float wf;
float hu:
float b;

// pipe inclination angIe from horizontal in degrees.
I/ coe&cient in friction hctor equation curved
// coefficient in friction factor equation flat
/I liquid wetted fraction
// liquid wetted fradon
/I hold up
// parameter in hold up calculation

-

-

void main()
{

Rwt D;
float deng;
float denl;
float fi;
float fic:
float W,
float Ug:
f l a t Ugs;
float Ul:
flat us;
float visg;
float visl
float Regs;
float Rels;
float Reg;
float Rel;
float hl;
float dd:
float W1;
float wg;
float Wi;
float Y:

/I pipe diameter
11 gas density
I/ liquid density
// interfacial friction factor between gas and liquid
/I interfacial friction factor for curved interface
/I interfacial fiction factor for flat intedace
N gas velocity
// gas supeficial velocity
I/ liquid veIocity
I/ liquid superficial velocity
/I gas viscosity
// liquid viscosity

N superficial gas Reynolds number
I/ superficiai liquid Renoylds number
/I in situ gas Reynolds number
I/ in situ liquid Reynolds number
/I Iiquid film height
I/ liquid fdm thickness
// liquid perimeter
// gas perimeter
// interface perimeter
I/ angle subtended by liquid at center

float wo;
float Fr,
float yl;
float y2;
float y3;
float y4;
float yzl;
iloat yz2;
float yz3;
float yz4;

/I initial wetted fiaction
/I Froude number
11exp in log h c t i o n
/I exp in log function
I/ e.up in log function
11exp in log function
11exp in log fiurction
ii e.xp in log iunction
11e q in log h c t i o n
/I exp in log function

int i;
I1 counter
I/ the total number of nrns
int totalRuns;

char header[200];
char runNo(l2); I/ each run has a run number.
char inFileName 1[70);
char outFileName1[70];
ifinFilel ;
ofstream outFiie1;

/I declare an object of input file stream.
I/ declare an object of output file stream

11enter file names.
cout << end1 << "Input data file name: " << endl;
cout << " (e.g. c:\\filename\\data.inp)"<< end];
cin >> inFileName1;
cout << e n d << "Output data file name: " << end;
out << " (e.g. c:\Vilename\Uata.out)" << end;
cin >> outFileNarneL ;
cout
e n d << "Start Calculations << endl;
/I open files for input and output.
openFileForInput(inFiie1, inFiIeName 1);
openFileForOutput(outFi1e 1, ios: :out, outFieName 1);
I/ read file-in header and total number of nms.
inFile I .getline(header, 200);
inFiIe 1.getline(header. 200);

inFilel >> totalRuns;
/I to write a header in output file.
outFile 1 << setw(l0) << "run No."
<< setw(17) << "INTERFACIAL Friction Factorn
<< sew(17) << "holdupm
<< setw(15) cc "film thickness"
<< setw(l5) << "film heightn<< end;

for (i = 0; i < totalRuns; i*)
{

11input data fiom file
Milel >> runNo >> Ugs >> Uls >> deng >> ded >> visg >> visl>> D;
I/ calculate superficial gas Reynolds number
Regs = dengSUgs*Dhisg;
I1 calculate insitu gas Reynolds number
Reg = deng*UgSDhisg;
// calculate superficial liquid Renoylds number
Rels = denl*Uls*DW;

// calculate insitu liquid Renoylds number
Re1 = denl*U*Dhisl;
I1 calculate liquid hold up, hu
b = UWUgsS(l+10.4*pow(ReIs, -0.363)ww(denl/deng, 0.5));
hu = b/( 1+b);

11 Determine transition from w e d to flat
if (huW.06)
{fi=fi.f)
else (fi=fic)
wc = w~.26*pow(Fr,O.58);
wo = 0.52*powfiu,0.374);
Fr = denl/((denideng)*D)*pow(m,2.0);
dd = huf(4fwc);
N calculate Y
Y = 2*3.14159*hu+sin(Y);
Ill = O.S*D*(I-cos(O.S*y));
Y = 3*14159/180*Y;
Y = Solution-findet,
//Perimeters and parameters for stratified flat are calculated as follows:
WI = O.S*Y*D;
Wg = 3.14ZtD-Wl;
Wi = D*sin(O.S*Y);
Ug = Ugs/( 1-hu);

m =UIS~U;

wf = WV(W+Wg);
I1 fic is calculated from New correlation
fic = c c 1 * ( y z 1 * y z 2 ~ * y z 4 ) ~ . 0 0 8 ;
ytl = poweel, 0.42);
yz2 = pow(Reg, -1.05);
yz3 = pow(hu, 0.2 1);
yz4 = pow(dd/D. 0.3);
ccl = 254;
// tif is calculated from New correlation

Il output data to file
outFilel << setw(l0)
runNo << setw(l5) << setpnxision(5)
<< fi << setw(l5) << setpmision(2)
<< hu << setw(l5) << setprecision(2)
<< hl<< setw(l5) << setprecision(%)
<< dd << setw(l5) << setprecision(2)<<end;

1
W i l e 1.close();
outFile 1.close();
cout << "Theend of execution."<< end;

1

* openFileForlnputO opens a file for input.
*********************************************************/
void openFileForInput(ifstream& inputFiIe, chaP fileNarne)
{

inputFilc.open(fileNme);
if (!inpuffile)
{

cout << "File " << fileblame << " cannot be opened for input!"<< endl;
exit( 1);

1
1

* openFileForOutput()opens a file for output.
*********************************************************/
void opcnFileForOutput(ofstream BtfileOut, int mode,char *fileName)
{

fileOut.operr(fileNme, mde);
if ( !fileout)
{

tout << "File " << fileName << " cannot be opened for output."<< endl;

exit(1);

1

1
float Solution-finder(float (*equation)(float))
{

/*

Iterative Solution */
float .xx,..cu I. .n2 .-vy 1 .yy2,yym;

xxl = 0.001;
xx2 = 0.99; /* = I < The range of Solution < .d */
yy 1 = (*equation)(xxl);
yy2 = (*equation)(mQ);

if(fabs(yym) < .001)
break;
else if (yy 1 * yym < 0.)
{

mQ=q

w2 = yym;
continue;

1

else if(yy2 * yym < 0.)
{

nl==
YYl =yym;
continue:

else
.m = -10000.;

cout << "NoSolution"<< end;
break;

1

1
return .w;

1
/S*********f**********************************************
?

The end of program.

*********************************************************/

Appendix E (NOVA Corporation, 1984)
I 1 Numerical Solution Of Flow Equations.

. For gas pipeline systems, the mass and momentum equations are typically employed to derive
the General Gas Flow Equation which is essentially an isothermal representation of the flow.

The enthalpy conservation is solved separately at each node and incorporated with the flow
equation
For steady flow the continuity equation can be written in terms of flow rate as
QP = QI,P~

(El)

The corresponding steady state momentum conservation equation can be written as;

For steady state conditions, the acceleration term is usually negligible compared with the

frictional and gravitational components; thus the momentum equation could be reduced to:

After simplification and integration @en in Appendix C), this equation results in the

General Flow Quation (Uhl, 1965) as follows:

Where E = g G e g
TmZmg,

u

And C is a constant is 38.774 for Imperial units; 547.7 for SI units
And B is also a constant given as 0.0375 for Imperial units; 0.06835 for SI units
The assumptions associated with simplifLing the momentum equation to the General Flow
equation are as follows:

(a)

The compressibility of the gas is assumed constant across the pipe cross
section and can be represented by a suitable average along the length of

the section.

(bj

Kinetic energy changes in th3 line are negligible.

(c)

The flowing velocity is assumed to be characterized by the apparent bulk
average velocity.-

(d)

Any elevation changes in a section occur at constant slope.

These assumptions do not significantly restrict generality or accuracy of the solution.
For instance, the omission of the kinetic term causes less than 0.2 percent error in most
practical applications ( Northern Engineering Study, 1976).

The above equation (5.1.8), together with the temperature profile eqaution (Appendix GI)are
more suited to large diameter high pressure pipelines in relating flow rates and pressure drop.
For experimental pipes, the isothermal equation (5.1.6) is adequate.

Multiplying Equation (5.1 -7)throughout by p2 gives the differential form of the pipeline
pressure loss equation as:

From the equation of continuity (E.1)

QP = Qbps
and therefore the mean velocity can be wrinen as:

or:

From the real gas law:

P - ZRT
--p

SF??

Defining the gas specific gravity G as the ratio of the molecular weight of the gas to the
molecular weight of air gives:

or:

Therefore, :

and:
28.97 G P
'=
RTZ

An expression for the velocity can be obtained by substituting for p and pb in Equation (E.6) so
that:

and also:

Substituting for u and p in Equation 5.8 will give:

Substituting for dh and rearranging:

2897G
R
[(&)dP

+( 2897G
R P- T pZg
~ z sine+--(
~ ~ , 2f 28976
gcd

R

4 Q,Pb )2]dx]=o
TbZ,rrd2

(E-14)

or:

Again for short pipeline sections, T and Z can be replaced by average values T
, and 2 ,and

the elevation term can be evaluated using an average pressure ,P

Equation E. 15 can then be

integrated to give:

[-I

+

(-2827G
R

~ : g

sin 8 +- 32f 28976 Q~P,'
gcd5 R T ~ Z :r

=

'

%Z:g,

--28.976 P:~
R Ta:Z:g,
Therefore:

I

I

(E.1 7)

sin 8L

1"'

P; - P; - 2 x2897G P:~ sin 8L
R
T2,gc

I

If the elevation gain is 0 h in Length L, then:
sine L=Ah

(E-16)

I

05

Q, = 16267-:T

:P - :P - 0.0375 G P h &
GLT, 2,Twz w g c

{[

dL5

It is usual to set g/g. equal to unity in the elevation correction term. The effect of doing this on
&e overall performance of the system is de;nonstiated in Chapter 11.

x

E = 0.0375 G P k &

(E.22)

--rwz,ge

Evaluation of the numerical constants yields the General F7w Equation (Uhl, 1965) for both
the SI and Imperial units as follows:

None of the assumptions made in deriving the general flow equation seriously restrict its
generality or accuracy, and for practical pipeline applications they satisfy the law of
conservation of momentum.
For instance, the omission of the kinetic term causes less than 0.2 percent error in most
practical applications ( Northern Engineering Study, 1976).
E.2 Numerical Solution Of Equations.
The pipeline system can be described using a combination of nodes (representing specific sites
along the pipeline) and connectors (representing the pipe, regulators, valves, compressors (or
pumps)and other fluid handling units connecting the nodes. Given the node and connector
representation, the conservation equations described above could be re-written in terms of the
nodes and connectors to model the flow behaviour of the subject system.
These equations fall into two categories:
(a)

For each node in the system, the flow entering the node must equal the flow leaving the
node;

(b)

For each connector an equation can be formulated relating the flow through that
connector to the start and end pressure.

Thus, the number of equations available equals the number of nodes plus the number of
connectors in the system.
As with any system, for a well-deheci pipeline simulation problem, the number of variables
must equal the number of equations. The variables typically consist of:

E.2.1

(a)

The flow through each connector;

@)

The pressure at each unknown pressure node;

(c)

Other unknowns (pipe diameter, pipe length, compressor power,
unknown node flow, and receipt volume proration).

The Nodal Concept

The nodal description for a pipeline system requires that flow can enter or leave the system
only at node points. The nodes are connected by node-connecting elements, which can be
pipes, compressors or regulators. Nodes can be a collection of receipt points, sales points,
connectorjunctions or gate delivery points. The flow in each connector is a function of the
upstream and downstream pressures, the characteristics of the connector itself, (e.g., diameter,
length, roughness, etc.) and the characteristics of the gas entering the connector, (e.g.,
composition, specific gravity, temperature, etc.). Figure 5.2 shows a schematic of a simple
pipeline system of nodes and connectors.

Figure 5.2

The flow in the first connector, QA, for example, is dependent only on the pressures at nodes 1
and 2 (PI PI),its length, etc., and the gas properties at node 1. QBis dependent on P,, P3, its
length, etc., and the gas properties at node 2. QA minus QBis not necessarily equal to the flow
to node 2, Q2,
if the unknown pressures at nodes 1,2 or 3 are not correct. The left-over flow
at each node is called the "flow imbalance",
That is to say:

C a

- wm,
= Bi

and Biis the flow imbalance at node I
(E.l.1)

The unknowns in the system are adjusted during each iteration in order to eliminate the flow
imbalance at each node. When the flow imbalance at each node is within an acceptable
tolerance or the change in each unknown is sufficiently small,the system is considered
baianced.

Thus for each node I the continuity equation can be re-written as:

(E.1.2)
Where:

q,

is the flow through connectorj.

a

is the flow entering or leaving the system at node.

Sli is the set of all connectors to node i.
Sdi is the set of ail connectors f?om node i.

For each connectorJ the momentum equation can also be re-written as:
Pipeline connector:

4:

-

oj

[P$

-

E ~ - E , ] D: L:

Centrifugal compressor:

Reciprocating compressor:

= O

Where:

is the pressure at the from node for connectorj.

pi/

Pjl is the pressure at the to node for connector j.

Dj is the diameter of pipe connector j.
L, is the length of pipe connector j.
is the power for compressor connector j.
qj

is the flow through connector j.

+

up bi. cj and s,are treated as constants in the simultaneous equations and are
updated as the solution iteration proceeds.

The solution procedure can be illustrated with the following simple system
Q1 unknown

Q2 fixed

Q unknown
0 fixed
L fwed

where the unknown variables are:

P I = pressure at node 1.
Q , = flow into the sydern at node 1.
q = flow into the connector between node 1 and node 2.

and the corresponding three equations are:

-q + Ql = 0
q-Q2=0
q, - a ( E

flow balance at node 1 .
flow balance at node 2 with Q2constant.

- fi - E ) D' L-'

=

0 connector equation.

Where a, P2,D and L me how.

These simultaneous equations can be solved for PI, Qland q.
The equations can be represented by:

Where F represents d of the node flow balance and connector equations, and X represents all
variables.

Then the second order Newton iteration method could be used to solve this system of
non-linear equations.
E.2.2

Second Order Newton Iteration Solution Method

If it is assumed that X = Xoprovides a solution to the system of equations,

The Taylor expansion of F(Xd around XoHv,

Assume that the first guess to the unknown variable X is XI and let
AX = (Xo- Xd, and dXr is the transpose of dY.

Then,

If'the above series is to be truncated afker the 2nd derivative, this is equivalent to saying that:

Since F(Xd

= 0,

To simplify the calculation in the multi-dimensional case the dXr can be substituted with 1st
order solution
Then:

can be solved for AX giving:

x, = x,+ Ax
X2 is a better guess to the solution Xo than XI.Substituting X2 into the equation in place of
XIand solving for a new AX, we can then find an X3, etc.
In other words,

xt +xi?
The second order Newton iteration method can be thought of as:
(a)

A 1st order Newton iteration solution for,

An update to the first derivative matrix F'(X3 to,

Solution for:

(x1)]and the update X' = XI + Ax.

M = - [FMa
(XI)]1
[F
(E.2.10)

A visual description ofthis approach for the one-dimensional case is given below. Note that
the desired solution is approached.

F(xl )
inihai guess
x~ approdmate solu6on
XI=

after 1 iteration
x~ solutjon
F(x2f

0

I
This method works well for nearquadratic functions (e.g., the general flow
equation) but can converge slowly for functions that are not closely represented
by a Taylor series truncated after the 2nd derivative term (e-g., the compression
equation).

E.2.3

Solution Of Simultaneous Equations

The method outlined in the previous section call for setting up a system of "N"simultaneous
equations
(N = the number of nodes plus connectors in the system).

Following the Newton iteration solution method, the system at equiliiirium could be described
by:

The equatioits which ara usid to updata the solutioil ca.a be demked 53:

where XI,X2,...,etc. represent different variables and dXl, AX2. ..., etc.
represent a change in variable 1, variable 2, etc.

This system is of the form,

Where [A] is the N x N coefficient matrix above, and [XI and [B] are the single dimension
arrays shown above. Thus, it will be necessary to solve the above set of equations in order to
improve the previous estimates of the unknowns.
There are a number of ways to solve a set of simultaneous equations. One approach is to
"factor" [A j into the form: [A ]= [L] [.U], where [L] is an N x N lower triangular matrix
(i-e.,ail elements on the upper side of the diagonal are zero), and, an N x N upper triangular
matrix (all elements on the lower side of the diagonal are zero and the diagonal elements are
unity). Once the [L] .[U] form of [A] has been determined, it is a simple matter to perform a
double back-substitution to solve for [XI.

I f [A]=

p]

Let (U][x/

=

then:

F] where [Y] is a temporary N x I matrix.

Then [LJm
Since [Y] is a lower triangular matrix, [Y] can be determined by simple backsubstitution Once [Yl is known, one more back-substitution is needed to
determine [XI.i.e.,

This method of matrix solution has a number of advantages over the standard type of solution
where the inverse of [A] (or [ A I - ~is calculated, or the standard method of Gaussian
elimination (using the augmented matrix):
(a)

The [L] .[U] form can be calculated in a small fraaion of the time
required to calculate [A1-1.

@)

The amount of matrix fill-in (of the number of matrix elements which
become non-zero during the course of the solution) is reduced
drastically, e.g., [A] may be very sparse but its inverse, [A]-I is usually
a full matrix, whereas [L] .[U] maintains much of the original sparsity
of [A].

(c)

Because fewer arithmetic operations are required, round-off error is
greatly reduced.

(d)

Factoring [A] into its [L] e[U] form is completely independent of the
[B] matrix. This feature allows the solution of problems with different
[BJ matrices (as long as [A] doesn't change) without going through the
work of retriangularking each time, as would be required with standard
Gaussian elimination. (This enables the sensitivity analysis to be
performed at minimum cost.)

[u

The [L] .[U] form of [A/ is stored in a single matrix,[C]. [C] contains
and [U]
simultaneously ( B] and [U] are lower and upper triangular matrices respectively, so the only
overlap is on the diagonal and no information is lost on the diagonal since [U] has only "onesn
on the diagonal). [C] is stored in sparse form similar to (A]. [C] has row, column and

diagonal pointer arrays, "IC", "JCnand "ID",respectively. The algorithm used to calculate fZJ
and [U],or [C], is similar to normal Gaussian elimination.

In normal Gaussian elimination, one works with the augmented matrix, i.e., the matrix [A]
becomes an N x (lV+I) matrix temporarily, with the [B] matrix "tacked" on as an additional
column of [A]. Then the elements of [A] to the left of the diagonal in each row are made zero
(cr elimL12~td)by peforming suit3bla row opentions, using rows that have had their clements
to the left of the diagonal already eliminated. When all elements to the left of the diagonal in a
row have been eliminated, the row is "normalized", i-e., each element is divided by the diagonal
element leaving the value on the diagonal equal to unity. This process is continued to the last
row. At this point [A] has been convirted to an upper triangular matrix with "onesnin each
diagonal element. [XI is then calculated by back-substitution, i-e., by calculating the value of
one element of [XI at a time and using this vdue to calculate the next, etc.
/Lj [UJfactorization does not require the use of the augmented matrix, so [B] is not
required. To calculate [L] and [U], (or [C]), the same type of elimination described
previously is used. The only difference is that, as an element in a row is eliminated, the value
of the element just before elimination is stored in that position of [C] . When all elements in a
row to the left of the diagonal have been eliminated, the rest of the row (to the right of the
diagonal) is normallzed using the diagonal element. The inverse of that normalizing element is
stored on the diagonal.

Mathematically7this algorithm can be described as folIows: Let ail'be the value of the element
in row i and columnj in [A] during elimination, and let cv be the vdue of the element in row i
and columnj in [C] . Then:
(a)

Lfi > i, cV = ap the vdue existing after the entire elimination process
has been completed.

E.2.4

(b)

If i = j, cv = f/uw where a,i is the diagonal value existing in row i just
before it was normalized by the elimination process.

(c)

Ifj < i, cij = ap ,the value of element (i, j) just before it is zeroed by
the elimination process.

Sparse Matrix Structure

When a hll [A] matrix for a 1000 equation system is used, a million storage locations would
be needed for [A] alone. The actual number of non-zero elements in [A] would be of the
order of 4000. It can be seen that [Aj is very "sparse" or contains few non-zero elements. In
order to avoid storing the full 1000 x 1000 elements of [A] , a sparse storage scheme could be
used which consists of two pointer arrays and the [A] matrix array which contains only the

non-zero elements of [A] . The first pointer may, "U", points to the first non-zero elements
in any row of [A] ;"JAn,the second pointer array, contains the column number for each
element of the [A] array. The following example will illustrate the method.

-

-

I

Contains the column no. of t h e
corresponding element of the
sparse [A] matrix, in the full [A]
matrix.

Points to the position in the
sparse [A] matrix that has
the 1st non-zero element of
a row in the full [A] matrix.

"A" is a real array because it contains the actual values of the derivatives in [A/ ;
"IA" and "JAWare only integer arrays since their function is only to contain row
and column information for [A] . To find out how many non-zero elements in
row i of [A] , one uses "IA",i-e., number of elements = IA(i + I ) - IA(i).

Using the [L] *[U/factorization method of matrix solution means that sparsity is essentially
preserved. Thus the sparse storage technique can be used to advantage in setting up the [C]
matrix as well. Similar row and column pointers are used, i.e., "IC' corresponds to "IA" and
"JCcorresponds to "JA", There is one additional pointer array used for [C] , however, and
that is the diagonal pointer "ID", This array contains the index of "C' corresponding to the
diagonal element of row i. i-e.,I . ( i ) contains the index of "C' for the diagonal element of
row i. The optimum node numbering procedure ensures that the amount of fill-in, (or extra
elements in [C] which were not in [A] ), is kept to a minimum. This continued sparsity keeps
run time requirements to a minimum.
E.2.5

Optimized Node Numbering

The [A] matrix can be considered partitioned as follows:

Variables

connector
flows

unknown pressure
and other unknowns

connector
equations
Equations
-

-

node flow
balance
equations

The connector equations are paired with the unknown connector flows to
is a diagonal matrix.
ensure that [A,

- The [A J contains only entries for unknown node flows, unknown
compressor powers (for fuel), and unknown receipt flow proration. All other
entries are zero.

-

The [ A IJ and [Azl] matrices contain non-zeroes.

In factoring the [A] matrix into its LU decomposition, there w
i
l
l not be any "fill-innin the
[AI J , [A, J , or [A2 matrices since [A
is diagonal. "Fill-in" means that as the [A]
matrix is triangularized, entries which were zeros in [A] become non-zero in [C] . "Fill-in"
will only occur in the [A J matrix. Once "fill-innhas been added, resulting from [A1 J ,[AIJ
and [A2J entries (i-e., after elimination of entries in [A2J but before triangularization of
[ A d itself, the structure of the [ A d matrix plus such "fill-inncan be described. Each node
flow balance equation will have entries for the corresponding node's pressure (if unknown) and
flow (if unknown), the compressor power (ia suction node of an unknown power
compressor), and the unknown pressures at the opposite end of each connector attached to the
given node. The following discussion deals with ordering the [ A d matrix equations and
variables.

,]

,]

Each node corresponds to one row in the [ A d matrix and each unknown corresponds to one
column in [ A d . The question to be answered is, which unknown should be matched with
which node? One would like to keep the magnitude of the diagonal entry as large as possible
with respect to other entries in the same row. Having the largest entry on the diagonal reduces
round-off error incurred through the elimination process. Which element will be largest for a
given row? It is usually the unknown pressure at the node in question. This can be seen in the
following example.

Consider nodes 4 B, and C which have unknown pressures PA,PB,and Po respectively. We
are looking for the largest entry in row B. There will be entries due to PA,PB,and PC.
Assume, for convenience, that a change in pressure, LIP, at any node will produce the same rate
of change in flow, AQ, in each connector. Thus @/dP is a kind of linearized derivative,
representative of the entries in row B of [ A d . If we change PA by dP,the change in flow
imbalance at B is AQ. If we change PC by dP,the change in flow imbalance at B is AQ. If we
change PB,however, by AP, the change in flow imbalance at B is 2AQ. Thus the largest
derivative for any node will likely be due to that node's pressure if it is known. Since
approximately 90 percent of the unknowns are unknown pressures, diagonal dominance can be
maintained for much of the [Al J matrix by numbering each unknown pressure with its
corresponding node.
Another important question to consider is, what special order, if any, should be used for
numbering the nodes (or rows) in [A2 J . That node-ordering is important can be readily
determined by a few examples. It will be seen that some combinations lead to much more
"fill-in" than others. These extra entries mean more elimination (and thus computer time),
more chance for round-off error, and more computer storage requirements. Thus it is worth
spending some extra time during matrix set-up (which is only done once per run) to save time
during the matrix solution (which is done every iteration).

A change in an unknown pressure causes a change in the flow of every adjacent connector.
This causes an equal or opposite change in the flow imbalance at the opposite end nodes, i.e.,
the structure of the [A] matrix is symmetrical as long as we are dealing with unknown
pressures. This symmetry leads to a very usefbl algorithm which orders nodes in order to
minimize fill-in.

nknowns

Corresponding
node pressure

Corresponding All other NCE Proration
node flow
unknown unfactor (if
node knowns prorating)
flows

Nodes with

unknown
pressure and
fmed flow

Nodes with
fmed pressure
and unknown
flow

5

Nodes with
fixed pressure
and fixed flow

The above is a schematic of the [A2J matrix showing the overall structure. The matrix
structure is symmetrical down to the last node with an unknown pressure. The diagonal of
[ A d will be non-zero after "fill-in" down to the end of the nodes with fixed pressure and
unknown flow. From that point on, another algorithm is used to ensure that the diagonal gets
filled in the [C] matrix. This algorithm will be described later. We examine then, the
optimized ordering of those nodes with unknown pressures. The optimized node numbering
algorithm is as follows:

Consider the system of nodes and connectors as a "graphn,with nodes as points on the graph
and connectors as links connecting the graph points. Loop connectors are considered as one
connector. Nodes with fixed pressures are not considered part ofthe graph since they will be
numbered fbrther down in the [ A d matrix.
(a)

Number those nodes first with the fewest surrounding nodes.

(b)

Once a node is numbered, it is removed from the graph (thus reducing
the number of surrounding nodes for its opposite end nodes by one).

The process continues until aIi nodes with unknown pressure have been
numbered.

Another problem occurs, if care is not taken, in numbering the unknowns in regions 3,4 and 5
of Figure 1 with their fixed pressure nodes. Experience has shown that, if the nodes and
unknowns are not carefilly matched, the method of matrix solution breaks down., i.e., there is a
zero on the diagonal of the [C] matrix but the matrix is not singular. It can be shown that a
fixed pressure at a node will cause a P-in for certain other unknowns which are physically
3ffkcted by that node. For example, one expects th3t a E x d contract pressure -sillc a s e a
fill-in for both the upstream and downstream compressor unknowns. An algorithm has been
devised, based on the "region" concept, to ensure that every fixed pressure node gets numbered
with an unknown which will ensure diagonal fill-in.
The algorithm is as follows:
(a)

Divide the system up into regions. Region boundaries consist of

- Any fixed pressure node with fixed flow.
- Any unknown flow with unknown pressure.
- Any unknown NCE.
The boundaries of each region are stored.
@)

Consider each fixed pressure node with known flow. Find the adjacent
regions and pick out the boundary elements which are available
unknowns.

(c)

Begin assigning unknowns to fixed pressure nodes, giving first priority
to those nodes with the fewest unknowns. Each time an unknown and
node are numbered, remove that unknown from the available choices of
the other fixed pressure nodes.

Continue until all nodes and unknowns have been assigned.

E.2.6

Acceleration Of Convergence

Because an iterative solution technique is used, some precautions are necessary to ensure
convergence of the solution. For the first iteration, only gas properties and connector flows
are calculated. Care is taken in the arrangement of the equations and the choice of variables so
as to Linearize the equations as much as possible and scale equation coefficients for numerical
stability. The general flow equation is thus rearranged as:

with variables chosen as:
4

=

connector flow.

p12

=

upstream pressure squared.

p22

=

downstream pressure squared.

d

=

diameter-to the fifth power.

L-I

=

1 divided by length.

a,b

are constants.

Choosing the variables in this manner linearizes the system of equations as much
as possible and should speed convergence.
At least one pressure in the system must be known.

Problems occur in pipe connectors with very low tlows. For the pipeline connector equations,
the corresponding diagonal entry in the [A/ matrix is the derivative of q2 which is 29. Thus, as
connector flow goes to zero, so does the corresponding diagonal element of [A] causing
calculation problems. This is dealt with by limiting the value of the derivative. If its magnitude
is less than the preset tolerance, it is fixed. This tolerance can be small enough to fall within
the balancing tolerance of the simulation.
E.3

Solution of Energy Equation

The evaluation of nodal temperature is separated from the computation of the other unknowns
in the mass and momentum equations. A sequential procedure is employed to calculate the
downstream temperature;.
and then related to the other unknowns at each Newton iteration starting with the evaluation of
the fluid properties using the most current operating conditions.
Temperature profile calculation is performed in the direction of flow for the pipe and also for
the network.
For any subject node, the temperature profile for all the upstream links are evaluated and the
nodal temperature determined by enthalpy mixing. Thus the enthalpy contributions fiom all
associated links are calculated and the node temperature determined as the temperature that
corresponds to the total enthalpy. The links in a pipe network are typically the pipe segment,
valves and compressors. The temperature profile for the pipe accounts for heat exchange with
the surrounding soil and cooling due to expansion of the gas (Joule Thompson Effect). The

compressor discharge temperature is approximated with an isentropic compression process
with an efficiency related term accounting for the non-idealities. The expansion of the gas
through a valve is determined from an isenthalpic process.

The enthalpy mixing approach is based on the conservation of energy equation for fluids £?om
all associated links.The mixture enthalpy is determined as

where N is the number of upstream links, rnk represents the mass flow rate for the kth link and
subscript inj reflects injection fiom any associated node.
Determining the temperature corresponding to the mixed enthalpy requires the solution of the
following pair of non-linear equations:

Thus, temperature variation along the pipeline could be regarded as a function of four effects:
1. Heat be conducted from the gas into the surrounding soil or vice versa.
2. Temperature decrease due to the Joule-Thomson effect which is a change in
temperature with pressure, with no change in enthalpy.
3. Decrease in gas temperature in the lower-pressure pipe sections because of an
increase in gas velocity.
4. and Frictional heating.
(3) and (4) are usually negligible compared with (1) and (2). The equations used to cdculate
the downstream temperature include the temperature change due to Joule-Thomson effect and
the temperature change due to heat transfer fiom the surroundings. The heat transfer is
calculated by means of a potential theory model. It requires the input of soil thermal
conductivity, depth of burial and effective ground temperature. It has been determined that the
effective ground temperature is best taken as the undisturbed ground temperature at one-half
the depth of burial which gives results that compare well with the more complex finite element
heat transfer models.
Since the heat transfer between the gas and its surroundings is a hnction of the gas
temperature and vice versa, an iterative solution is required. These extra calculations required
for each iteration are costly in terms of computer time because the specific heat and JouleThornson coefficient are required for each connector. (This means many extra thermodynamic
calculations.)

From the conservation o f energy equation under steady state conditions, it could be inferred
that the energy content of the system remains constant at any time. Therefore, the energy
entering the system is equal to the energy leaving the system and the net energy flux into or out
of the system is zero. Equation 5.40 is a representation of this energy conservation statement
Change in
Flow Energy

=

Heat f?om
C,m+onm~

-

Usem WorkDone on
the Envi.rorment

(5.40)

the pipeline temperature profile equation, is presented as

Thus ifthe downstream temperature is represented by T2the temperature profile equation
each pipe connector can be written as follows:

where;

TZ

=

is the d o m e a m temperature in O R .

TI

=

is the upstream temperature in O R .

Tg

=

is the effective ground temperature in OR.

PI,P2 = are the upstream and downstream pressures respectively (psia).
H I . H2 = are the upstream and downstream elevations in feet.

JIZ

=

is the Joule-Thornson coefficient at average temperature and pressure (OWpsi).

Cp12 =

is the speczc heat at average temperature and pressure (BTUAbm-OR).

j

=

is a conversion factor = 778 ft-lb/BTU.

k

=

is the soil thermal conductivity (BTU-fi-WR).

L

=

is the connector length in miles.

m

=

is the mass flow rate in lbm/hr.

z

=

is the depth to pipe centreline in feet.

D

=

is the pipe outer diameter in feet.

